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Nomenclature

Notation

x Scalar variable/signal (italic, lower case)
x Vector variable/signal (bold italic, lower case)
X Scalar constant, Fourier/Laplace-transform, or SISO transfer

function (italic, upper case)
X Vector of Fourier/Laplace-transforms (bold italic, upper case)
X Matrix constant, Fourier/Laplace-transforms, or MIMO trans-

fer function (bold, upper case)
xi ith element of vectorx
X ik ikth entry of matrixX
X(i, :) ith row of matrixX
X(:, k) kth column of matrixX
•̇ First derivative of• with respect to time
•̈ Second derivative of• with respect to time
•̂ Estimate of the signal•, or estimate of the dynamic system•
•̄ Reduced matrix of•
•(t) Continuous time signal
•(s) Laplace transformed variable, or continuous system
•(ω) Fourier transformed variable, or value of• atω
•(ejω f Ts) Value of• atejω f Ts

•( f ) Value of• at f = 2πω f

| • | Absolute value of•
| • |RMS RMS value of•
•H Complex conjugate (Hermitian) transpose of•
•T Transpose of•
•−1 Inverse of•



ii Nomenclature

diag(•) Square matrix with the elements from the vector• on its diag-
onal and all other elements equal to zero

Re(•) Real part of•
Im(•) Imaginary part of•

Indices

• f Index over (excited) frequencies
•i Index over outputs or characteristic loci (CL)
•k Index over inputs or experiments
•l Index over polynomial coefficients, identified poles/modes

Abbreviations

BBN Bolt, Beranek and Newman
cl closed loop
CL Characteristic loci
c.o.m. Center of mass
comp Compensated
disc Discrete
CPSD Cross power spectral density
cumPSD Cumulative power spectral density
DFT Discrete Fourier transform
DOF Degree of freedom
e.c. Elastic center
FRF Frequency response function
HF High-pass filter
LF Low-pass filter
LS Least squares
LSCF Least squares complex frequency domain
MIMO Multiple-input multiple-output
ol open loop
PR Pole residue
PSD Power spectral density
red Reduced
RFP Rational fraction polynomial
RMS Root mean square
SISO Single-input single-output
SS State-space



Nomenclature iii

TEM Transmission electron microscope
uncomp Uncompensated
VC Vibration Curve

Latin symbols

A,B,C,D State-space model
Af Amplitude of sine in the multisine signal
B Input matrix
C Set of complex numbers
C(s) Compliance transfer function (m/N)
C Output matrix
d Axial damping constant of a leg (Ns/m)
d1 Suspension damping (Ns/m)
d2 Internal damping (Ns/m)
D(s) Deformability transfer function (m/N)
Di(ω f ) Denominator polynomial
D Damping matrix (Ns/m)
Dp Parasitic damping matrix (Ns/m)
f Frequency (Hz)
fr Resonance frequency of open loop suspension mode (Hz)
fref Desired resonance frequency of suspension mode (Hz)
Fi(s),F(s) Filter (matrix)
Fa Actuator force (N)
Fd Disturbance force (N)
Fs Measured force signal (N)
g Gravity constant (g = 9.81 m/s2)
G(s),G•1•2(s) Transfer function, transfer function between signal•1 and•2
hm Vertical distance between elastic center and center of mass
H(s),H•(s) Controller transfer function
Hd(s),Hd

•(s) Diagonal controller transfer function
In n× n identity matrix
j =
√
−1 Imaginary unit

J Jacobian matrix of the least squares problem
k Axial stiffness of a leg (N/m)
k1 Suspension stiffness (N/m)
k2 Internal stiffness (N/m)
ka,Ka Proportional gain (matrix) (kg)



iv Nomenclature

kf Gain of force feedback controller using two-sensor control (-)
kp,Kp Parasitic stiffness (matrix) (N/m)
ks Wire flexure stiffness (kg)
kv,K v Integral gain (matrix) (Ns/m)
K Stiffness matrix (N/m)
L(s), L•(s) Loop gain transfer function
m Number of inputs, outputs, and experiments
m= m1 +m2 Total payload mass (kg)
m0 Floor mass (kg)
m1 Payload 1 mass (kg)
m2 Payload 2 mass (kg)
ms Coil mass (kg)
M Mass matrix (kg)
n Order of the model for the system identification
nd Number of delays
nf Number of frequencies
nl Pole multiplicity
nm Number of kept modes for the system identification
nr Number of real poles
N Number of samples for each experiment
Np Number of samples for each period
Ni(ω f ) Numerator polynomial
O Orthogonal matrix
pi Identified pole
P Number of periods for each experiment
P•1•2( f ) (Cross) power spectral density of signals•1 and•2
P Normal modal matrix
q Degree of freedom
Q Mass normalized normal modal matrix
r Distance between the vertical axis of symmetry and the point

where a leg is attached to the payload
r• •-axis radius of gyration
R Set of real numbers
Rl Residue matrix of thelth mode
R Transformation matrix between vector of leg extensionsq/qo

and vector of orthogonal coordinatesxref

T(s),T(s) Transmissibility transfer function (matrix) (-)
Td(s) Deformation transmissibility transfer function (–/s2)
Tref(s) Reference transmissibility transfer function (-)



Nomenclature v

Ts Sample time (s)
T Transformation matrix
Tu Input decoupling matrix
Ty Output decoupling matrix
u Input (excitation) signal
v Noise signal
V Strain energy
Wi(ω f ) Frequency dependent weighting function
∆x = x2 − x1 Internal deformation (m)
x Multisine signal
xi Displacement of massi = 0,1,2 (m)
x Orthogonal coordinatesx = (x, y, z, θxθy, θz)T

y Output (response) signal
∆z Static sagging due to gravity
z Modal coordinate

Greek symbols

α Factor
αi Angle between the three leg pairs and thex-axis (i = 1,2,3)
αil lth real-valued coefficient of denominator polynomialDi(ωf )
β Factor
β Angle between axial direction of a leg and horizontal plane
βil lth real-valued coefficient of nominator polynomialNi(ωf )
ǫref Desired lower transmissibility limit (-)
ζf Damping ratio of second-order LF in controller (-)
ζl Damping ratio of second-order HF in controller (-)
ζmax Maximum achievable damping ratio of internal mode (-)
ζn Damping ratio of closed loop suspension mode (-)
ζr Damping ratio of open loop suspension mode (-)
ζref Desired damping ratio of suspension mode (-)
λi(s), λi(ω f ) Complex-valued eigenvalue
Λ(s), Λ(ω f ) Complex-valued eigenvalue matrix
ρ• Length• normalized withr (-)
σ• Standard deviation of•
σli ith singular value of model
φf Random phase of sine in multisine signal
Φ(s),Φ(ω f ) Complex-valued modal matrix



vi Nomenclature

ω,ω f Angular frequency (rad/s)
ωi Resonance frequency (rad/s)
ωa Anti-resonance frequency due to parasitic stiffness (rad/s)
ωa,Fs Anti-resonance frequency in force path (rad/s)
ωa,ẍ1 Anti-resonance frequency in acceleration path (rad/s)
ωf Corner frequency of second-order LF in controller (rad/s)
ωl Corner frequency of second-order HF in controller (rad/s)
ωn Resonance frequency of closed loop suspension mode (rad/s)
ωp Corner frequency of LF and HF filters for sensor fusion
ωq Corner frequency of additional HF filter for sensor fusion
ωr Resonance frequency of open loop suspension mode (rad/s)
ωref Desired resonance frequency of suspension mode (rad/s)
ωs = ωnf Ts/π Scaling factor
ωz High-frequency zero (rad/s)
Ωl(ω f ) Polynomial basis function
Ω Eigenvalue matrixΩ = diag(ω1, . . . , ωm)
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Introduction

This chapter constitutes a general introduction to disturbance rejection in pre-
cision equipment. To guarantee the equipment’s performance, disturbances
have to be dealt with in an adequate way. Vibration isolators aim at reducing
the effects of disturbances due to (floor) vibrations. This thesis describes the
development of a so-called active hard mount vibration isolator. In this chap-
ter, the research objective is discussed and an outline of the thesis is given.

1.1 Background

The continuous demand for higher accuracy and throughput is one of the most
important challenges in the design of precision equipment. Examples of such
equipment are wafer stepper lithography machines [20], atomic force micro-
scopes [42], particle colliders [13], and space telescopes [19,47]. To guarantee
the equipment’s performance, the relative position of various components in-
side the equipment must be maintained to nanometer levels and internal defor-
mations must be minimized. Even in controlled environments, the equipment
is susceptible to environmental disturbances such as mechanical loads, thermal
loads, electromagnetic radiation, humidity and contaminations. For example,
mechanical loads result in vibrations of the equipment and therefore in inter-
nal deformations of the equipment, leading to a lower performance. Next to a
robust equipment design, dedicated disturbance rejection systems may be ap-
plied to avoid or sufficiently reduce disturbances. Commonly used systems are
vibration isolators, soundproof enclosures, servo-controlled positioning sys-
tems, and coolings systems. The focus of this thesis is on the development of
a vibration isolator to reject disturbances due to mechanical loads.

In many industrial applications, the mechanical loads are due to floor vi-
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brations that are entering the equipment by means of the mounts that suspend
the equipment, see Fig.1.1. Therefore, typical industrial vibration isolation
systems focus on reducing the effects of floor vibrations [20]. These solu-
tions can be considered as mechanical low-pass filters for the transmissionof
floor vibrations. Isolation is obtained above

√
2 times the system’s suspension

frequency, which is calculated as the square root of the suspension stiffness
divided by the mass of the suspended equipment. Using a mount with low-
stiffness springs (so-called soft mounts) results in low suspension frequencies
(typically 0.5–2 Hz) and therefore in a low transmission of floor vibrations.
An active control system is often added to artificially increase the damping of
the suspension modes.

However, the low suspension stiffness introduces problems with leveling of
the equipment and it increases its susceptibility to forces acting directly on it.
These forces are due to for example acoustic excitation. Both problems can
be circumvented by using mounts with high-stiffness springs (so-called hard
mounts). Due to the higher stiffness, the suspension frequencies will be higher
(typically 5–20 Hz). Therefore, the transmission of floor vibrations will also
increase. An active control system is required to improve the response due to
floor vibrations [8,41]. Hence, the name active hard mounts.

In general, internal modes of the equipment are poorly damped. Excitation
of these modes result in large internal deformations, leading to a lower perfor-
mance of the the equipment. Therefore, it is desired to use the active control
system to increase the damping of these modes as well.

1.2 Research objective

Although (active hard mount) vibration isolators that are able to simultane-
ously provide isolation from both floor vibrations and direct disturbance forces
are not widely used yet, some examples can be found in [5,25,41]. However,
none of these vibration isolators can be used to increase the damping of in-
ternal modes of the suspended equipment. Based on these facts, the research
objective of this thesis is formulated as:

The development of an active hard mount vibration isolator for
precision equipment that combines a high suspension stiffness with
adequate isolation of both floor vibrations and direct disturbance
forces as well as with sufficient damping of the suspension modes
and internal modes of the suspended equipment.
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misalignment

mount

floor vibrations

equipment

mount

force

Fig. 1.1: Illustration of internal deformations in a precision equipment due to disturbances,
leading to a lower performance of the equipment. The disturbances are mechanical loads due to
floor vibrations and forces acting directly on the equipment..

This work is a continuation of research done by Van der Poel in 2010 [59].
The main contributions of his work are a set of guidelines for the mechanical
design of an active hard mount vibration isolator as well as for the choice of
sensors and actuators. Moreover, he has developed a control strategy based
on a combination of feedback and feedforward control using accelerometers.
He has validated this control strategy on an experimental setup of a one-axis
active hard mount vibration isolation systems. However, the control strategy of
Van der Poel requires a very high computational capacity, even for a one-axis
vibration isolator. Therefore, it has been decided to not continue this control
strategy. Instead, several novel control strategies have been derived.

1.3 Contributions

Active hard mount vibration isolation has already been covered in the thesisof
Van der Poel [59]. In addition to this work, several contributions are made in
this thesis. These can be summarized as follows:

• Two novel control strategies have been derived that are based on a com-
bination of acceleration and force feedback. The combination of these
types of feedback allows to improve the response due to floor vibrations
and direct disturbance forces as well as to damp the internal modes.

• These control strategies are validated on an experimental setup of a one-
axis active hard mount vibration isolator similar to the one used in [59].

• A demonstrator setup of a six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator
is developed. It is used to verify the developed control strategies. Models
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of the vibration isolator describing its dynamics have been derived as
well.

• A novel method is presented for obtaining an identification model de-
scribing the dynamics of the demonstrator setup. The identification
model can also be used to derive a modal controller.

• A modal controller is derived for the six-axes active hard mount vibra-
tion isolator and it is validated on the developed demonstrator setup.

1.4 Outline

In chapter2 a background on vibration isolation in precision equipment is
given. Several performance measures are defined and three performance ob-
jectives of active hard mount vibration isolators are formulated. In chapter 3
several control strategies for active hard mount vibration isolators will be de-
rived that are based on acceleration feedback, force feedback ora combination
of both. For each of these control strategies it is shown which of the three
performance objectives can be realized. In chapter4 the results are presented
that are obtained with the real-time implementation of these control strategies
on an experimental setup of a one-axis active hard mount vibration isolator. In
chapter5 the design of a demonstrator setup of a six-axes active hard mount
vibration isolator is presented. It is used to verify the developed control strate-
gies. Models of the vibration isolator describing its dynamics will be derived
as well. In chapter6 a novel method for the system identification of the de-
veloped demonstrator setup is presented that is used to validate the models of
chapter5. The obtained identification model can also be used to derive a modal
controller. In chapter7 a modal controller is designed for the six-axes active
hard mount vibration isolator. It is shown how this modal controller can be
used to extend the control strategies of chapter3 from the one-axis vibration
isolator to the six-axes vibration isolator. In chapter8 the applicability of the
modal controller is demonstrated by performing closed loop experiments on
the developed demonstrator. In chapter9 the conclusions of the various results
presented in this thesis are summarized. Moreover, some recommendations for
further research are given.
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Vibration isolation

This chapter presents a background on vibration isolation in precision equip-
ment. First, the characteristics of the various disturbance sources actingon
the precision equipment are described. Next, the modeling of the vibrationiso-
lator and the used performance measures are presented. Also, the principles
of passive and active vibration isolation are explained. The chapter concludes
with the design and performance objectives of active hard mount vibration
isolators.

2.1 Disturbances

In this thesis the focus is on disturbances due to mechanical loads. Two ways
how these disturbances enter the equipment can be distinguished. This is illus-
trated in Fig.1.1. Direct disturbances are forces acting directly on the equip-
ment, causing vibrations.Indirect disturbances are forces acting on the equip-
ment’s support structure (often the floor) entering the equipment indirectlyby
means of the mounts that suspend the equipment. Indirect disturbances are
often referred to asfloor vibrations. In the following subsections, the charac-
teristics of the direct and indirect disturbances are given.

2.1.1 Direct disturbances

Direct disturbance sources are application specific but may include: reaction
forces on the equipment due to stage motion, forces transmitted through data
and power cables, forces transmitted by cooling water systems, and acoustic
excitation, see also [59] and the references therein. The disturbance forces are
expected to be random of nature except for the reaction forces due to stage
motion. Their levels are also application specific. In active vibration isolators,
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Fig. 2.1: (a) VC-A to VC-G and NIST-A curves expressed in RMS velocity units on aone-third
octave frequency band. (b) Power spectral densities (PSDs) of the VC-C to VC-E and NIST-A
curves in acceleration units together with an actual PSD of measured floorvibrations.

the noise generated by active components (actuators, sensors and theirampli-
fiers) leads to random actuator forces. Hence, the active components have to
be considered as direct disturbance sources as well.

2.1.2 Indirect disturbances

Indirect disturbances are caused by ground vibrations due to seismic activity
and traffic, and disturbance sources inside the building in which the equip-
ment is located (other machinery and human activity). The dynamics of the
building in which the equipment is located, determines how the floor vibra-
tions are observed at the equipment’s mounts. Although the actual level of
floor vibrations may vary over time and differ from site to site, measurements
at many sites have revealed that most floor vibration spectra can be approxi-
mated by a flat spectrum when expressed as root mean square (RMS) velocity
on a one-third octave frequency band from 1 to 80 Hz or from 4 to 80 Hz.
Such a flat spectrum is also known as a Vibration Criterion (VC) curve or Bolt,
Beranek and Newman (BBN) curve [16]. Several curves are specified suited
for different environments, ranging from VC-A to VC-G, see Fig.2.1(a). The
VC-E curve (3.1µm/s RMS per one-third octave in-between 1 and 80 Hz) is
the quietest environment used for designing fabs, and it is suited for the most
sensitive equipment. The VC-F and VC-G curves are only recommended for
evaluation [2]. For use with nanotechnology, also the NIST-A curve (25 nm
RMS per one-third octave in-between 1 and 20 Hz, VC-E in-between 20 and
100 Hz) is defined.

In this thesis, floor vibrations are evaluated using power spectral density
(PSD) functions. Since floor vibrations are of a stochastic nature, the VCand
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Fig. 2.2: Models of a passive vibration isolator in which the equipment is represented by: (a)
a rigid body; (b) a flexible body.

NIST curves can be converted to PSDs. The PSDs can also be used to evaluate
the vibration isolator’s performance, see section2.2. For later use, the PSDs
are expressed in acceleration units. Fig.2.1(b) shows some of the curves to-
gether with a PSD of floor vibrations (in vertical direction) measured at the
laboratory of Mechanical Automation and Mechatronics of the University of
Twente, Enschede. The measurement approximates the NIST-A curve in the
frequency range in-between 3 and 100 Hz. It is expected that below 3 Hz, sen-
sor noise dominates over the actual floor vibration level [59]. Above 100 Hz,
the acceleration level tends to decrease rapidly with increasing frequency. The
total RMS value in-between 0 and 1 kHz of the measured floor vibrations is
1.7 mm/s2 (0.17 mg). The same trends as in this measurement are also ob-
served in the measurements published in [48, 59, 61], although with slightly
higher acceleration levels. In [48] it is reported that at many sites horizontal
and vertical vibration levels are alike, while rotational floor vibrations are in
general small compared to translation.

2.2 Modeling and performance measures

In this section two basic models of a one-axis vibration isolator are introduced.
These models are shown in Fig.2.2. Both models use lumped masses, linear
springs and viscous dampers to describe the dynamics of the equipment and
the mount. The precision equipment is modeled as a rigid payload body with
massm (in Fig. 2.2(a)) or as a flexible payload body (in Fig.2.2(b)). The
flexible payload body consists of two bodies with massm1 and m2 (where
m1 + m2 = m) that are interconnected by springk2 and damperd2, allowing
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an internal deformation. The suspension ormountthat connects the equipment
to the floor is modeled as a parallel connection of springk1 and damperd1.
In both models, it is assumed that the floor motionx0 is an independent input
disturbance. This means that forces generated by the equipment’s mounts do
not influence floor motionx0. This assumption is valid if the mass of the floor
is much larger than the total mass of the equipment. A disturbance forceFd is
included to represent the direct disturbance force acting on the equipment. In
the model of Fig.2.2(b), Fd is only acting on bodym1. In [59] it is shown that a
forceFd acting on bodym2 has similar effects. The model of Fig.2.2(a) is just
a simplification of the model of Fig.2.2(b), in which springk2 is considered
infinitely stiff. With the simplified model it is easier to analyze the vibration
isolator’s performance when expressed in formulas.

The performance of the precision equipment is usually expressed in terms
of an RMS value of the position error [5,61]. This (dynamic) position error is
due to the finite stiffness of springk2 in Fig. 2.2(b) and results in an internal
deformation∆x ≡ x2 − x1 when a force is transmitted. In many applications
the internal deformation cannot be measured directly. Instead, the acceleration
ẍ2 of bodym2 which can be measured more easily, is used as a performance
measure. These measures are related as follows. For frequencies below the
resonance frequency of the internal mode, forceF transmitted by springk2

is calculated asF = m2ẍ2. If the influence ofd2 is neglected, the internal
deformation is given by∆x = F/k2. So, the expression for∆x becomes

∆x =
m2

k2
ẍ2. (2.1)

By Eq. (2.1) it is observed that the RMS value of the internal deformation is
proportional to the RMS value of ¨x2. For frequencies below the resonance
frequency of the internal mode, the acceleration of bodiesm1 andm2 is the
same: ¨x1 = ẍ2. Therefore ¨x1 can be used as a performance measure as well.

It can be stated that the ultimate performance measure of the vibration isola-
tor is the RMS value of the acceleration of the equipment, either ¨x1 or ẍ2 [61].
The RMS value|ẍi |RMS of ẍi in-between frequenciesf1 and f2 is calculated as

|ẍi |RMS =

√

∫ f2

f1
Pẍi ẍi (φ)dφ (2.2)

wherePẍi ẍi ( f ) refers to the single-sided PSD ofxi . The RMS value of the
equipment’s acceleration is due to the contributions of the various disturbance
sources. Given the PSDPw jw j ( f ) of the disturbancesw j and assuming that the
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disturbances are uncorrelated,Pẍi ẍi ( f ) is calculated as

Pẍi ẍi ( f ) =
∑

j

|T Fi j ( f )|2Pw jw j ( f ) (2.3)

whereT Fi j ( f ) is the transfer function from disturbancew j to ẍi . The distur-
bances are the floor vibrations, direct disturbance forces, and the noise con-
tributions of the active components. Four performance transfer functions are
defined: transmissibility T(s), compliance C(s), deformation transmissibility
Td(s), anddeformability D(s):

T(s) ≡ Ẍ1(s)

Ẍ0(s)
, C(s) ≡ X1(s)

Fd(s)
, (2.4)

Td(s) ≡ ∆X(s)

Ẍ0(s)
, D(s) ≡ ∆X(s)

Fd(s)
, (2.5)

wheres = jω is the Laplace variable withω = 2π f . These transfer functions
describe the equipment’s acceleration responsesẌ1(s) and internal deforma-
tion responses∆X(s) due to floor acceleration̈X0(s) and direct disturbance
forceFd(s). HereẌi(s) is the Laplace transform of ¨xi . Eq. (2.1) is used to re-
late∆X(s) to Ẍ2(s). The compliance is the equipment’s displacement response
X1(s) due to direct disturbance forceFd(s).

The ultimate performance of the vibration isolator depends on the level of
the disturbances as well as the isolation performance of the isolator itself,
which is determined by the four transfer functions. Therefore, these trans-
fer functions are used to assess the isolator’s performance using the different
control strategies that are proposed in the next chapters.

2.3 Passive vibration isolation

A vibration isolator providespassive isolationif the mounts that suspends the
equipment consist only of mechanical components. Passive electrical compo-
nents, such as aRL circuit in combination with an electromagnetic transducer
(voice coil actuator), may be included as well, but these are omitted in this
thesis. The reader is referred to [45] for an example of such an isolator.Active
isolation is provided if also active components, in fact actuators, sensors and
a controller are incorporated in the mounts. The sensors and actuators require
conditioning and power electronics respectively, which contain active electri-
cal components, hence the name active isolation. Active vibration isolation is
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discussed in the next sections, the mechanical design parameters for passive
vibration isolation, in particulark1 andd1, are examined in this section.

Consider the rigid body model of Fig.2.2(a). The equation of motion is

(ms2 + d1s+ k1)X1(s) = (k1 + d1s)X0(s) + Fd(s). (2.6)

The transmissibility and compliance can be calculated with Eq. (2.4) as

T(s) =
k1 + d1s

ms2 + d1s+ k1
, (2.7)

C(s) =
1

ms2 + d1s+ k1
. (2.8)

Usingk1/m= ω2
r andd1/m= 2ζrωr Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) can be rewritten as

T(s) =
ω2

r + 2ζrωrs

s2 + 2ζrωrs+ ω2
r
, (2.9)

C(s) =
ω2

r

s2 + 2ζrωrs+ ω2
r

1
k1
. (2.10)

From Eq. (2.7) it is observed that the vibration isolator can be interpreted as
a mechanical low-pass filter for floor vibrations with corner frequencyfr =
2πωr = 2π

√
k1/m which is the resonance frequency of the vibration isolator.

Given a certain massm for the equipment, resonance frequencyfr, also re-
ferred to as thesuspension frequency, is determined by suspension stiffnessk1.
Vibration isolators with a low suspension frequency are also referred to assoft
mounts. In a similar wayhard mountsrefer to vibration isolators with a high
suspension frequency. The division, somewhat arbitrary, is chosenas fr = 5 Hz
similar as in [59]. The magnitude responses ofT(s) andC(s) are plotted in
Fig. 2.3(a) and (b) for various values ofζr. It is observed in Fig.2.3(a) that the
isolator attenuates floor vibrations abovef =

√
2 fr, since all magnitudes are

smaller than 1 above that frequency. A low transmissibility is obtained for a
low value of suspension stiffnessk1. It is also visible that with a larger value
of damping ratioζr the amplification at resonance is lower at the cost of less
attenuation at high frequencies. Forζr = 0, the high-frequency behavior of
Eq. (2.9) approaches 1/s2, which means a roll-off rate of−40 dB/decade. For
ζr , 0, the high-frequency behavior of Eq. (2.9) approaches 1/s, which means
a roll-off rate of only−20 dB/decade. This is caused by the termsd1s and
2ζrωrs in the numerators of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9). Hence, for a passive vibration
isolator, the choice of the damperd1 is a trade-off between amplification at
resonance and high-frequency attenuation.
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Fig. 2.3: Transmissibility (a) and compliance (b) of a one-axis passive vibration isolator for
various values of the damping ratioζr.

Eq. (2.8) shows that the compliance can be interpreted as a second-order
low-pass filter scaled with the inverse of the suspension stiffnessk1, see also
Fig. 2.3(b). A low compliance is obtained for a high value ofk1. Hence, the
choice fork1 depends on the expected relative importance of floor vibrations
versus direct disturbance forces. In most applications floor vibrationsare the
dominant sources of disturbances, so a low value ofk1 is preferred. However,
a low suspension stiffness has some disadvantages including a longer settling
time after direct disturbances (the settling transient is determined by the fre-
quency and damping ratio of the suspension mode) and leveling problems due
to gravity. The sagging due to gravity is calculated as

∆z=
mg
k1
=

g

(2π fr)2
. (2.11)

For a suspension frequency offr = 1 Hz,∆z is as large as 0.25 m(!). Hence,
vibration isolators with such a low stiffness require additional leveling systems
to compensate for this deflection.

The effect of increasing damping ratioζr (by increasingd1) is a reduced
amplification at resonance without affecting the compliance, see Fig.2.3(b).

Parametersk1 andd1 have a similar effect onTd(s) andD(s) as onT(s) and
C(s) respectively [59]. The effects of parametersm1, m2, k2, andd2 on the
four transfer functions are not discussed in this thesis since these parameters
have to do with the design of the equipment rather than with the design of
the vibration isolator. The interested reader can read more about the effects of
these parameters on the isolator’s performance in [59].

The trade-offs that have to be made for the suspension stiffnessk1 and
damperd1 in passive vibration isolators pave the way for the need of active
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vibration isolators. Moreover, active vibration isolators can be used forequip-
ment with a high center of mass that suffer from unstable tilt modes due to
a low suspension stiffness. Active vibration isolation is then used to stabilize
these modes, see [20] for an example.

2.4 Active soft mount vibration isolation

A rigid body model of a one-axis active soft mount vibration isolator is shown
in Fig. 2.4(a). The viscous damper which is present in the model of the pas-
sive vibration isolator of Fig.2.2(a) is omitted. Instead, a force actuatorFa is
present. The isolator can be equipped with several types of sensors, for exam-
ple an accelerometer ¨x1 on payload bodym or a force sensorFs in the mount.
Other types of sensors can be used as well, see [59] for an overview. In addi-
tion to a low-stiffness springk1 an additional springkp is included. This spring
represents a parasitic stiffness path due to cables, etc. Parasitic stiffness is also
present in multi-axes vibration isolators with non-ideal mounts. This will be
discussed in chapter5.

Two of the most widely used control strategies for active vibration isolators
are integral acceleration feedback and integral force feedback, see [24], [45],
and the references therein. Both strategies can be used to provide active damp-
ing. As an example integral acceleration feedback is illustrated. If the contri-
bution of the parasitic stiffnesskp is neglected, the equation of motion is given
by

(ms2 + k1)X1(s) = k1X0(s) + Fd(s) + Fa(s). (2.12)

The feedback control law is then defined by

Fa(s) = −
kv

s
Ẍ1(s), (2.13)

where−kv/s is the feedback controller. Substituting Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (2.12)
results in

T(s) =
k1

ms2 + kvs+ k1
, (2.14)

C(s) =
1

ms2 + kvs+ k1
, (2.15)

for the closed loop transmissibility and compliance respectively. With this
strategy an inertial damping force is provided that is proportional to the abso-
lute velocity of the equipment. Since integral feedback gainkv appears only in
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Fig. 2.4: Rigid body models of: (a) an active vibration isolator; (b) an active vibration isolator
with a separate reference massmr.

the denominator of Eq. (2.14) and not in the numerator, the suspension mode
can be damped without affecting the attenuation at high frequencies. This way
of damping is usually referred to assky-hookdamping, since it can be inter-
preted as a virtual damper that is not placed between the equipment and floor
but between the equipment and some inertial reference (the “sky”) [29]. Inte-
gral force feedback results in the same transmissibility and compliance for the
model of Fig.2.4(a) if it is assumed thatkp = 0 [45,46].

With active damping the performance of soft mount vibration isolators can
be improved regarding the transmissibility, such that at high frequencies a roll-
off rate of−40 dB/decade is obtained, while the amplification at resonance
is lowered. However, the compliance is not improved, compare Eq. (2.15) to
Eq. (2.8). This means that additional leveling systems are still required. Active
hard mount vibration isolators, which are presented in the next section, aimfor
targeting both a low transmissibility and a low compliance without requiring
an additional leveling system.

In the past decade, two alternative concepts [5, 63] for active soft mount
vibration isolation have been introduced that are able to simultaneously real-
ize a low transmissibility and a low compliance. Both make use of a separate
reference body with massmr and a displacement sensor that measures the rel-
ative position between payload bodym and reference bodymr. If body mr is
mounted on the floor with a low-stiffness springkr as in Fig.2.4(b), bodymr

is isolated from floor vibrations for frequencies above
√

2 times 2π
√

kr/mr.
An active control system is then used to keep the position of payload bodym
constant with respect to reference bodymr. So, bodym is isolated from floor
vibrations for frequencies above

√
2 times 2π

√
kr/mr as well. Hence, a low

transmissibility is obtained.
Since the reference body is not exposed to direct disturbance forcesthat are

acting on payload bodym, the control system counteracts these forces, so a low
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compliance can be obtained at the same time. Fig.2.4(b) shows the concept
of the Philips AIMS as described in [63]. If the reference body is mounted
on payload bodym instead of on the floor, the concept of the MECAL/TNO
Hummingbird as described in [5] is obtained. Unfortunately, it has appeared
to be very difficult to obtain a low suspension frequency for reference bodymr.
Therefore, it has been decided not to use one of these concepts for the vibration
isolator that is developed in this thesis. Instead, active hard mounts are used.

2.5 Active hard mount vibration isolation

The rigid body model of an active hard mount vibration isolator [8,41,59] is
the same as for the active soft mount vibration isolator in Fig.2.4(a) except
springk1 is much stiffer. As a result the compliance is lower, see Eq. (2.10),
and the sagging due to gravity is less, see Eq. (2.11), such that additional lev-
eling systems are no longer required. However, the suspension frequency will
be higher, resulting in a higher transmissibility. Hence, the feedback controller
for the active hard mount vibration isolator does not only has to provide damp-
ing to the suspension mode but also has to lower the transmissibility. If the
resonance frequency of the internal mode is relatively low and this mode is
poorly damped, it is desired that the feedback controller provides dampingto
the internal mode as well. This is for example important in electron micro-
scopes in which a poorly damped internal mode can be excited by acoustics
(talking people, etc.).

So, the performance objectives for the active hard mount vibration isolator
can be formulated as:

1. Lowering the transmissibility of floor vibrations to make it comparable
to that of an ideal active soft mount vibration isolator.

2. Increasing the damping ratios of the internal modes.

3. Providing a stiff suspension to reduce the equipment’s sensitivity for
direct disturbances.

The transmissibility of the ideal active soft mount vibration isolator is cho-
sen to be characterized by a suspension frequency of 1 Hz, a damping ratio
of 70%, a roll-off rate of−40 dB/decade at frequencies above the suspen-
sion frequency, and a lower transmissibility limit of 2.5·10−3 ≈ −52 dB at
best. These values are based on high-end industrial soft mount vibration iso-
lators which have suspension frequencies of 0.5–2 Hz, roll-off rates of at least
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−30 dB/decade and at high frequencies, lower transmissibility limit ranging
from −35 to −60 dB at best, see for example the websites of Halcyonics,
Minus-K, and TMC [18,39,52]. The corresponding tranmssibility can be ex-
pressed as

Tref(s) =
ω2

ref

s2 + 2ζrefωrefs+ ω2
ref

− ǫref, (2.16)

whereωref = 2π fref with fref = 1 Hz, ζref = 0.7, andǫref = 2.5 · 10−3. The
damping ratio of the internal modes is desired to be as high as possible, but a
value of at least 10% is aimed for. The stiffness of the suspension should be
such that the active vibration isolator can be characterized as an active hard
mount vibration isolator, which means that the suspension frequency is at least
5 Hz, see section2.3. This means that the stiffness of the hard mount has to be
more than 25 larger as compared to a soft mount with a suspension frequency
of 1 Hz.

In the next chapter several feedback control strategies for the one-axis ac-
tive hard mount vibration isolator are presented. These control strategies are
based on acceleration feedback, force feedback, and combinations of acceler-
ation and force feedback. The rigid and flexible body models of a vibration
isolator that are presented in this chapter are used to evaluate the performance
regarding the four performance transfer functions defined in section2.2.
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Several feedback control strategies for one-axis hard mount vibrationisolators
for precision equipment are presented. Firstly, two strategies based on either
acceleration or force feedback have been derived using a rigid body model of
the vibration isolator. Secondly, these strategies are improved using a flexible
body model, which allows to analyze the performance regarding internal de-
formations of the equipment. It is shown that with these strategies, it is not
possible to simultaneously realize all three performance objectives mentioned
in section2.5. Therefore, two novel control strategies are developed that can
be used to simultaneously realize all three performance objectives. One strat-
egy is based on the sensor fusion of the accelerometer and force sensorsignals.
The other strategy is based on two-sensor control.

3.1 Introduction

The three performance objectives for active hard mount vibration isolators are
stated in section2.5. In section3.2 it will be shown that these three objectives
cannot be realizedsimultaneouslyby using only acceleration or force feed-
back. Therefore, a two-sensor control strategy is proposed to realize the three
performance objectives simultaneously. The sensors that are used arean ac-
celerometer and a force sensor. These sensors are chosen such that all parts of
the vibration isolator, in fact suspension stiffness, actuators and sensors, can
be located in the mount; there is no need for modification of the equipment’s
design. Other strategies, see for example [24], require placement of the actua-
tors and sensors inside the equipment to target the damping of internal modes.
This may not always be desirable.

Two-sensor controllers can be divided in two categories. For the first cat-
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egory, which is discussed in section3.3, both sensor signals are filtered first
and then added using the same controller for the two sensor signals. This strat-
egy is referred to as sensor fusion. For the second category, the two sensor
signals are fed to two different controllers. This strategy will be discussed in
section3.4.

Two-sensor control strategies for vibration isolation based on the combina-
tion of absolute motion feedback (e.g. using a geophone or accelerometer)and
force feedback have already been used in several applications. Forexample,
Hauge and Campbell [19] used a two-sensor control strategy for vibration iso-
lation in aerospace equipment to profit from the low-frequency performance of
a geophone and the high-frequency robustness of a load cell. Among others,
Gardonio et al. [15] studied the combination of velocity and force feedback to
reduce the structural power transmission from a vibrating source to a receiving
plate. The optimal controller was obtained by minimizing either the product
of a velocity and a force signal or the weighted sum of the squares of both
signals. A two-sensor control strategy based on sensor fusion was applied by
Hua et. al. [26] and Ma and Ghasemi-Nejhad [36] to combine multiple signals
in different frequency bands. However, all authors used two-sensor and sensor
fusion control strategies to optimize for one performance objective only. In
this thesis, these strategies are applied to realize two performance objectives
simultaneously: lowering the transmissibility of floor vibrations and increasing
the damping ratio of internal modes. The third objective, which is providing a
stiff suspension, is realized by using hard mounts. The proposed strategies are
explained for a one-axis vibration isolator.

To have a better understanding of two-sensor and sensor fusion control,
the basic control strategies for a one-axis active hard mount vibration isola-
tor based on either acceleration or force feedback are introduced first.

3.2 Acceleration and force feedback

This section is split into two parts. In the first part a rigid body model is
considered to explain the basic control strategy for active vibration isolation.
In the second part a flexible body model is used to discuss the effect of internal
flexibilities of the equipment on the isolator’s performance.

3.2.1 Rigid body model

Consider the rigid body model of the one-axis hard mount vibration isolator as
shown in Figs.3.1(a) and (b). These are similar to the model of Fig.2.4(b). The
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(a) Rigid body model using acceleration feedback. (b) Same model using force feedback.

Fig. 3.1: Model of the vibration isolator in which the equipment is represented by a rigid body,
using: (a) acceleration feedback; (b) force feedback.

suspended equipment is modeled as a rigid payload body with massm. The
mount consists of a parallel connection of a springk1 and a forceFa generated
by some actuator. An additional springkp is used to model parasitic stiffness
caused by cables, etc. A disturbance forceFd is acting on the payload body.
In the Laplace domain, the equation of motion is given by

(ms2 + k1 + kp)X1(s) = (k1 + kp)X0(s) + Fa(s) + Fd(s). (3.1)

The force actuator is controlled byH(s) using the signal of either acceleration
sensor ¨x1 or force sensorFs. The acceleration signal is the absolute accel-
eration; the force sensor signal is the total internal force of the mount and is
represented by:

Fs(s) = −k1(X1(s) − X0(s)) + Fa(s). (3.2)

Acceleration feedback is examined first, see Fig.3.1(a). Negative propor-
tional and integral acceleration feedback is proposed for controllerH(s) with
gainska andkv respectively:

H(s) = −(ka+
kv

s
). (3.3)

According to [60], this is equivalent to adding virtual mass (to lower the sus-
pension frequency of the vibration isolator) and artificial sky-hook damping,
respectively. As already introduced in section2.2, the performance of a vibra-
tion isolator is determined by the transmissibilityT(s) and the complianceC(s)
which are given by Eq. (2.4). Substituting Eq. (3.3) andFa(s) = H(s)Ẍ1(s) into
Eq. (3.1) gives the expressions for the transmissibility and compliance of the
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closed loop system:

T(s) =
k1 + kp

(m+ ka)s2 + kvs+ k1 + kp
, (3.4)

C(s) =
1

(m+ ka)s2 + kvs+ k1 + kp
. (3.5)

Indeed, the mass is virtually increased withka and sky-hook damping is real-
ized bykv. Stiffnessk1 can have any desired value.

Next, consider force feedback. By substituting Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (3.2), the
force sensor signal can also be expressed as:

Fs(s) = mẌ1(s) + kp(X1(s) − X0(s)) − Fd(s). (3.6)

So, the force sensor is not only measuring the acceleration of bodym, but also
the contributions ofkp andFd. If the contributions ofkp andFd are neglected,
it is observed thatFs and ẍ1 represent the same signals except for a gainm.
Therefore, controllerH(s) of Eq. (3.3) is also suitable for force feedback, when
it is scaled with 1/m, see Fig.3.1(b). By usingFa(s) = (1/m)H(s)Fs(s) the
transmissibility and compliance of the closed loop system are given by:

T(s) =
k1 + kp + (kp/m)(ka+ kv/s)

(m+ ka)s2 + kvs+ k1 + kp + (kp/m)(ka+ kv/s)
, (3.7)

C(s) =
1

(m+ ka)s2 + kvs+ k1 + kp + (kp/m)(ka+ kv/s)
(m+ ka)s+ kv

ms
.

(3.8)

By comparing Eqs. (3.4) and (3.7), is is observed that the numerator and
denominator terms in the expressions for the transmissibilities are dependent
on the type of feedback. Therefore, the suspension frequencies are different for
both types of feedback. Assumingkv = 0, the expressions for the suspension
frequencies of the closed loop system are given by

ωn =

√

k1 + kp

m+ ka
, (3.9)

for acceleration feedback, and

ωn =

√

k1

m+ ka
+

kp

m
, (3.10)
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for force feedback. When using acceleration feedback, the suspension fre-
quencyωn can be set to any desired value by choosing the appropriate value
for ka using Eq. (3.9). When using force feedback, the suspension frequency
ωn is limited by the factorkp/m, so a large parasitic stiffness limits the perfor-
mance, see also [60]. The relative damping can be set to any desired value by
choosing the appropriate value forkv:

ζn =
kv

2ωn(m+ ka)
. (3.11)

So, in case of a significant parasitic stiffness, acceleration feedback performs
better than force feedback regarding the transmissibility.

For the limits→ 0 the static compliances can be calculated using Eq. (3.5)
for acceleration feedback

Cẍ1(s= 0) =
1

k1 + kp
, (3.12)

and Eq. (3.8) for force feedback

CFs(s= 0) =
1
kp
. (3.13)

In a hard mount system it holds thatkp ≪ k1, such that the closed loop system
using acceleration feedback has a much lower value for the static compliance.
For force feedback the compliance tends to infinity if no parasitic stiffness
is present, so the static stiffness will be even zero. Therefore, acceleration
feedback also performs better than force feedback regarding the compliance.

3.2.2 Flexible body model

Next, consider the flexible body model as in Fig.3.2(a), which is based on
Fig. 2.2(b). This model describes the dynamics of the vibration isolator when
the suspended equipment contains internal flexibilities. The equipment is rep-
resented by two payload bodies with massesm1 andm2, wherem1 +m2 = m.
These bodies are interconnected by a springk2. There is no physical damperd2

modeled between bodiesm1 andm2 since internal damping is often negligible.
A disturbance forceFd is acting on bodym1.

Examine the model of Fig.3.2(a) using the numerical values listed in Ta-
ble 3.1. The values for the hard mount represent the experimental setup used
for the control experiments. The parasitic stiffnesskp is chosen as 1% of the
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Fig. 3.2: (a) Model of the vibration isolator in which the equipment is represented bya flexible
body, using acceleration feedback. (b) Equivalent mechanical model with the same dynamics
as the closed loop system of (a) using acceleration feedback with controller Hr(s).

value ofk1. The system’s suspension frequency is 13 Hz. The feedback gains
of controllerH(s) of Eq. (3.3) are set to:

ka =
k1

ω2
n
− (m1 +m2), (3.14)

kv = 2ζnωn(m1 +m2 + ka), (3.15)

where,ωn = 2π fref with fref = 1 Hz andζn = ζref = 0.7 are the desired
suspension frequency and relative damping of the closed loop system. With
these values the closed loop hard mount obtains the same transmissibility as
the ideal active soft mount of Eq. (2.16) with ǫref = 0, a suspension frequency
of 1 Hz, and 70% sky-hook damping, see section2.5. The values for the soft
mount in Table3.1 represent this ideal active soft mount isolator. The gains
of the controller for the soft mount isolator areka = 0 andkv as in Eq. (3.15)
with ωn = 2π fref with fref = 1 Hz andζn = ζref = 0.7. The feedback strategies
applied to the active hard mount are compared to the ideal active soft mount.

Acceleration feedback using sensor ¨x1 is analyzed first. The solid line in
Fig. 3.3(a) shows the loop gain

Lẍ1(s) = H(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) (3.16)

that is formed by the controllerH(s) of Eq. (3.3) and plant transfer function
Gẍ1Fa(s) from actuator force to acceleration signal which can be derived from
the equation of motion corresponding to Fig.3.2(a):

Gẍ1Fa(s) =
Ẍ1(s)
Fa(s)

=
s2(m2s2 + k2)

(m1s2 + k1 + k2 + kp)(m2s2 + k2) − k2
2

. (3.17)
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Table 3.1: Mass and stiffness properties of the hard and soft mounts.

m1 (kg) m2 (kg) k1 (N/m) k2 (N/m) kp (N/m)
hard mount 2.8 2.6 36 000 450 000 360
soft mount 2.8 2.6 213 450 000 0

Lẍ1(s) has two resonances at 13 and 93 Hz corresponding to the suspensionand
internal mode respectively, and one anti-resonance at 66 Hz. The frequency of
the anti-resonance corresponds to the zeros of Eq. (3.17) and is

ωa,ẍ1 =

√

k2

m2
. (3.18)

Since both plant and controller do not have high-frequency roll-off, the loop
gain results in infinite closed loop bandwidth. This will cause stability prob-
lems in practical applications. By adding a second-order low-pass filter, the
controller obtains high-frequency roll-off. The cut-off frequencyωf of the filter
is determined by the desired attenuation at high frequencies (aboveωf ), which
is expressed as (ωn/ωf )2. An additional high-frequency zeroωz is used to in-
crease the phase margin around the high crossover frequency of the loop gain.
A second-order high-pass filter with a corner frequency ofωl = 2π·0.1 rad/s
and relative damping ratioζl = 0.7 is added to prevent actuator saturation at
low frequencies. The improved controller reads:

Hr(s) = −(ka+
kv

s
)

s2

s2 + 2ζlωl s+ ω2
l

ω2
f

s2 + 2ζfωf s+ ω2
f

s+ ωz

ωz
. (3.19)

The corner frequency is set toωf = 2π·20 rad/s to obtain above 20 Hz an at-
tenuation of (ωn/ωf )2 = 1/202 =2.5·10−3, which is about−52 dB. With this
value ofωf , the high-frequency attenuation is equal to the desired valueǫref of
section2.5. The damping of the low-pass filter can be set to any value, in this
thesisζf = 0.07 is used. The lower the value ofζf , the more isolation is ob-
tained at the frequencyωf . The additional zero is placed atωz = 2π·290 rad/s.
The resulting loop gain

Lr,ẍ1(s) = Hr(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) (3.20)

is shown as the solid line in Fig.3.3(b). The phase margin is about 60◦ at the
crossover frequency of 524 Hz.

The dynamics of the closed loop system with loop gainLr,ẍ1(s) is compara-
ble to the dynamics of the mechanical model shown in Fig.3.2(b), if the values
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(a) Loop gains using controllerH(s).
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(b) Loop gains using controllerHr(s).

Fig. 3.3: Loop gains of the hard mount using acceleration feedback (Lẍ1(s) andLr,ẍ1(s) )
and force feedback (LFs(s) andLr,Fs(s) ) with: (a) controllerH(s); (b) controllerHr(s).

of the stiffness, damping and mass are expressed in terms of the controller pa-
rameters ofHr(s). So, the physical interpretation of this feedback strategy is
that a virtual body with masska is added to payload bodym1. It can be shown
that the connection between bodieska andm1 has stiffnessk = kaω

2
f and vis-

cous dampingd = 2ζfωf ka− kv. A sky-hook damperkv is attached to bodyka.
ForHr(s) a constraintωz(2ζfωf ka− kv) = kaω

2
f is required to make the dynam-

ics of both models in Figs.3.2(a) and (b) completely equivalent. Fig.3.2(b)
can be interpreted as follows: at low frequencies, the suspended payload can be
considered as a rigid body with massm1+m2+ ka, connected to the floor with
the stiff springk1 and connected to the “sky” with damperkv. Above frequency
ωf , the contributions of masska and damperkv to the dynamics are decreasing.
At high frequencies, the dynamics are equal to the original dynamics without
ka andkv.

Next, force feedback is analyzed. The dashed lines in Figs.3.3(a) and (b)
display the loop gains

LFs(s) =
1

m1 +m2
H(s)GFsFa(s), (3.21)

Lr,Fs(s) =
1

m1 +m2
Hr(s)GFsFa(s). (3.22)

These are formed by force feedback controller, 1/(m1 + m2)H(s) or 1/(m1 +

m2)Hr(s), and the transfer functionGFsFa(s) from actuator force to force sensor
signal:

GFsFa(s) =
Fs(s)
Fa(s)

=
(m1s2 + k2 + kp)(m2s2 + k2) − k2

2

(m1s2 + k1 + k2 + kp)(m2s2 + k2) − k2
2

. (3.23)
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Compared to the acceleration feedback loop gains, the high-frequency gain is
lower and the anti-resonance has moved up to 92 Hz. This frequency canbe
approximated by:

ωa,Fs ≈
√

k2

m2
(1+

m2

m1
). (3.24)

The anti-resonance at 1.3 Hz is due to the presence of the parasitic springkp

and its frequency can be approximated by

ωa ≈

√

kp

m1 +m2
. (3.25)

How kp affects the control performance will be discussed below. From now on,
controllerHr(s) of Eq. (3.19) is used for both acceleration and force feedback.
Note that the high-frequency zeroωz in Eq. (3.19) which is added to increase
the phase margin around the high crossover frequency, is optimized for ac-
celeration feedback, resulting in a phase margin of 60◦. For force feedback,
the phase margin is only about 30◦. This is because the crossover frequency
for force feedback is lower than for acceleration feedback. However, it is as-
sumed that this value for the phase margin is still sufficient. In [54] a control
design is presented such that the acceleration and force feedback controllers
have comparable high crossover frequencies and comparable phase margins
around these high crossover frequencies.

3.2.3 Modeling results

Next to the transmissibilityT(s) and complianceC(s) of Eq. (2.4), the isola-
tor’s performance is also determined by the deformation transmissibilityTd(s)
and deformabilityD(s) of Eq. (2.5), which are the responses of the internal
deformation∆X(s) due to the disturbances̈X0(s) andFd(s). These four trans-
fer functions are shown in Figs.3.4(a)–(d). The dotted lines represent the
responses of the open loop hard mount. The responses of an ideal active soft
mount are given by the dash-dotted lines. The responses for the closedloop
hard mount using acceleration feedback and the hard mount using forcefeed-
back are shown as the solid and dashed lines, respectively.

The transmissibilities of the closed loop hard mount using acceleration feed-
back and the ideal active soft mount are comparable in the frequency range up
to 20 Hz, the frequencyωf . Above this frequency the attenuation is more than
50 dB, see Fig.3.4(a). The transmissibility of the closed loop hard mount
using force feedback is higher than that of the ideal active soft mount. The
higher transmissibility is because the force sensor is not able to compensate
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(c) Deformation transmissibilityTd(s).
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(d) DeformabilityD(s).

Fig. 3.4: Performance transfer functions: (a) transmissibilityT(s); (b) complianceC(s); (c)
deformation transmissibilityTd(s); (d) deformabilityD(s).

open loop hard mount
ideal active soft mount with 70% sky-hook damping
closed loop hard mount using acceleration feedback
closed loop hard mount using force feedback

for the vibration energy transmitted to the suspended payload by the parasitic
stiffnesskp [60]. The zeros in the force feedback loop gain of Fig.3.3(b) result
in a poorly damped resonance peak at 1.5 Hz in the transmissibility. Around
this frequency the loop gain is very small, so the controller is not able to al-
ter the transmissibility compared to the open loop response. This results in
a higher suspension frequency of the closed loop system, see also Eq. (3.10).
Fig. 3.4(b) shows the compliances. Using acceleration feedback, the compli-
ance at low frequencies is determined by the suspension stiffnessk1, resulting
in a low value. In-between 1 and about 500 Hz, the compliance is even much
lower than that of the open loop hard mount system. This means that in this
frequency range the system’s susceptibility to direct disturbance forcesis much
improved, which is an additional advantage of active hard mounts as compared
to (active) soft mounts. Using force feedback, the compliance at low frequen-
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cies is determined by the parasitic stiffnesskp and therefore 100 times higher
compared to acceleration feedback. Figs.3.4(c) and (d) show that the defor-
mation transmissibility and the deformability using acceleration feedback are
below those using force feedback for almost all frequencies. So, acceleration
feedback outperforms force feedback regarding all four performance transfer
functions.

However, both feedback strategies fail to increase the damping ratio of the
internal mode. This is observed by the poorly damped resonance peaks inthe
closed loop responses ofẌ2(s) in Figs.3.4(c) and (d). The internal modes of
the closed loop systems are lowered in frequency to almost the anti-resonance
frequenciesωa,ẍ1 at 66 Hz for acceleration feedback andωa,Fs at 92 Hz for
force feedback, respectively. Close to these anti-resonance frequencies, the
loop gains have small magnitudes, see Fig.3.3(b), so the control action has
hardly any effect. As a consequence, the closed loop system cannot per-
form better than the open loop system (apparently, feedback makes it slightly
worse). Therefore, the closed loop responses show resonance peaks at these
frequencies.

To conclude, both sensor strategies fail to simultaneously achieve all three
performance objectives. A trade-off has to be made between lowering the sus-
pension frequency using the controller of Eq. (3.19) with acceleration feedback
and adding damping to the internal mode using other control strategies, such
as integral acceleration feedback [46]. The controller of Eq. (3.19) with force
feedback cannot be used if a low compliance is desired.

In the next section, it is shown that all three performance objectives canbe
realized using a control strategy based on the sensor fusion of the accelerome-
ter and force sensor signals.

3.3 Sensor fusion

In case of acceleration feedback, the internal resonance frequency of the closed
loop system is close to the anti-resonance frequency in the corresponding loop
gain. The controller of Eq. (3.19) cannot be used to increase the damping ra-
tio of the internal mode, since the magnitude of the loop gain is very small in
the vicinity of this anti-resonance. Because the force feedback loop gainhas
its anti-resonance at a much higher frequency (see Fig.3.3(b)), it is suggested
to use the force signal for the feedback controller in addition to the accelera-
tion signal. Combining multiple sensor signals is referred to as sensor fusion.
Similar as in [26] both signals are filtered by complementary filters first be-
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Fig. 3.5: (a) Control scheme of sensor fusion. (b) Loop gains of the hard mount using acceler-
ation feedback (Lr,ẍ1(s) ), force feedback (Lr,Fs(s) ), sensor fusion (Lr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) ),
and sensor fusion with additional high-pass filter (Lr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) ).

fore feeding them to the controller. Complementary filters are a low pass and
high pass filter which transfer functions sum to one.

Regarding all performance transfer functions, acceleration feedback out-
performs force feedback at low frequencies, while the high-frequency perfor-
mance is similar. Therefore, it is proposed to filter the acceleration signal with
a low-pass filter and the force signal with a high-pass filter. controllerHr(s) of
Eq. (3.19) is used together with first-order filters:

LF(s) =
ωp

s+ ωp
, HF(s) =

s
s+ ωp

. (3.26)

Indeed, the sum ofLF(s) andHF(s) is one. Filter poleωp = 2π·56 rad/s is
chosen such that the damping ratio of the internal mode is maximized. How
to chooseωp to maximize this damping ratio will be explained at the end of
this section. The control scheme of this strategy is shown in Fig.3.5(a) and its
loop gain

Lr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) = Hr(s)(LF(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) +
1

m1 +m2
HF(s)GFsFa(s)) (3.27)

is shown in Fig.3.5(b) as the dashed line. At frequencies belowωp, the loop
gain is equal to the acceleration feedback loop gain, at frequencies aboveωp

it is equal to the force feedback loop gain. The anti-resonance inLr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) is
now well damped. The large amount of damping is possible because of the rel-
atively large distance between the anti-resonance frequency in the acceleration
path at 66 Hz and the anti-resonance frequency in the force path at 92 Hz.
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Figs.3.6(a)–(d) show the performance transfer functions. The black dashed
lines represent the sensor fusion strategy. For reference, the transfer functions
of Figs.3.4(a)–(d) are repeated here in gray. The transmissibility and defor-
mation transmissibility are comparable to those of the acceleration feedback
system at low frequencies and to those of the force feedback system athigh
frequencies. It is visible in Figs.3.6(c) and (d) that the damping ratio of the in-
ternal mode in the responses ofẌ2(s) has much increased (to 20%). However,
the low-frequency compliance and deformability are about 3 times higher than
those of the acceleration feedback system. Apperently, the effect of the force
feedback signal is still noticed at low frequencies. A higher frequencyof filter
poleωp would make these transfer functions more comparable to the accel-
eration feedback system at the cost of a smaller damping ratio of the internal
mode.

Since at low frequencies only the acceleration signal is used for control,an
additional high-pass filter can be added to the force sensor signal to makethe
force sensor at low frequencies even less important. The pole of the additional
filter has to be smaller thanωp to guarantee that the loop gain will hardly be
affected by the presence of the filter poleωq. The new filters are

LF(s) =
ωp

s+ ωp
, HF(s) =

s
s+ ωp

s
s+ ωq

, (3.28)

in which ωq =
1
2ωp is chosen. The loop gain and the resulting performance

transfer functions are visible as the black solid lines in Fig.3.5(b) and Fig.3.6
respectively. The transmissibility and deformation transmissibility remain vir-
tually the same, whereas the low-frequency compliance and deformability are
now comparable to the acceleration feedback system up to 3 Hz. With respect
to the open loop system, the susceptibility of the system using sensor fusion to
direct disturbance forces is improved in the frequency range in-between 1 and
120 Hz. This is only slightly worse as compared to the acceleration feedback
system.

The solid black lines in Fig.3.6demonstrate that the sensor fusion strategy
using the controller of Eq. (3.19) and the filters of Eq. (3.28) makes it possible
to simultaneously realize all three performance objectives. The performance
of the vibration isolator is expressed in terms of high suspension stiffnessk1,
desired closed loop suspension frequencyωn and high-frequency attenuation
(aboveωf ) (calculated as (ωf/ωn)2). Since in practical applications the control
bandwidth is limited, the maximum achievable performance is related to the
available bandwidth. A measure for bandwidth is the high-frequency crossover
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Fig. 3.6: Performance transfer functions: (a) transmissibilityT(s); (b) complianceC(s); (c)
deformation transmissibilityTd(s); (d) deformabilityD(s).

open loop hard mount
ideal active soft mount with 70% sky-hook damping
closed loop hard mount using acceleration feedback
closed loop hard mount using force feedback
closed loop hard mount using sensor fustion
closed loop hard mount using sensor fusion and high-pass filter

in the loop gainLr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s). This crossover frequency can be estimated as:

ωc ≈ αωf

√

ka

m1 +m2
≈ αωfωr

ωn
. (3.29)

Hereωr ≈
√

k1/(m1 +m2) is the open loop suspension frequency of the hard
mount which is, for a given payload mass, determined by the suspension stiff-
nessk1. Furthermore,α = 1.2 . . .1.4, depending on the location of the high-
frequency zeroωz in Eq. (3.19) relative toωc. From this it is concluded that
the maximum achievable performance is a trade-off between the reduction of
the suspension frequencyωr/ωn and the high-frequency attenuation (ωf/ωn)2.
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(a) Closed loop poles using filters (3.26). (b) Closed loop poles using filters (3.28).

Fig. 3.7: Closed loop poles of the hard mount when filter poleωp tends from 0 to∞: (a) using
sensor fusion and the filters of Eq. (3.26); (b) using sensor fusion and the filters (3.28). ◦ denote
the zeros ofLr,ẍ1(s); • denote the zeros ofLr,Fs(s); � denote the closed loop poles for which
maximum damping of the internal mode is obtained.

3.3.1 Maximum achievable damping

The damping ratio of the internal mode in the model of Fig.3.2(a) depends on
the chosen value of filter poleωp. This is visualized in Fig.3.7(a) where the
closed loop poles of the hard mount system using the controller of Eq. (3.19)
and the filters of Eq. (3.26) are plotted as branches of the “root locus” forωp

varying from 0 to∞. The branch corresponding to the internal mode traces a
curve in the left-half of the complex plane. The curve starts approximately in
jωa,Fs for ωp = 0 (this value corresponds to the system with force feedback
only) and it ends approximately in jωa,ẍ1 for ωp = ∞ (this value corresponds
to the system with acceleration feedback only). Hereωa,Fa andωa,ẍ1 are the
purely imaginary zeros of the transfer functionsGFsFa(s) of Eq. (3.23) and
Gẍ1Fa(s) of Eq. (3.17). These zeros correspond to the frequencies of the anti-
resonances in the loop gainsLr,Fs(s) and Lr,ẍ1(s) respectively. The squares
indicate the closed loop poles for which maximum damping of the internal
mode is obtained. It is shown in appendixA thatωp must be chosen as

ωp =
m1

m1 +m2
ωa,Fs

√

ωa,Fs

ωa,ẍ1

=
ωa,ẍ1

ωa,Fs

√
ωa,ẍ1ωa,Fs, (3.30)

such that the anti-resonance frequency ofLr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) is equal to
√
ωa,ẍ1ωa,Fs.

This value is obtained forωp = 2π·56 rad/s. The maximum achievable damp-
ing can be found as:

ζmax =
1
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ωa,Fs

ωa,ẍ1

− 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (3.31)

Substituting Eqs. (3.18) and (3.24) into Eq. (3.31) allows to rewrite Eq. (3.31)
asζmax =

1
2

√
1+m2/m1 − 1

2 = 20%. So, the maximum achievable damping
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depends on the mass ratiom2/m1 which is determined by the design of the sus-
pended equipment. Ifm2 is small compared tom1, the maximum achievable
damping will also be small. The higher ratiom2/m1 is, the higher the achiev-
able damping. In general, for internal modes at very high frequencies,the mass
ratio m2/m1 is very small, so it will not be possible to add much damping to
these modes.

Fig. 3.7(b) shows the closed loop poles of the hard mount system using the
controller of Eq. (3.19) and the filters of Eq. (3.28) for ωp varying from 0 to
∞. It is observed that the maximum achievable damping has been increased
to about 43%. This increase is due to the presence of the additional high-pass
filter (with poleωq) in the force path. Approximate formulas for calculating
the maximum achievable damping are more difficult to obtain and are therefore
not derived.

3.4 Two-sensor control

In the previous section it is shown that the sensor fusion control strategycan
be used to target on increasing the damping ratio of the internal mode while
keeping the other two performance objectives stated in section2.5. Sensor fu-
sion control can be interpreted as a special case of two-sensor control in which
the two controllers are the same (except for the complementary filters). In this
section, the combination of acceleration and force feedback is discussedusing
different controllers for each sensor signal. It is shown how two-sensorcontrol
is used to minimize the internal deformation∆X(s), rather than maximizing the
damping ratio of the internal mode, without affecting the transmissibility and
compliance. In the first subsection, a two-sensor control strategy is derived
to target on increasing the damping ratio of the internal mode only. In the
second subsection, the two-sensor control strategy is combined with the con-
trollers from the previous section to satisfy all three performance objectives
simultaneously.

3.4.1 Increasing the internal damping ratio

Consider the control scheme of Fig.3.8(a) that corresponds to the flexible
body model of Fig.3.2(a). From single-input single-output control systems
(either ẍ1 = 0 or Fs = 0) it is known that for the response of∆X(s), the
closed loop transfer function equals the open loop transfer functionG∆xẍ0(s) =
∆X(s)/Ẍ0(s) scaled with the sensitivity function 1/(1 + L(s)) with the corre-
sponding loop gainL(s). In appendixB it is shown that the same relation holds
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Fig. 3.8: (a) Control scheme of two-sensor control. (b) Loop gains of the hardmount using
acceleration feedback (Lr,ẍ1(s)LF(s) ), force feedback (Lr,Fs(s)HF(s) ), and sensor
fusion (Lr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) ) with the filters of Eq. (3.26).

in case of two outputs:

∆X(s)

Ẍ0(s)
=

1
1+ Lt,(ẍ1,Fs)(s)

G∆xẍ0(s), (3.32)

whereLt,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) is the loop gain for the two-sensor controller, expressed as
the sum ofLt,ẍ1(s) andLt,Fs(s):

Lt,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) = Lt,ẍ1(s) + Lt,Fs(s)

= Ht,ẍ1(s)GF ẍ1a(s) + Ht,Fs(s)GFsFa(s), (3.33)

in which Ht,ẍ1(s) and Ht,Fs(s) are the acceleration and force feedback con-
trollers respectively, that will be defined in this section.

From Eq. (3.32) it can be concluded that the resonance peak of the internal
mode can be reduced in magnitude by realizing a high loop gainLt,(ẍ1,Fs)(s)
in the frequency range where the internal mode must be damped. Therefore,
Lt,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) should ideally not contain any anti-resonance. An anti-resonance
in Lt,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) appears at a frequency for whichLt,ẍ1(s) and Lt,Fs(s) have the
same magnitude but have opposite sign due to a 180◦ phase difference. So
this situation must be prevented. In the ideal case, the loop gainsLt,ẍ1(s) and
Lt,Fs(s) have the same phase over the complete frequency range, such that their
sum is always maximized. In practice this is unrealistic because the plant must
be precisely known to achieve this, so a model-based controller is requiredin
that case. A method to circumvent a 180◦ phase difference without requiring a
model-based controller is realizing a 90◦ phase difference betweenLt,ẍ1(s) and
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(a) Example of controllersHẍ1(s) andHFs(s).
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(b) Loop gains.

Fig. 3.9: (a) Example of acceleration feedback controller (Ht,ẍ1(s) ) and force feedback
controller (Ht,Fs(s) ) that are 90◦ out of phase. (b) Corresponding loop gains of the hard
mount using acceleration feedback (Lt,ẍ1(s) ), force feedback (Lt,Fs(s) ), and two-
sensor control (Lt,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) ).

Lt,Fs(s). In the complexs-plane this is interpreted as the summation of two
perpendicular vectors, which never results in a zero value.

An example of such acceleration feedback and force feedback controllers
is given in Fig.3.9(a). A roll-off rate of−40 dB/decade is applied for ac-
celeration feedback and a roll-off rate of−20 dB/decade is applied for force
feedback. Both controllers are 90◦ out of phase in the complete frequency
range. The corresponding loop gain is shown in Fig.3.9(b). In the frequency
range between the anti-resonance in the acceleration path (66 Hz) and theanti-
resonance in the force path (92 Hz), the phase difference of the loop gains is
equal to+90◦. Elsewhere the phase difference is−90◦. From Fig.3.9(b) it is
observed that this method performs well since the summed loop gain for two-
sensor control has no poorly damped anti-resonances anymore and thephase
angle of the summed loop gain is in-between the phase angles of the separate
loop gains.

Next to roll off rates of−40 and−20 dB/decade for acceleration and force
feedback respectively, alternatives exist to achieve a 90◦ phase difference be-
tween the two controllers. For example, roll-off rates of−20 dB/decade for
acceleration feedback and 0 dB/decade for force feedback could be used. The
90◦ phase difference is still achieved, but the force controller has no roll-off

anymore, resulting in an infinite bandwidth. Another alternative could be using
roll-off rates of−60 dB/decade for acceleration feedback and−40 dB/decade
for force feedback, but this can lead to stability problems due a drop belowthe
−180◦ phase line.

Therefore, it is suggested to use a roll-off rate of−40 dB/decade for ac-
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celeration feedback and−20 dB/decade for force feedback. With this choice
stability of the closed loop system is guaranteed in the frequency range where
sensors and actuators are collocated. A property of collocated controlis that
variations in the phase angle due to internal modes are always in-between the
anglesφ andφ + 180◦ [45]. The system is designed such that for accelera-
tion feedbackφ = −180◦ and for force feedbackφ = −90◦, see Fig.3.9(b).
This means that for collocated control the phase angles of the separate loop
gainsLt,ẍ1(s) andLt,Fs(s) do not drop below−180◦. The closed loop system
with two-sensor control remains stable, since the phase angle of the summed
loop gain is always in-between the phase angles of the separate loop gains,
see Fig.3.9(b). This can only be achieved with a higher roll-off rate for ac-
celeration feedback than for force feedback. It can be shown that ahigher
roll-off rate for force feedback than for acceleration feedback results in a well
damped anti-resonance, but the phase angle of the summed loop gain is no
longer in-between the phase angles of the separate loop gains. Hence, closed
loop stability cannot be guaranteed.

The control strategy based on sensor fusion is also an example in which the
acceleration and force feedback controllers are 90◦ out of phase. This can be
observed by plotting the individual loop gains,Lr,ẍ1(s)LF(s) for acceleration
feedback andLr,Fs(s)HF(s) for force feedback using the complementary fil-
ters of Eq. (3.26). Fig. 3.8(b) shows the individual loop gains as well as the
loop gainLr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) for sensor fusion. At all frequencies, the phase difference
between the individual loop gains is 90◦. Since the loop gain of the acceler-
ation feedback controller drops below−180◦, closed loop stability for sensor
fusion cannot be guaranteed. Sensor fusion loop gainLr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) indicated by
the black dashed line in Fig.3.8(b) indeed drops below the−180◦ phase line
in-between 93 and 120 Hz. However, the closed loop system based on sensor
fusion is stable (since at the high crossover frequency the phase line is well
above−180◦ such that there is sufficient phase margin), but it is not robustly
stable. For example, a significant increase of the equipment’s mass, results
in a lower magnitude of the loop gain and therefore in a lower value of the
high crossover frequency and less phase margin at this crossover frequency.
The sensor fusion controller using the improved filters of Eq. (3.28) shows
similar results. However, at low frequencies the phase difference between the
acceleration feedback and force feedback loop gains is no longer 90◦ due to
the presence of the additional high-pass filter in the force feedback controller.
This is not a problem, since in the frequency range where damping of the inter-
nal mode is desired, the phase difference is 90◦ and damping can be achieved
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(a) Controllers of Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35).
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(b) Influence ofkf on the loop gain.

Fig. 3.10: (a) Acceleration feedback controller of Eq. (3.34) (Ht,ẍ1(s) ) and force feedback
controller of Eq. (3.35) (Ht,Fs(s) ) with kf = 25. (b) Influence of a varyingkf on the two-
sensor control loop gainLt,(ẍ1,Fs)(s): kf = 0; kf = 25; kf = 50; kf = 100.

as already is shown in section3.3.

3.4.2 Control design and modeling results

In Fig. 3.4 it is already shown that at low frequencies acceleration feedback
performs better than force feedback. Therefore the first and third performance
objective stated in section2.5, are satisfied by using acceleration feedback.
At high frequencies, where internal modes could occur, the two-sensor con-
trol strategy is used to satisfy the second objective. This strategy restrictsthe
roll-off rates at high frequencies to−40 dB/decade (phase−180◦) for the accel-
eration feedback controller and to−20 dB/decade (phase−90◦) for the force
feedback controller. Since the first performance objective determines the con-
troller gains for acceleration feedback, it is suggested to use the highestroll-
off rate for acceleration feedback, such that the resulting control bandwidth
becomes not too high.

The acceleration feedback controllerHr(s) of Eq. (3.19) can be used for
two-sensor control if the zero atωz = 2π·290 Hz is removed. This zero must
be removed to preserve the−40 dB/decade roll-off at high frequencies. The
new acceleration feedback controller reads:

Ht,ẍ1(s) = −(ka+
kv

s
)

s2

s2 + 2ζlωl s+ ω2
l

ω2
f

s2 + 2ζfωf s+ ω2
f

. (3.34)

The force feedback controller 1/(m1 + m2)Hr(s) for single-sensor control is
not suitable for two-sensor control, because it has no longer the role ofadding
virtual mass and sky-hook damping. At low frequencies the controller gainfor
force feedback must be limited to prevent distortion of the compliance (similar
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as with the sensor fusion controllers using the filters of Eq. (3.26)). There-
fore it suggested to use a second-order high-pass filter with a corner frequency
of ωf = 2π·20 rad/s and a small relative dampingζf = 0.07. These values
are identical to the values of the second-order low-pass filter in Eq. (3.19) to
create the same behavior in the drop of the phase angle around 20 Hz and
thus preserve the 90◦ phase difference. To realize the desired roll-off rate of
−20 dB/decade at high frequencies an additional first-order low-pass filter with
a corner frequency ofωf = 2π·20 rad/s is placed. The result is the following
force feedback controller:

Ht,Fs(s) = kf
s2

s2 + 2ζfωf s+ ω2
f

ωf

s+ ωf
. (3.35)

The controllers of Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) are plotted in Fig.3.10(a).
The controller gainkf can be tuned for any specific plant or application.

It is suggested to choosekf such that the loop gainsLt,Fs(s) and Lt,ẍ1(s) at
the frequency of the anti-resonance in the acceleration path are of the same
order of magnitude. These loop gains can be approximated using Eqs. (3.34)
and (3.35) and Eqs. (3.17) and (3.23) as:

Lt,ẍ1(s≈ jωa,ẍ1) ≈ ka
ω2

f

s2

1
m1 +m2

, (3.36)

Lt,Fs(s≈ jωa,ẍ1) ≈ kf
ωf

s
. (3.37)

By demanding|Lt,Fs(s≈ jωa,ẍ1)| = |βLt,ẍ1(s≈ jωa,ẍ1)| with β a scale factor, the
desired value ofkf can be calculated as:

kf = βka
ωf

ωa,ẍ1

1
m1 +m2

≈ β
ω2

rωf

ω2
nωa,ẍ1

, (3.38)

whereωr =
√

k1/(m1 +m2). The influence of akf on the performance is
illustrated in Fig.3.11 using various scale factorsβ = 0.5,1 and 2 result-
ing in kf = 25,50 and 100. The influence on the loop gain is illustrated in
Fig. 3.10(b). It is observed that the anti-resonance in the loop gain at 66 Hz
becomes more damped with increasingkf , resulting in more damping of the
internal mode, see Figs.3.11(c) and (d). The obtained damping ratios of the in-
ternal mode range from 10% forkf = 25 and 23% forkf = 100. This increased
damping is paid for by a higher value of the compliance at mid-frequencies, see
Fig. 3.11(b), and a higher bandwidth, see Fig.3.10(b). It is suggested to use
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(c) Deformation transmissibilityTd(s).
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(d) DeformabilityD(s).

Fig. 3.11: Performance transfer functions: (a) transmissibilityT(s); (b) complianceC(s); (c)
deformation transmissibilityTd(s); (d) deformabilityD(s).

open loop hard mount
closed loop hard mount using acceleration feedback
closed loop hard mount using two-sensor control withkf = 25
closed loop hard mount using two-sensor control withkf = 50
closed loop hard mount using two-sensor control withkf = 100

β = 0.5 such thatkf = 25, which results in a good trade-off between damping
ratio, value of the compliance and bandwidth.

Similar to sensor fusion control, two-sensor control is based on different
anti-resonance frequencies for acceleration feedback and force feedback. In
section3.3 it is already explained that the maximum achievable damping for
the internal mode is determined by the ratio between the anti-resonance fre-
quencies and depends on the mass ratiom2/m1 which should be not too small.
Herem1 andm2 are the masses of the payload bodies in Fig.3.2(a). So, two-
sensor control is only beneficial over acceleration feedback for nottoo small
ratiosm2/m1. The compliance of the system using two-sensor control is com-
parable to that of the system using sensor fusion and is therefore improved
with respect to the compliance of the active soft mount.
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3.5 Conclusions

The performance objectives of active hard mount vibration isolators forpre-
cision equipment stated in section2.5 can be realized simultaneously using
sensor fusion or two-sensor control: obtaining a transmissibility of floor vibra-
tions comparable to an ideal active soft mount (1 Hz suspension frequency and
70% sky-hook damping), increasing the damping ratio of the internal mode
of the suspended equipment (20–43% for sensor fusion and 10–23% for two-
sensor control) and increasing the suspension stiffness (>150 times larger than
an ideal active soft mount). An additional advantage of these control strategies
is that the system’s susceptibility to direct disturbance forces is signficantly
decreased in the frequency range in-between 0 and 120 Hz as compared to the
ideal active soft mount.

It is not possible to realize all three performance objectives simultaneously
by using either acceleration or force feedback. In case of proportional plus
integral feedback, both feedback strategies are not capable of adding damping
to an internal mode. Force feedback is also not suitable for the active hard
mount vibration isolator, since the low-frequency compliance is determined
by the parasitic stiffness and not by the suspension stiffness and is therefore
much higher. It is shown that for the active hard mount vibration isolator in
closed loop, the resonance frequency of an internal mode is significantlylower
than in open loop. Therefore, it is even more important to increase its damping
ratio to obtain a good performance.

For all control strategies it is explained how to choose the control param-
eters if the mass of the suspended payload and the stiffness of its suspension
are known, and the desired values of the suspension frequency, damping ratio
and high-frequency attenuation are specified. It is shown that the maximum
achievable damping ratio for the internal mode is determined by the ratio of
the anti-resonance frequencies for acceleration and force feedback.

The main contribution of this chapter is that, as compared to an ideal active
soft mount vibration isolator, an active hard mount vibration isolator using
sensor fusion or two-sensor control is able to realize the same transmissibility
of floor vibrations, with a decreased susceptibility to direct disturbance forces,
an increased suspension stiffness to prevent leveling problems of the suspended
payload and the possibility to significantly increase the damping ratio of an
internal mode.
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The results of the real-time implementation of the control strategies, described
in chapter3, on an experimental setup of a one-axis hard mount vibration
isolator are presented. First, the experimental setup is described. The conse-
quences of the differences in dynamics between the experimental setup and the
models of chapter3 are discussed. Secondly, the performance of the experi-
mental setup is analyzed using the four performance transfer functions defined
in section4.3. It is explained how these transfer functions are calculated from
the experimental data. Next, the experimental results are given and compared
to the modeling results of chapter3. Finally, the results are discussed.

4.1 Experimental setup

To test the real-time implementation of the various control strategies, the ex-
perimental setup depicted in Fig.4.1is used. It was already available from pre-
vious research [59]. The setup is designed to represent the flexible body model
of Fig. 3.2(a) and consists of three moving bodiesm0, m1 andm2, which cor-
respond to the floor and the two payload bodies of the equipment respectively.
Each mass is provided with a linear guidance to allow motion in one direction
only. The setup is mounted on a supporting frame and placed horizontally to
circumvent the necessity of gravity compensation.

Floor bodym0 and bodym1 are connected by an active hard mount, con-
sisting of a voice coil actuator which is able to generate a forceFa, and two
flexible membranes used as a linear guidance of the coil. The out-of-plane
stiffness of the membranes also provides for the desired suspension stiffness
k1. A voice coil actuator has been chosen over other types of actuators such
as piezoelectric actuators, due to its linear characteristics. Bodiesm1 andm2
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m0m1m2 (a)(a)(a) (v)(d)(f) (w.f.) shaker

Fig. 4.1: Experimental setup with floor bodym0 that can be excited by a shaker, payload bodies
m1 andm2 interconnected by a stiffnessk2, voice coil actuator (v) consisting of a stiffnessk1

and a parallel actuator forceFa, accelerometer (a), force sensor (f), wire flexure (w.f.), and
additional voice coil actuator applying direct forceFd (d).

are connected by a compliant component which has stiffnessk2. Piezoelectric
accelerometers are placed on each body to measure its acceleration. Between
the voice coil actuator and bodym1, a piezoelectric force sensor is placed. A
wire flexure is mounted between force sensor and coil to guarantee that only
forces in the axial direction of the mount are transmitted onto bodym1. A
shaker is used to excite the floor body. An additional voice coil actuator (with-
out any guidance) is mounted on bodym1 to excite it with a direct forceFd.
The voltage applied to this actuator is proportional to this forceFd within a
bandwidth up to 1 kHz. The values for each mass and stiffness are already
given in Table3.1.

The linear guidances introduce additional parasitic stiffness paths. There-
fore, the flexible body model of Fig.3.2(a) is modified slightly such that the
parasitic stiffness is no longer modeled by a spring between bodym1 and the
floor, but by two springskp, connected at one side to a payload body (m1 or
m2) and on the other side to the supporting frame, see Fig.4.2(a). The value
of the stiffness of each spring iskp = 4 050 N/m. In [55] it is shown that
with this type of parasitic stiffness paths, the transmissibility and deformation
transmissibility for force feedback differ at low frequencies from those pre-
sented in this thesis. This will also be illustrated in subsection4.4.2describing
the experimental results for force feedback.
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(a) Flexible body model.
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(b) Same model including wire flexure dynamics.

Fig. 4.2: Model of the vibration isolator in which the equipment is represented by a flexible
body and: (a) the parasitic springs that represent the linear guidance of the payload bodies are
included; (b) the dynamics due to the wire flexure is included as well.

4.2 Dynamics of the experimental setup

The flexible body model of the vibration isolator of Fig.4.2(a) describes only
the structural dynamics of the experimental setup. However, for the experi-
mental setup also the actuator dynamics and the dynamics of the charge am-
plifiers for the accelerometer and force sensor are important. These include
a first-order low-pass filter with a corner frequency of 390 Hz, due to the
impedance of the voice coil actuator (its power amplifier is operated in ve-
locity mode, not in current mode, to have a lower noise level), and a bandpass
filter in the charge amplifiers with corner frequencies of 0.1 Hz and 3 kHz.

Fig. 4.3(a) shows the plant transfer functionGẍ1Fa(s) = Ẍ1(s)/Fa(s) of
Eq. (3.17) corresponding to the structural dynamic model of Fig.3.2(a) (dotted
gray line) next to the plant transfer function corresponding to the electrome-
chanical model describing both the structural dynamics and the actuator and
amplifier dynamics (solid gray line). In addition to the structural dynamics of
the flexible body model of Fig.4.2(b), also the dynamics of the wire flexure
contributes to the total dynamics of the electromechanical model. This wire
flexure is mounted between the force sensor and the coil and can be modeled
by a springks between payload bodym1 and bodyms representing the mass of
the coil, see Fig.4.2(b). An additional mode due to the dynamics of the wire
flexure appears, which resonance frequency of 1.3 kHz can be approximated
by

ωs ≈
√

ks

ms
, with k1 ≪ ks, (4.1)
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(a) Plant transfer functions.
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(b) Loop gains.

Fig. 4.3: (a) Plant transfer functions from actuator force to accelerometer signal for the struc-
tural dynamic model (Gẍ1Fa(s) of Eq. (3.17) ), for the electromechanical model including
wire flexure dynamics ( ), and for the FRF estimate ( ). (b) Loop gains for the struc-
tural dynamic model with controllerHr(s) of Eq. (3.19) (Lr,ẍ1(s) of Eq. (3.20) ), the elec-
tromechanical model with controllerHr(s) multiplied by the filterFext(s) of Eq. (4.2) ( ),
the FRF estimate withHr(s) multiplied byFext(s) ( ).

where the values ofks and ms are estimated asks =8·106 N/m andms =

0.125 kg. The wire flexure dynamics results in a loss of collocation between
actuator and sensors, as is observed by the 180◦ phase drop in Fig.4.3(a) at this
resonance frequency. This may lead to instability of the closed loop system,
due to crossing of the−180◦ phase line at the frequency where the magnitude
of the loop gain is larger than one.

To prevent instability of the closed loop system, the controllers presented in
chapter3 need to be extended with a loop shaping filter. It consists of a skew
notch filter to compensate for the resonance frequency and an additionalzero
ω3 to compensate for the first-order low-pass filter formed by the impedance
of the voice coil actuator. It is expressed as

Fext(s) =
s2 + 2ζ1ω1s+ ω2

1

s2 + 2ζ2ω2s+ ω2
2

ω2
2

ω2
1

s+ ω3

ω3
, (4.2)

whereωi = 2π fi with f1 = 1.25 kHz, f2 = 7.5 kHz, and f3 = 390 Hz,
ζ1 = 0.01, andζ2 = 0.7. Although the filter of Eq. (4.2) itself is non-proper,
the resulting controllers to which this filter is added are proper, since all con-
trollers are strictly proper. The second-order polynomial in the numeratorof
the skew notch filter of Eq. (4.2) causes a virtual anti-resonance in the loop
gain such that there is a 180◦ phase lift before the 180◦ phase drop at 1.3 kHz.
The denominator acts as a second-order low-pass filter to lower the control
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(b) Loop gains.

Fig. 4.4: (a) Plant transfer functions from actuator force to force sensor signal for the structural
dynamic model (GFsFa(s) of Eq. (3.23) ), for the electromechanical model including wire
flexure dynamics ( ), and for the FRF estimate ( ). (b) Loop gains for the structural
dynamic model with controller 1/(m1 +m2)Hr(s) (Lr,Fs(s) of Eq. (3.22) ), the electrome-
chanical model with 1/(m1 + m2)Hr(s) multiplied by the filterFext(s) of Eq. (4.2) ( ), the
FRF estimate with 1/(m1 +m2)Hr(s) multiplied byFext(s) ( ).

gain at high frequencies. So, the controllers used for the experiments are the
controllers presented in chapter3 multiplied by the filter of Eq. (4.2). The
controllers are discretized and then implemented on a digital signal processor.
The discrete controllers are running at a sample frequency of 12.8 kHz.

Fig. 4.3(b) shows the loop gainLr,ẍ1(s) of Eq. (3.20) for the structural dy-
namic model with controllerHr(s) of Eq. (3.19) (gray dotted line) and the
loop gain for electromechanical model with controllerHr(s) multiplied by fil-
ter Fext(s) of Eq. (4.2) (gray solid line). It is visible that due to the bandpass
filter of the charge amplifier there is less phase margin at the low and high
crossover frequencies as expected based on the structural dynamic model of
Fig. 3.2. Due to the filter of Eq. (4.2), the resonance peak at 1.3 kHz will not
destabilize the system, because the crossing of the−180◦ phase line is at a
frequency where the magnitude of the loop gain is smaller than one.

An estimate of the frequency response function (FRF) between actuator
force and accelerometer signal is also shown in Fig.4.3(a) (black solid line).
The FRF estimate is obtained by exciting the experimental setup with a ran-
dom actuator force which is measured together with the resulting acceleration
response. From this data, the FRF estimate is calculated as in [34]. The FRF
estimate is resembled well by the electromechanical model in-between 3 Hz
and 2 kHz, although the suspension mode in the FRF estimate is better damped
than in the electromechanical model. The suspension frequency of the FRFes-
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timate is a little lower than for the electromechanical model. This is because in
the electromechanical model the floor motion is assumed as a rheonomic input,
whereas in the experimental setup of Fig.4.1 the actuator force is also acting
on the floor. Therefore, the dynamics of the floor contribute to the dynamicsof
the experimental setup. Since the floor mass is 21.2 kg, which is much heavier
than the total payload mass of 5.4 kg, the contribution of the floor dynamics
is very low. Above 2 kHz additional high-frequency dynamics is present.Be-
low 3 Hz, the FRF estimate is unreliable due to sensor noise. The loop gain
formed by the FRF estimate with controllerHr(s) of Eq. (3.19) multiplied by
filter Fext(s) of Eq. (4.2) is shown in Fig.4.3(b) (black solid line). It matches
well with the loop gain for the electromechanical model.

The transfer functions from actuator force to force sensor signal show sim-
ilar behavior. Fig.4.4(a) shows transfer functionGFsFa(s) = Fs(s)/Fa(s) of
Eq. (3.23) corresponding to the structural dynamic model of Fig.3.2(a) (dot-
ted gray line) next to the transfer function corresponding to the electromechan-
ical model which describes both the structural dynamics and the actuator and
amplifier dynamics (solid gray line). The effect of increasing the value of the
parasitic stiffnesskp from 320 N/m to two times 4 050 N/m is visible, because
the anti-resonance frequency of the loop gain for the model of Fig.4.2(a) is
6.2 Hz compared to 1.3 Hz for the flexible body model of Fig.3.2(a). The FRF
estimate of this transfer function is shown as well (black solid line). The cor-
responding loop gains obtained with controller 1/(m1+m2)Hr(s) of Eq. (3.19)
are shown in Fig.4.4(b).

4.3 Performance measures

During the experiments to determine the transmissibilities, the floor body is
excited by the shaker such that the velocity spectrum of bodym0 is 25µm/s
RMS per one-third octave in-between 0.1 and 100 Hz. This is more or less
comparable to VC-B curve excitation as defined by [16], see also Fig.2.1(a).
In-between 100 and 800 Hz, the acceleration spectrum of bodym0 is about
16 mm/s2. This high excitation level is used to sufficiently excite the floor and
payload bodies, such that the estimates of the performance transfer functions
are not contaminated (too much) by sensor noise of the accelerometers. The
realized acceleration level of the floor body is much higher than the expected
acceleration level of a floor at a site. Therefore, it is not useful to calculate the
RMS values of the payloads’ acceleration levels as the ultimate performance
measures. So, in this chapter the four performance transfer functions are the
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only used performance measures. In chapter8 a more realistic excitation level,
comparable to a VC-D curve, is used for the control experiments with the six-
axes vibration isolator.

The acceleration levels of each bodymi are measured and afterwards the
power spectral densities (PSDs)Pẍi ẍi ( f ) and cross power spectral densities
(CPSDs)Pẍi ẍ0( f ) are calculated. Heref is the frequency in Hz. The transmis-
sibility is calculated as the CSD between payload bodym1 and floor bodym0

accelerations divided by the PSD of the floor bodym0 acceleration. Unfortu-
nately, there is no sensor available to measure∆x directly, so the deformation
transmissibility needs to be calculated in a different way. This is done using
Eq. (2.1) which states that ¨x2 is related to∆x by a factork2/m2 = ω

2
a,ẍ1

. So,
the transmissibility and deformation transmissibility can be calculated as:

T̂( f ) =
Pẍ1ẍ0( f )

Pẍ0ẍ0( f )
, (4.3)

T̂d( f ) =
Pẍ2ẍ0( f )

Pẍ0ẍ0( f )
1

ω2
a,ẍ1

. (4.4)

The relation between ¨x2 and∆x is only valid for the model of Fig.3.2(a). In
practical applications this approximation is not correct. In multi-axes vibration
isolators, the transfer function estimatesPẍ2ẍ0( f )/Pẍ0ẍ0( f ) calculated from the
measured accelerations on the floor and flexible bodym2, can be used directly.
The height of a resonance peak can be used as a measure for the amount of
damping added to the corresponding internal mode.

To determine the responses due to disturbance forceFd, bodym1 is excited
using the additional voice coil actuator, while floor bodym0 has been fixated
to the supporting frame of the experimental setup to reduce the influence of
the floor dynamics on the responses due toFd. A random signal is generated
to apply a disturbance force of 0.3 N RMS. The compliance and deformability
are estimated as:

Ĉ( f ) =
Px1Fd( f )

PFdFd( f )
, (4.5)

D̂( f ) =
Pẍ2Fd( f )

PFdFd( f )
1

ω2
a,ẍ1

. (4.6)

HerePx1Fd( f ) is calculated by dividingPẍ1Fd( f ) with (2π f )2:

Px1Fd( f ) =
Pẍ1Fd( f )

(2π f )2
. (4.7)

which is equivalent to integratingPẍ1Fd( f ) twice with respect to time.
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Fig. 4.5: Performance transfer functions in model and experiments: (a) transmissibility T̂( f );
(b) complianceĈ( f ); (c) deformation transmissibilitŷTd( f ); (d) deformabilityD̂( f ).

model: open loop hard mount
model: closed loop hard mount using acceleration feedback
experiment: open loop hard mount
experiment: closed loop hard mount using acceleration feedback

4.4 Experimental results

The results of the experiments are presented in this section. The results of
acceleration feedback using controllerHr(s) of Eq. (3.19) and force feedback
using controller 1/(m1 + m2)Hr(s) are shown first. The effect of the parasitic
stiffness path introduced by the linear guidance of the payload bodies is also
discussed. The results of sensor fusion using the filters of Eq. (3.28) are exam-
ined next. Finally, the results of two-sensor control are shown.

4.4.1 Acceleration feedback

Figs.4.5(a)–(d) show the results of the acceleration feedback experiments. For
reference, the open and closed loop response of the model are shown(in gray)
as well. In Fig.4.7(a) and (c) it can be seen that for the responses due to
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floor motion, the experimental results coincide with the model results in the
frequency range in-between 1 and 100 Hz. Below 1 Hz and above 250 Hz,
the measured acceleration signals consist also of the contributions of actuator
noise and sensor noise since the actual motion levels of the payload bodies
are very small as well as vibrations transmitted onto the floor and payload
bodies by means of the linear guidance. Therefore, above this frequency, the
estimates of the transfer functions are not reliable. This can also be concluded
from the corresponding coherence function which is displayed in Fig.C.1(a)
of appendixC. Below 1 Hz and above 250 Hz, the coherence is much smaller
than one. The peaks at 300 and 900 Hz in Figs.4.5(a) and (c) may also be
caused by local modes of the active hard mount. These are due to the in-plane
stiffness of the membranes that are used in the active hard mount as a linear
guidance of the voice coil as well as to provide for the suspension stiffness.

Figs.4.5(c) and (d) show that the internal resonance peak of the closed loop
system remains poorly damped. Fig.4.5(b) shows that below 4 Hz the com-
pliance cannot be estimated well, since the accelerometer noise dominates the
payload’s motion level at low frequencies and this noise is amplified because
the compliance is obtained by filtering with 1/(2π f )2. The experimentally
determined deformability differs from the modeled one in Fig.4.5(d) for fre-
quencies below 30 Hz. The difference is thought to be caused by a poor phase
margin at low frequencies due to the second-order high-pass filters in thecon-
troller and charge amplifier. A poor phase margin also results in some amplifi-
cation at the low and high crossover frequencies in the plot of the compliance
of Fig. 4.5(b). Above 4 Hz for the compliance and above 30 Hz for the de-
formability, there is good agreement between the experimental and modeling
results.

4.4.2 Force feedback

The experimental results of force feedback are shown in Figs.4.6(a)–(d). Next
to the modeling results obtained with the flexible body model of Fig.3.2(a)
(gray dashed lines), the modeling results obtained with the flexible body model
of Fig. 4.2(a) are shown (gray solid lines). In the latter model the parasitic
stiffness is modeled differently computed to the model of Fig.3.2(a). Since for
the model of Fig.4.2(a) the value of the total parasitic stiffness is significantly
higher (2× 4 050 N/m instead of 360 N/m), the suspension frequency is much
higher, see also Eq. (3.10). At low frequencies, the modeling results of the
transmissibility and deformation transmissibility differ significantly. Below
4 Hz the transmissibility is even below one. This is due to the parasitic stiffness
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path formed by the linear guidance of the payload bodiesm1 andm2, see also
[55]. This seems a good result since realizing a low transmissibility is one
of the performance objectives. However, this type of parasitic stiffness path
is usually not found in practical applications of vibration isolators, it is only
present in the experimental setup of Fig.4.1. Therefore, the modeling results
obtained with the model of Fig.3.2(a) are a better representation for the effect
of force feedback on the performance transfer functions than the modeling
results obtained with the model of Fig.4.2(a).

It is visible that the experimental results match well with the modeling re-
sults obtained with the model of Fig.4.2(a), in particular for the responses due
to the direct disturbance force. However, it appears that the force sensor is not
able to measure the vibrations of the setup’s supporting frame that are trans-
mitted by the linear guidance of the floor and payload bodies of the setup. As
a result, the controller is not able to compensate for these vibrations, which
results in some resonance peaks. This is observed in the responses dueto floor
vibrations which show some resonance peaks in-between 10 and 50 Hz, see
Figs.4.6(a) and (c). The coherence at the frequencies of these resonances is
very low, see Figs.C.2(a) and (c) of appendixC.

4.4.3 Sensor fusion

Figs.4.7(a)–(d) show the results of the sensor fusion experiments. The results
match well with the modeling results. In Figs.4.7(c) and (d) it is visible that
the internal mode is well damped, since there are no peaks in the deformation
transmissibility and deformability. The dip at 4.5 Hz and the peaks at 13 and
20 Hz in these plots are due to the dynamics of the supporting frame of the
experimental setup. At these frequencies the correlation between floor and
payload acceleration is small so the estimate is poor, see also Figs.C.3(a)
and (c) of appendixC. The experimentally determined deformability differs
from the modeled one at frequencies below 3 Hz. This is also because of a
poor phase margin at the low crossover frequency. The experimental results
proof that the sensor fusion strategy can be implemented real-time and that the
desired goals are met.

4.4.4 Two-sensor control

Figs.4.8(a)–(d) show the results of the two-sensor control experiments. The
results match well with the modeling results usingkf = 25 for the force feed-
back controller gain in Eq. (3.38). The same remarks as for sensor fusion also
apply for two-sensor control. In Figs.4.8(c) and (d) it is visible that the peak
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Fig. 4.6: Performance transfer functions in model and experiments: (a) transmissibility T̂( f );
(b) complianceĈ( f ); (c) deformation transmissibilitŷTd( f ); (d) deformabilityD̂( f ).

model of Fig.3.2(a): open loop hard mount
model of Fig.3.2(a): closed loop hard mount using force feedback
model of Fig.4.2(a): closed loop hard mount using force feedback
experiment: open loop hard mount
experiment: closed loop hard mount using force feedback

at the frequency of the internal mode is a little higher than for sensor fusion,
while Fig. 4.8(b) shows that the mid-frequency compliance is a little lower.
The experimental results proof that the proposed two-sensor control strategy
can be implemented real-time and that the desired goals are met.

4.5 Discussion

Precision equipment is usually mounted on very quiet floors, which motion
levels are well below the VC-B curve. As a consequence, sensor and actua-
tor noise may have a significant contribution to the overall performance of the
vibration isolator. Ultra-low noise accelerometers have a limited usable band-
width of <250 Hz [33]. However, this is no problem for the proposed sensor
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Fig. 4.7: Performance transfer functions in model and experiments: (a) transmissibility T̂( f );
(b) complianceĈ( f ); (c) deformation transmissibilitŷTd( f ); (d) deformabilityD̂( f ).

model: open loop hard mount
model: closed loop hard mount using sensor fusion and high-pass filter
experiment: open loop hard mount
experiment: closed loop hard mount using sensor fusion and high-pass filter

fusion strategy, since the accelerometer signal is used only at low frequencies
for control. Because force sensors have in general a much lower noise level
than accelerometers [45], the high frequency performance of the sensor fusion
strategy is not limited by the force sensor. Unfortunately, the high-frequency
performance of the experimental setup of the one-axis vibration isolator cannot
be measured well, because of the small motion levels of the payload bodies.
This results in unreliable high-frequency estimates of the performance transfer
functions as is shown in Figs.4.5–4.8.

Instead of using an accelerometer a geophone can be used as well, since
both sensors are measuring absolute motion. For the geophone, the feedback
controller has to provide for a differentiating filter as well.

In chapter3 it is already explained that force sensor are not able to compen-
sate for the equipment’s vibrations that are transmitted by means of parasitic
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Fig. 4.8: Performance transfer functions in model and experiments: (a) transmissibility T̂( f );
(b) complianceĈ( f ); (c) deformation transmissibilitŷTd( f ); (d) deformabilityD̂( f ).

model: open loop hard mount
model: closed loop hard mount using two-sensor control
experiment: open loop hard mount
experiment: closed loop hard mount using two-sensor control

stiffness paths. This is made visible in this chapter by the experimental re-
sults for force feedback, sensor fusion, and two-sensor control. The peaks
in-between 10 and 50 Hz in the transmissibilities and deformation transmissi-
bilities of Figs.4.6–4.8are due to motion transmitted by the linear guidance of
the floor and payload bodies of the experimental setup which is not measured
by the force sensor. Therefore, it is important to aim for a low value of the
parasitic stiffness in the mount of the vibration isolator.

In section2.5 it is stated that industrial vibration isolators (from suppliers
such as Halcyonics, Minus-K, and TMC [18, 39, 52]) usually achieve−30 to
−40 dB/decade roll-off above their suspension frequencies that are typically
about 1 Hz. At high frequencies, the lower transmissibility limit ranges from
−35 to−60 dB at best. Figs.4.5(a)–4.8(a) show that the proposed strategies
are capable of realizing the same performance of the transmissibility with a
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low transmissibility limit of less than−40 dB at high frequencies. Except for
the TMC STACIS

TM
[52] all other systems are soft mounts, which means that

the proposed sensor fusion and two-control strategies will outperformthese
systems regarding the compliance, see Fig.3.6(b). None of the industrial sys-
tems are capable of increasing the damping of internal modes of the suspended
equipment, which is achieved in this thesis.

4.6 Conclusions

The control strategies presented in chapter3 are successfully implemented on
an experimental setup of a one-axis active hard mount vibration isolator. All
three performance objectives for active hard mount vibration isolators stated
in section2.5can be realized simultaneously for sensor fusion and two-sensor
control: not only the transmissibility of floor vibrations is made comparable
to that of an ideal soft mount, the susceptibility to direct disturbance forcesis
decreased, the suspension stiffness is increased, and the damping of the internal
mode is significantly increased.

The experimental results match well with the modeling results in the fre-
quency range from 1 to 250 Hz. Although, sensor and actuator noise make the
estimates of the performance transfer functions less reliable below 1 Hz and
above 250 Hz. It is observed that for all control strategies that use a force feed-
back controller, it is not possible to compensate for vibrations transmitted onto
the suspended payload by means of parasitic stiffness paths. This results in a
higher transmissibility and deformation transmissibility at some frequencies.

An important observation is that for a successful implementation of the con-
trol strategies, not only the structural dynamics of the vibration isolator has
to be taken into account but also the dynamics of the actuator and charge am-
plifiers of the accelerometer and force sensor. In addition, the relevanthigh-
frequency dynamics of the active hard mount is important. For the experi-
mental setup, this dynamics is due to the wire flexure between the voice coil
and force sensor, which results in a loss of collocation between actuator and
sensors and can destabilize the closed loop system. Therefore, a loop shaping
filter needs to be added to the controllers in chapter3 to prevent instability of
the closed loop system.
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six-axes vibration isolator

The design of a demonstrator setup of a six axes active hard mount vibration
isolator is presented. A rigid body model describing the suspension dynamics
of the isolator is derived. This model is used to get insight into how the six sus-
pension modes depend on the mass and inertia properties of the payload,the
stiffness of the suspension, and several other design parameters. For abetter
prediction of the isolator’s performance including the effect of the payload’s
flexibilities, a flexible body model is presented. From that model, a reduced
order model is derived. This model represents a more accurate representation
of the suspension dynamics than the rigid body model.

5.1 Design

In three-dimensional space, any rigid body has six degrees of freedom (DOFs)
with respect to another rigid body. To fully isolate two rigid bodies with re-
spect to each other (in fact to isolate the suspended payload from the floor)
six judiciously placed one-axis active vibration isolators are needed, each con-
straining one DOF. In this way, the suspension that connects the suspended
payload to the floor is realized with anexact-constraineddesign [49]. This
means that each DOF is constrained only one time. In an exact-constrained
design, internal stresses and deformations of the equipment due to thermal
loads, deformations of the suspension, and geometry variations due to part and
assembly tolerances are minimized. To realize an exact-constrained design,
each of the one-axis vibration isolators is designed to be relatively stiff in its
axial direction and very compliant in the other directions. Several architectures
for a generic six-axes isolator are possible, such as that of a standardGough-
Stewart platform [19, 47, 51] or that with three horizontally placed and three
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Fig. 5.1: Section view of the six-axes active vibration isolator with weight body (w), pay-
load (p), bracket (b), force sensor (f), membranes (m), voice coil actuator (v), wire flexure (w.f.),
pre-loaded low-stiffness springs (s), accelerometer (a), and rigid floor plate (r).

vertically placed isolators [5,20,61].

The six-axes vibration isolator presented in this chapter consists of six legs,
arranged in three pairs of two, that suspend a payload (p) of about 10.9 kg. The
payload is the consists of a rigid frame body and two flexible payload bodies.
It mimics the precision equipment. Although the six legs are not mutually
orthogonal as in a standard Gough-Stewart platform [51], it’s configuration is
still approximated. Fig.5.1shows the design of the six-axes vibration isolator.
The gray box in Fig.5.1shows the most important components of a leg.

Each leg contains a voice coil actuator (v) which can provide a force in the
axial direction of the leg. A force sensor (f) is placed between each actuator
and the payload to measure the force in the leg and an accelerometer (a) is
placed at the rigid frame body of the payload to measure it’s acceleration.
Both sensors are co-aligned with the actuator. The axial stiffness of the leg
is due to two flexible membranes (m) that are used as a linear guidance for
the voice coil. The six legs are connected to a rigid floor plate (r) by means
of three brackets (b) (only two brackets are visible). The floor plate canbe
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(a) (b)

(w)

(p2a)

(l.s.)

(p1)

(p2b)

Fig. 5.2: (a) Exploded view and (b) section view of the payload with weight body (w), large
flexible payload body (p2a), leaf springs (l.s.) (in red), rigid frame body (p1), and small flexible
payload body (p2b).

excited using piezoelectric actuators, see chapter8.
The maximum force of the used voice coil actuators is 10 N. To compen-

sate for VC-D curve floor vibration levels, the six actuators together haveto
deliver a force equal to the payload’s mass times a VC-D curve RMS acceler-
ation level, which is about 4 mm/s2 RMS (see section2.1.2). This means an
RMS force of only 40 mN, which is very small compared to the maximum ac-
tuator force. So, the actuator is capable of providing the required forcelevel.
The actuators are not used to compensate for the payload’s sagging dueto
gravity. Instead, three preloaded low-stiffness springs (s) are used for gravity
compensation and for preventing large deflections of the membranes and wire
flexures. The preload is such that the gravitational force is compensatedalmost
completely.

The payload consists of three bodies, see Fig.5.2. The six legs are con-
nected to a rigid frame body (p1) that weighs about 6.3 kg (including all sen-
sors). A large flexible payload body (p2a) of 3.9 kg is connected to rigid frame
body (p1) by means of three leaf springs (l.s.) (in red). In addition a small
flexible payload body (p2b) of 0.7 kg is connected to rigid frame body (p1)
by another three leaf springs. Due to these flexibilities, internal modes of the
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Fig. 5.3: The demonstrator setup of the six-axes active vibration isolator.

payload with resonance frequencies ranging from 75 to 360 Hz are obtained.
In this way the internal modes of a precision equipment are mimicked. An
additional weight body (w) is placed at one side of rigid frame body (p1) to
break its symmetry. Although industrial vibration isolators used for suspend-
ing precision equipment are often designed to be symmetric, it is not always
possible to realize this. Therefore, the weight is used to mimic an asymmetric
payload.

Ideally, the bending and torsional stiffness of each leg should be zero, since
the isolator’s performance will be limited by the presence of this parasitic stiff-
ness, see [19, 47] and chapter3. Therefore, a wire flexure (w.f.) is added
between each voice coil and the suspended payload. The wire flexure has a
very high axial stiffness and at the same time a very low bending and torsional
stiffness. Collocation between the voice coil actuator and both sensors is ob-
tained up to the resonance frequency that is due to the wire flexure dynamics.
Similar as for the wire flexure in the experimental setup of the one-axis vibra-
tion isolator, this resonance frequency is approximated as the square root of the
axial stiffness of the wire flexure divided by the mass of the coil, see Eq. (4.1).

The six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator is designed to have six
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suspension modes with resonance frequencies of about 10 Hz. More details
about the design can be found in [21,44]. The realized demonstrator setup that
is available in the laboratory of the department of Mechanical Automation and
Mechatronics at the University of Twente is shown in Fig.5.3.

5.2 Rigid body model

In this section a rigid body model is derived that describes the suspensiondy-
namics of the six-axes vibration isolator. The model is used to understand how
the six suspension modes are determined by the mass and stiffness properties
of the isolator. In this section it is assumed that all legs areideal mountshaving
the same axial stiffness and zero bending and torsional stiffness. Furthermore,
it is assumed that all DOFs due to the internal flexibilities of the payload are
negligible, so the payload is considered rigid for now. The stiffness and preload
of the low-stiffness springs to compensate gravity, and the gravitational force
itself are neglected. Finally, the payload is considered to be axisymmetric, so
the additional weight body (w) in Fig.5.2 is omitted.

At the payload a coordinate frame is located with the location and orienta-
tion as shown in Fig.5.4. The origin of the frame is located in the elastic center
(e.c.) of the payload. The elastic center is the point on the payload where a
force exerted on that point in a certain direction results in a pure displacement
of that point in the same direction. The payload motion can be expressed in
the position and orientation coordinatesxref = (x, y, z, θx, θy, θz)T .

The stiffness matrix of the vibration isolator can be derived by writing the
strain energy stored in the legs in terms ofxref [45]. With the axial stiffness
k of the legs, the strain energy isV = 1

2kqTq, whereq = (q1, . . . ,q6)T is the
vector of leg extensions. A matrixR is defined that relates leg extensionsq to
coordinatesxref, such thatxref = Rq. Matrix R depends on the configuration
of the six-axes vibration isolator. For the design described in this thesis, the
inverse ofR is

R−1 =





















































−cβsα1 cβcα1 −sβ rsβsα1 −rsβcα1 rcβ
cβsα1 −cβcα1 −sβ rsβsα1 −rsβcα1 −rcβ
−cβsα2 cβcα2 −sβ rsβsα2 −rsβcα2 rcβ

cβsα2 −cβcα2 −sβ rsβsα2 −rsβcα2 −rcβ
−cβsα3 cβcα3 −sβ rsβsα3 −rsβcα3 rcβ

cβsα3 −cβcα3 −sβ rsβsα3 −rsβcα3 −rcβ





















































, (5.1)

whereα1, α2, andα3 are the angles between the three leg pairs and thex-axis,
cβ = cos(β), sβ = sin(β), etc. Design parameterβ is the angle between the
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Fig. 5.4: Coordinate frame (x, y, z) located in the elastic center (e.c.). The six active hard
mounts 1 – 6 are placed at an angleβ with the horizontal plane.

axial direction of a leg and the horizontal plane, and design parameterr is
the distance between the vertical axis of symmetry and the point where a leg is
attached to the payload. In this thesisα1 =

1
4π, α2 =

2
3π+

1
4π, andα3 =

4
3π+

1
4π

(see Fig.5.4(a)). Usingq = R−1xref gives

V =
1
2

kqTq =
1
2

kxT
refR

−TR−1xref, (5.2)

which means that the stiffness matrix is

K = kR−TR−1. (5.3)

This matrix turns out to be

K = kdiag(3c2β,3c2β,6s2β,3r2s2β,3r2s2β,6r2c2β). (5.4)

SinceK is diagonal, the geometric center of the vibration isolator is also the
elastic center. By choosing design parameterβ ≈ 35◦ such that cos2(β) =
2 sin2(β) = 2

3, the stiffness matrix simplifies toK = kdiag(2,2,2, r2, r2,4r2).
This means that the translational stiffness is the same in all directions while the
rotational stiffness in torsion is four times greater than in bending.

If the payload is an axisymmetric rigid body having principal axes of iner-
tia aligned with (x, y, z) and with center of mass (c.o.m.) displaced vertically
from the elastic center of the six-axes isolator by amounthm, the mass matrix
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expressed in terms ofxref is [51]

M = m
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, (5.5)

wherem is the total mass of the payload, andrx, rz are thex-axis andz-axis
radii of gyration respectively.

With M andK the equation of motion describing the suspension dynamics
of the vibration isolator can be expressed as

M ẍref(t) + K xref(t) = BFa(t), (5.6)

whereFa = (Fa1, . . . , Fa6)T is the vector of actuator forces andB is the input
matrix. Since the actuator forcesFa are in the direction of the leg extensionsq,
it is easy to see thatB = R. The natural frequencies of the isolator are calcu-
lated by solving the eigenvalue problem of the left hand side of Eq. (5.6)

M−1K = PΩ2P−1, (5.7)

whereΩ = diag(ω1, . . . , ω6) with ωl thelth suspension mode andP the normal
modal matrix in which thelth column is the corresponding normal mode shape
factor expressed in terms ofxref. From Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) it is clear that
the suspension modes are determined by design parametersβ, r andhm if the
mass and inertia properties of the payload are given. It can be observed that
thez-translation or “bounce” mode and thez-rotation or “torsional” mode are
decoupled, with natural frequencies given by

ω3 =
√

2ω0, ω6 =
2
ρz
ω0, (5.8)

whereω0 =
√

k/m andρz = rz/r is thez-axis radius of gyration normalized
with radiusr. For most cases of interest,ρz <

√
2 and thereforeω6 > ω3. The

remaining four modes are bending coupled with shear (or horizontal transla-
tion). The natural frequencies corresponding to these bending and shear modes
occur in two identical pairs and are given by the roots of the equation [45,51]

(2− ω
2

ω2
0

)(1− ρ2
x
ω2

ω2
0

) − 2ρ2
m
ω2

ω2
0

= 0, (5.9)
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whereρx = rx/r is thez-axis radius of gyration normalized with radiusr and
ρm = hm/r is the center of mass offset normalized with radiusr. It can be
seen that the modes will all be decoupled if the center of mass is located at
the elastic center, hencehm = 0 andρm = 0. If in the ideal situation also the
radii of gyration arerx =

1
2

√
2r andrz =

√
2r, all six suspension modes have

the same natural frequency. However, these conditions are difficult to satisfy
and in almost all situations there will be a frequency spread ormodal spread.
In [51] it is stated that for most axisymmetric payloads the natural frequency
of the bounce mode is in-between the two pairs of bending and shear modes.
The natural frequency of the torsional mode is usually the highest.

The six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator is designed such that the
bounce mode is about 10 Hz. Using Eq. (5.8) with a 10.9 kg payload, the
axial stiffness of the legs that is due to the membranes is chosen as 2·104 N/m.
Radiusr is 100 mm, the center of mass offset hm is 56 mm, and the radii
of gyration arerx = 125 mm (ρx = 1.25) andrz = 117 mm (ρz = 1.17).
These distances differ from their ideal values, so there is coupling and there is
a modal spread. With these values the resonance frequencies of the two pairs
of bending and shear modes are 7.9 and 12.5 Hz, the bounce mode is 10.2 Hz
and the torsional mode is 17.9 Hz.

In reality, the legs arenon-ideal mountssince their bending and torsional
stiffness are non-zero and additional parasitic stiffness due to cables may be
present. This results in (weak) coupling and a non-diagonal stiffness matrix.
Moreover, the low-stiffness springs that compensate the sagging due to gravity
result in an increased stiffness in vertical direction. In addition, if the payload
is not axisymmetric due to the additional weight body (w), the mass matrix
will also be a full matrix. Hence, all six suspension modes will be coupled. As
a result, the transmissibilities are also coupled. For example, payload motion
in x-direction will be due to both floor translation inx-direction and floor rota-
tion around they-axis. To accurately predict the performance of the vibration
isolator in terms of the transmissibilities, a linear finite element model of the
vibration isolator describing input-output relations needs to be used. In the
next section, the derivation of a finite element model is discussed.

5.3 Flexible body model

Within a finite element model of the vibration isolator, the flexible body dy-
namics of the payload itself and the payload’s suspension can be included.So,
the DOFs associated with these internal flexibilities are no longer neglected.
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Table 5.1: Resonance frequencies of the suspensions modes for the derived models.

rigid body model flexible body model reduced order model
bending and 7.9 Hz 7.6 Hz 7.6 Hz
shear modes 7.9 Hz 7.7 Hz 7.7 Hz
bounce mode 10.2 Hz 9.8 Hz 9.8 Hz
bending and 12.5 Hz 12.0 Hz 12.1 Hz
shear modes 12.5 Hz 12.8 Hz 12.8 Hz
torsional mode 17.9 Hz 16.7 Hz 16.7 Hz

The payload is modeled as being asymmetric and the bending and torsional
stiffness of the legs is included. With the flexible body model, input-output re-
lations can be obtained that are used to assess the performance of the active vi-
bration isolator in terms of the transmissibilities and the stability of the closed
loop system. The model has been developed using SPACAR, a non-linear fi-
nite element software package which can make computations of mechanical
systems with interconnected rigid and flexible elements. The interested reader
is referred to for example [28] and the references therein for more information
about this software package.

The nonlinear finite element description used by SPACAR allows accurate
modeling of the system dynamics with relatively few elements. Moreover,
rigid and flexible elements can be used simultaneously. Geometrical nonlinear
stiffness effects like preloading due to gravity are easily accounted for. Using
the software package, linearized state-space representations for arbitrary inputs
and outputs can be easily computed. These state-space systems are of low
order due to the relatively small number of DOFs as compared to typical finite
element models.

The three payload bodies in Fig.5.2are modeled with rigid elements. Their
mass and inertia properties are derived from a CAD model. The two sets of
three leaf springs that connect the payload bodies to each other are modeled
with flexible elements. The rigid floor plate and the three brackets in Fig.5.1
are also modeled with rigid elements. The legs are modeled with flexible el-
ements that provide for the elastic properties of the membranes, back-EMF
damping of the voice coil actuators and axial actuator forces. The forcesen-
sors, accelerometers and wire flexures are modeled with flexible elements as
well. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the actual modeling in more
detail. The reader is referred to [22,28,60] for more detailed descriptions on
using SPACAR for the modeling of vibration isolators.

The SPACAR software package provides the system matrices correspond-
ing to the six-axes vibration isolator. When the DOFsq consists of the leg
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extensions as well as the axial and bending deformations of the leaf springs,
the equations of motion are given by

M q̈(t) + Dq̇(t) + K q(t) = −M0ẍ0(t) + BFa(t), (5.10)

y(t) = Cqq(t) + Cq̇ q̇(t) + Cq̈ q̈(t), (5.11)

whereM , D, andK are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices correspond-
ing to DOFsq respectively, andM0 is the mass matrix corresponding to the
vector of floor accelerometer signalsẍ0 = (ẍ0,1, . . . , ẍ0,6)T. B is the input ma-
trix and Cq, Cq̇, andCq̈ are the output matrices that relate the outputsy to
DOFsq and their derivatives with respect to time.Fa = (Fa1, . . . , Fa6)T is the
vector with actuator forces andy = (ẍT

1 , F
T
s )T is the output vector. Herein,

ẍ1 = (ẍ1,1, . . . , ẍ1,6)T is the vector with payload accelerometer signals and
Fs = (Fs1, . . . , Fs6)T is the vector with force sensor signals.

Using Eq. (5.7) the resonance frequencies and the mode shapes can be calcu-
lated. The first six modes represent the six suspension modes. Their resonance
frequencies are in Table5.1 compared to those of the rigid body model. The
resonance frequencies of the two (approximate) pairs of bending and shear
modes are 7.6 and 7.7 Hz, and 12.0 and 12.8 Hz, the bounce mode is 9.8 Hz
and the torsional mode is 16.7 Hz. These frequencies differ slightly from the
ones for the rigid body model. This is mainly due to the asymmetric payload.

5.3.1 Plant transfer function matrices

With Eq. (5.10) the plant transfer function matrixGẍ1Fa(s) between actuator
forces and payload accelerations is derived, such thatẌ1(s) = Gẍ1Fa(s)Fa(s).
In a similar way the transfer function matrixGFsFa(s) is derived, such that
Fs(s) = GFsFa(s)Fa(s). SinceGẍ1Fa(s) andGFsFa(s) each describe 36 trans-
fer functions (from each of the six actuator forces to each of the six payload
accelerations), only two typical transfer functions are displayed, beingrepre-
sentative for the others.

Fig. 5.5(a) show the transfer functionsGẍ1,5Fa5(s) = Ẍ1,5(s)/Fa5(s) (solid)
andGFs5Fa5(s) = Fs5(s)/Fa5(s) (dashed) from actuator 5 to sensor 5 corre-
sponding to a co-aligned and (approximately) collocated actuator-sensor-pair.
This is reflected by the plot of the phase angle that is in-between 180◦ and
0◦ [45] up to about 900 Hz, the frequency at which the collocation is lost
(because of the local wire-flexure dynamics) and the plot shows a resonance
peak. Fig.5.5(b) show the transfer functionsGẍ1,1Fa5(s) = Ẍ1,1(s)/Fa5(s)
(solid) andGFs1Fa5(s) = Fs1(s)/Fa5(s) (dashed) from actuator 5 to sensor 1
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(a) Gẍ1,5Fa5(s) andGFs5Fa5(s).
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(b) Gẍ1,1Fa5(s) andGFs1Fa5(s).

Fig. 5.5: (a) Transfer functionsGẍ1,5Fa5(s) ( ) andGFs5Fa5(s) ( ) from actuator 5 to
sensor 5; (b) Transfer functionsGẍ1,1Fa5(s) ( ) andGFs1Fa5(s) ( ) form actuator 5 to
sensor 1.

corresponding to a non-collocated actuator-sensor pair. The phase angle is be-
low 900 Hz no longer in-between 180◦ and 0◦. So, Figs.5.5(a) and (b) show
clearly the difference between the transfer functions corresponding to collo-
cated and non-collocated actuator-sensor-pairs. In both plots, some resonance
peaks in-between 7.2 and 16.7 Hz are visible. These correspond to the suspen-
sion modes of the vibration isolator. The peaks in-between 75 and 360 Hz are
due to internal flexibilities of the payload because of the leaf springs.

From the transfer function matricesGẍ1Fa(s) and GFsFa(s) the so-called
characteristic loci(CL) can be calculated. The CL are just the traces of the
eigenvalues of transfer function matrixGẍ1Fa(s) or GFsFa(s):

G••(s) = Φ(s)Λ(s)Φ−1(s) (5.12)

whereΛ(s) = diag(λ1(s), . . . , λ6(s)) in whichλi is theith eigenvalue evaluated
at each frequencys= jω. The CL ofGẍ1Fa(s) are shown in Fig.5.6. The plot
of the CL ofGFsFa(s) is visible in Fig.5.7. The eigenvalues can be calculated
only if the transfer function matrix is square, which means that the number of
inputs and outputs are equal. CL are normally used for checking the stability
of multivariable systems using the generalized Nyquist stability criterion [37].
A nice property of the CL is that, while usually each mode appears as a reso-
nance peak in multiple transfer functions contained inGẍ1Fa(s) or GFsFa(s), it
appears in only one of the CL as a resonance peak, see Figs.5.6and5.7. Since
there are more modes than CL, each of the CL may show more than one peak.
The CL are a good representation of the dynamics of the vibration isolator.
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Fig. 5.6: Characteristic loci of the transfer function matrixGẍ1Fa(s).

The dips in the CL ofGFsFa(s) in Fig. 5.7are the anti-resonances due to para-
sitic stiffness, see also Eq. (3.25). Since the frequency of each anti-resonance
is only about a factor 3 smaller than the frequency of the corresponding reso-
nance (due to the axial stiffness of each leg), it is concluded that the parasitic
stiffness is quiet large (about 14% of the axial stiffnees of each leg).

5.3.2 Transmissibility matrix

Eq. (5.10) can be used to calculate the transmissibility matrixT(s) which de-
scribes the relationship between the floor and payload accelerometer signals:

Ẍ1(s) = T(s)Ẍ0(s). (5.13)

Transmissibility matrixT(s) is used in chapter7 to analyze the performance
of the six-axes vibration isolator. Sincëx0 and ẍ1 are measured in the axial
directions of the sensors,T(s) is dependent on the choice and orientation of
these sensors. If it is assumed that the inputs and outputs are transformedas

Ẍfloor(s) = RfloorẌ0(s), Ẍref(s) = RrefẌ1(s), (5.14)

whereRfloor andRref are constant matrices defining geometric transformations
and ẍfloor describes the motion of the frame attached rigidly to the floor,ẍref

describes the motion of the frame attached rigidly to the payload. Substituting
Eq. (5.14) into Eq. (5.13) yields

Ẍref(s) = RrefT(s)R−1
floorẌfloor(s), (5.15)
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Fig. 5.7: Characteristic loci of the transfer function matrixGFsFa(s).

which allows to define

Ẍref(s) = Tref(s)Ẍfloor(s), (5.16)

where the transmissibility matrixTref(s) is defined as

Tref(s) = RrefT(s)R−1
floor. (5.17)

If both floor and payload have identical motions,ẍfloor = ẍref, Tref(s) must
be equal toI6 andTref(s) is the matrix generalization of a scalar transmissi-
bility. This is achieved ifẍfloor and ẍref describe the motion of two reference
frames located at the same point in space and with the same orientation. A
natural location of this point is the elastic center of the vibration isolator with
the orientation as in Fig.5.4. This meansRref = R as in Eq. (5.1). An expres-
sion for Rfloor is derived in chapter8. With this choice, thell th entry of the
transmissibility matrixTref(s) represents the payload’s response (a pure trans-
lation or rotation in the direction ofx, y or z) due to floor excitation in the same
direction.

The equation of motion of Eq. (5.10) usually describes both the suspension
dynamics of the vibration isolator and the flexible body dynamics of the pay-
load. In chapter7 a novel method for designing a modal controller will be
presented. That method requires the mass, damping and stiffness matrices cor-
responding to a model describing only the suspension dynamics. Such a model
can be obtained using for example a reduction method. This will be discussed
in the next section.
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5.4 Reduced order model

Consider the equation of motion of Eq. (5.10) and exclude the contribution of
floor vibration ẍ0. The DOFsq can be partitioned into a set (o) that is ob-
served and controlled and a set (u) that is not observed and controlled. Set (o)
is associated with the extensions of the legs, while set (u) is associated with
the internal flexibilities of the payload. With this partition, Eq. (5.10) can be
written as

[

Moo Mou

Muo Muu

] {

q̈o(t)
q̈u(t)

}

+

[

Doo Dou

Duo Duu

] {

q̇o(t)
q̇u(t)

}

+

[

Koo Kou

Kuo Kuu

] {

qo(t)
qu(t)

}

=

[

Bo

Bu

]

Fa(t). (5.18)

The equation of motion that describes only the suspension dynamics can be
obtained using a reduction method, such as Guyan reduction [17]. Guyan re-
duction is a static method in which the forces associated with the not observed
DOFsqu are set to zero. Since the DOFsqu are not controlled either,Bu = 0.
Solving the static equations of Eq. (5.10) with Bu = 0 and q̈u(t) = q̇u(t) = 0
gives

qu(t) = −K−1
uuKuoqo(t), (5.19)

and a coordinate transformation is given as

{

qo(t)
qu(t)

}

=

[

I6

−K−1
uuKuo

]

qo(t) = Tqo(t). (5.20)

With this transformation the reduced stiffness matrix can be calculated as

K̄ = TTKT = Koo− KouK−1
uuKuo. (5.21)

Applying the same transformations to the damping and mass matrices results
in the reduced damping and mass matricesD̄ = TTDT and M̄ = TTMT ,
respectively. These are expressed as:

D̄ = Doo− DouK−1
uuKuo− KouK−1

uu(Duo− DuuK−1
uuKuo), (5.22)

M̄ = Moo−MouK−1
uuKuo− KouK−1

uu(Muo−MuuK−1
uuKuo). (5.23)

From Eq. (5.20) it is clear that Guyan reduction is a static reduction method,
since the coordinate transformation only makes use of partitions of the stiff-
ness matrix. The reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices can be used to
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Table 5.2: Modal matrixΦo and resonance frequencies.

7.6 Hz 7.7 Hz 9.8 Hz 12.1 Hz 12.8 Hz 16.7 Hz
x −0.14 0.04 0.06 0.04 −0.01 0.00
y 0.04 −0.16 −0.02 −0.01 −0.04 0.01
z 0.01 −0.00 0.28 −0.02 0.00 −0.00
θx 0.26 0.95 0.25 0.26 0.97 0.00
θy 0.96 −0.25 0.93 0.96 −0.26 −0.00
θz −0.00 −0.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 1.00

derive the modal controller as will be described in chapter7. The equation of
motion describing the rigid body dynamics is given by

M̄ q̈o(t) + D̄q̇o(t) + K̄ qo(t) = BoFa(t). (5.24)

The payload accelerationsẍ1 are related töqo by the output matrixCo:

ẍ1(t) = Coq̈o(t). (5.25)

SinceM̄ is non-singular, pre-multiplying Eq. (5.24) by M̄−1 allows to write the
system as:

q̈o(t) + M̄−1D̄q̇o(t) + M̄−1K̄ qo(t) = M̄−1BoFa(t) (5.26)

If D̄ is a proportional damping matrix, the equation of motion of Eq. (5.26) can
be decoupled using the modal transformationqo = Pozo in which the columns
of Po are the normalized eigenvectors ofM̄−1K̄ :

M̄−1K̄ = PoΩ
2
oP−1

o . (5.27)

Pre-multiplying Eq. (5.26) by P−1
o results in the modal decoupled equation of

motion
z̈o(t) + Ξo żo(t) +Ω2

ozo(t) = P−1
o M̄−1BoFa(t), (5.28)

whereΞo = diag(ξo1, . . . , ξo6) andΩo = diag(ωo1, . . . , ωo6) with ξol = 2ζolωol .
Herein,ζol andωol are the damping ratio and the resonance frequency of the
lth suspension mode of the vibration isolation system. Thelth column ofPo is
the corresponding normal mode shape vector.

The mode shapes vectors inPo are expressed in terms of the DOFsqo. With
the transformation matrixR of Eq. (5.1), the mode shapes can be expressed in
terms ofxref as

Φo = RPo. (5.29)
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The lth column ofΦo now expresses thelth mode shape in terms ofxref. Ta-
ble 5.2 shows the mode shapes. It shows the coupling that is present in par-
ticular between translation inx-direction and rotation around they-axis and
visa versa. Because of the asymmetric payload, the third mode is not a perfect
“bounce” mode, and the fourth and fifth mode have slightly different resonance
frequencies.

In Table 5.1 the resonance frequencies of the suspension modes for the
reduced order model are compared to those for the the other models. The
frequencies for the flexible body model and reduced order model are almost
identical, while these differ slightly from the ones for the rigid body model.
Therefore, it is concluded that the reduced order model is a more accurate
representation of the suspension dynamics than the rigid body model.

5.5 Conclusions

A demonstrator setup of a six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator is re-
alized that is able to suspend a 10.9 kg payload. Under the assumptions that
parasitic stiffness effects, internal flexibilities and asymmetry of the payload
can be neglected, a rigid body model describing the suspension dynamics can
be derived. This model shows how the six suspension modes are not only
determined by the mass and inertia properties of the payload, and the axial
stiffness of the legs, but also by several other design parameters of the suspen-
sion. These are the angle between the axial direction of a leg and the horizontal
plane, the horizontal distance between the vertical axis of symmetry and the
point where a leg is attached to the payload, and the vertical distance between
the center of mass and the elastic center of the vibration isolator.

If these assumptions are not valid, a flexible body model should be used.
With this model also the effect of the payload’s flexibilities can be analyzed
as well. From the flexible body model, a reduced order model can be derived
using Guyan reduction. The reduced order model is a more accurate represen-
tation of the suspension dynamics than the rigid body model, since the bending
and torsional stiffness of the legs, and the effect of an asymmetric payload are
taken into account.

The main contribution of this chapter is that with the rigid body model and
reduced order model, a model is available describing the suspension dynam-
ics. The mass, damping and stiffness matrices can be derived from this model.
These matrices are used to design the modal controller for the active hard
mount vibration isolator described in chapter7.
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In this chapter, an identification model describing the dynamics of the demon-
strator setup of the six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator is obtained.
This model can be compared to the models presented in chapter5 to assess
the stability of the vibration isolator in closed loop. A novel method for the
system identification of such a system is developed. This method identifies a
state-space model representing accelerance transfer functions. It requires the
calculation of the so-called characteristic loci (CL). The CL are just the eigen-
values of the frequency response function matrix and can be calculated only if
the system is square. This means that the number of inputs and outputs must
be equal. It is shown that the reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices
can be calculated from the identified state-space model if the system is collo-
cated. These matrices can be used to design the modal controller in chapter 7.
The method is successfully applied to experimental data from the six-axes ac-
tive hard mount vibration isolator. It is demonstrated that the method outper-
forms the widely used least squares complex frequency domain estimator for
the identification of closely spaced poles.

The work in this chapter has been submitted for publication in revised form
as: D. Tjepkema and J. van Dijk, “State-space identification of square struc-
tural dynamic systems using characteristic loci”. Submitted 2012.

6.1 Introduction

Many methods are available for the system identification of structural dynamic
systems. The goal of the identification model determines which method suits
best. General system identification methods, e.g. based on predictive error
models [34] or subspace identification [12], identify a model describing input-
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output relations. Modal identification methods [4, 6, 11, 62] are dedicated to
identify the resonance frequencies and mode shapes of a structural dynamic
system. An advantage of modal identification methods over general system
identification methods is that some basic knowledge about the nature of the
system can be used to enforce constraints (e.g. the identified model has to be
stable or reciprocal) without requiring an optimization algorithm [6]. Another
advantage is that models obtained with modal identification methods usually
contain only physical poles (poles corresponding to a mode of the system),
whereas models obtained with general system identification methods also con-
tain many mathematical poles (poles used to model the noise and which are
due to over-modeling of the system).

None of the available methods from literature is able to accurately identify
the modes of a system with a larger number of modes in a wide frequency range
(describing multiple decades, e.g. 1–1 000 Hz) and with modes corresponding
to multiple closely spaced poles, in particular at low frequencies (e.g. below
50 Hz). If it is tried to identify a model of such a system with existing methods,
the multiple closely spaced poles are often identified as a single pole only. This
is because the model has to describe a wide frequency range and the multiple
closely spaced poles can hardly be distinguished from each other.

An example of such a system is the active hard mount vibration isolator
for suspending precision equipment. Its six suspension modes are designed to
be at low, closely spaced frequencies (e.g. 7.6–16.7 Hz), while the internal
modes of the suspended equipment are in the mid and high frequency range
(75–3 000 Hz). Another example is a multi-axes manipulator with a flexible
linear guidance to accurately position a stage (e.g. a flexiblex,y-table or a
scanning mirror). The modes at low frequencies are in the direction of actu-
ation, while the modes at mid and high frequencies are the internal modes.
If high-bandwidth controllers are used to control such systems, an accurate
identification model of the system is often desired.

In this chapter, a novel three-steps system identification method is proposed.
It can be interpreted as a guideline for the system identification of square struc-
tural dynamics systems. With this method the (observable) modes of structural
dynamic systems can be identified, including the modes corresponding to the
multiple closely spaced poles at low frequencies.

The first step of the method is based on the framework of the least squares
complex frequency domain (LSCF) estimator [4, 11, 62]. The LSCF estima-
tor is using estimates of the frequency response functions (FRF estimates) to
identify the system poles by curvefitting a model on all FRF estimates simulta-
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neously. By using stabilization charts the system poles are divided into physi-
cal poles and mathematical poles. It will be shown that the LSCF estimator is
not able to identify the modes corresponding to the closely space poles at low
frequencies. In the proposed method the estimates of the so-called character-
istic loci (CL) will be used to identify the poles instead of the FRF estimates.
The CL estimates are just the eigenvalues of the FRF estimates evaluated at
the same frequencies as the FRF estimates. The eigenvalues can be calculated
only if the system is square, which means that the number of inputs and out-
puts is equal. In many controlled structural dynamic systems this requirement
is fulfilled. CL are normally used for checking the stability of multivariable
systems based on the generalized Nyquist stability criterion [37]. The advan-
tage of the proposed method, which will be referred to as the CL estimator,
is that, while usually each mode appears in multiple FRF estimates as a peak,
it appears in only one of the CL estimates as a peak (if there are more modes
than CL, each of the CL estimates may show multiple peaks). In this way,
modes with closely spaced poles can be separated from each other and thesys-
tem poles can be found by curvefitting a model on each of the CL estimates.
Stabilization charts are then used to divide the system poles into physical poles
and mathematical poles.

Once the physical poles have been found, a state-space model is derived in
the second step using the pole/residue form as described in [6]. In that refer-
ence state-space models are derived for receptance transfer functions (displace-
ment response due to force excitation). In this paper the framework of [6] is ex-
tended to derive a state-space model describing accelerance transferfunctions
(acceleration response due to force excitation), which is a non-trivial deriva-
tion. Therefore it has to be assumed the system is proportionally damped. This
assumption can often be fulfilled in practice. The proposed method to derive
a state-space model describing accelerance transfer functions differs from the
one described in [50], since that method requires subspace identification and
a non-linear optimization algorithm to enforce several constraints requiredto
derive these accelerance transfer functions. The method described in[50] re-
quires long calculation times, whereas the proposed method is very fast.

In the third step, a reduced order mass-damping-stiffness model can be
derived from the identified state-space model, provided that the system con-
tains some collocated actuator-sensor-pairs. Therefore, the methods described
in [1,3,35] are combined. The obtained reduced mass, damping and stiffness
matrices can be used for example to design the modal controller in chapter7.
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6.2 Outline

The system identification method described in this chapter involves three major
steps. It is used to satisfy two goals. The first goal is to have an identification
model available describing the dynamics of the demonstrator setup of the six-
axes active hard mount vibration isolator. It can be compared to the flexible
body model derived in chapter5 and it can be used to assess closed loop sta-
bility. The second goal is to identify the reduced mass, damping and stiffness
matrices that are used to design the modal controller in chapter7.

The three-steps system identification method requires that FRF and CL esti-
mates are available. Therefore, in section6.3a method is described how FRF
estimates can be derived from measurement data of the six-axes active hard
mount vibration isolator. From the FRF estimates the CL estimates can be cal-
culated. The FRF and CL estimates are used as an identification model suitable
for comparison purposes, in order to satisfy the first goal

The first step of the system identification method is presented in section6.4.
The CL estimator is used to curvefit a discrete-time model on each of the CL
estimates. From these models, the system poles can be identified. It is shown
how to distinguish between physical poles and mathematical poles, and how
to compensate for physical poles that are due to non-structural dynamics, for
example actuator/sensor dynamics or delays. A list of the individual steps is
given.

The second step of the system identification method is presented in sec-
tion 6.5. First, the pole/residue form as described in [6] is obtained using the
identified physical poles and the FRF estimates. Next, the pole/residue form is
converted to a state-space model describing accelerance transfer functions.

The third and last step of the system identification method is the deriva-
tion of the reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices from this state-space
model used to satisfy the second goal. The individual steps that are required
are described in section6.6.

Section6.7 presents an illustrative example of the proposed system identi-
fication method using experimental data of the six-axes active hard mount vi-
bration isolator. The identified poles using the CL estimator will be compared
to the identified poles using the LSCF estimator from [4]. A short discussion
is given in section6.8. In section6.9 the dynamics of the identification model
is compared to that of the flexible body model described in chapter5.

Throughout this chapter it is assumed that the system is square withm inputs
andm outputs and, unless otherwise stated, with exclusively force excitations
and acceleration responses for the inputs and outputs respectively. The pro-
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posed system identification method is illustrated with some figures which are
obtained with experimental data from the six-axes active hard mount vibration
isolator.

6.3 Frequency response function estimates

This section describes a method to obtain FRF estimates for a structural dy-
namic system from (open loop) measurement data. The method is adopted
from [65] and is summarized in subsection6.3.1. The use of this method
results in avoiding leakage effects and minimizing the variance of the FRF es-
timates. The FRF estimates are used to calculate the CL estimates as is shown
in subsection6.3.2. The CL estimates are used to identify the system poles in
section6.4. The FRF estimates will be used again in section6.5 to derive the
state-space model.

6.3.1 The estimation method

The structural dynamics of the square system is assumed to be given by

y(t) = G(q)u(t) + v(t), (6.1)

whereG(q) is the m × m multivariable discrete-time transfer operator, with
q being the shift operator, andv(t) is the measurement noise. The input and
outputs signals,u(t) ∈ Rm and y(t) ∈ Rm, are measured at time instantstl =
lTs, l = 1, . . . ,N, with sample timeTs.

To avoid leakage effects the input signalu(t) is assumed to beNp-periodic
and an integer number of periodsP of the steady state response is collected,
giving N = PNp samples for each experiment. The discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of the input signal reads

U(ω f ) =
1
√

N

N
∑

l=1

u(lTs)e
jω f lTs, (6.2)

where only theNp frequenciesω f = (2π f )/(NpTs), f = 1, . . . ,Np are consid-
ered. Similar DFTs are obtained for the output signaly(t) and the measurement
noisev(t). Giving periodic data, the following linear mapping holds

Y(ω f ) = G(ejω f Ts)U(ω f ) + V(ω f ), (6.3)

whereG(ejω f Ts) ∈ Cm×m is the FRF matrix. To extractG(ejω f Ts) from input-
output data,m different experiments are needed. The data vectors fromm
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experiments are collected into matrices where each column corresponds to one
experiment. The input-output relation can then be written as

Y(ω f ) = G(ejω f Ts)U(ω f ) + V(ω f ), (6.4)

whereY(ω f ),U(ω f ),V(ω f ) ∈ Cm×m. If U(ω f ) has rankm, an estimate of
G(ejω f Ts) is given by the well-known H1-estimator

ĜH1(ejω f Ts) = YH(ω f )U(ω f )[U(ω f )U(ω f )]
−1, (6.5)

where (·)H denotes complex conjugate transpose. Due to the noise, this esti-
mate will contain errors. The H1-estimator is the best estimator if the output
noise is much larger compared to the input noise (which is assumed zero in
this chapter) [43].

If the system is excited using an orthogonal random phase multisine signal,
the variance of the FRF estimates is minimized [65]. A scalar random phase
multisine signalx(t) can be written as

x(t) =
nf
∑

f=1

Af cos(ω f t + φ f ), (6.6)

with amplitudesAf , frequenciesω f chosen from the grid (2π f )/(NpTs), f =
1, . . . ,Np/2 − 1 (Np even), and random phaseφ f uniformly distributed in
[0,2π). A random phase multisine signal is orthogonal if

U(ω f ) = X(ω f )O, (6.7)

with O an orthogonal matrix andX(ω f ) the DFT ofx(t) calculated in a similar
way as Eq. (6.2). The optimal matrixO, with constraints|Oik| ≤ 1, is given
by [65]

Oik = e
2πj
m (i−1)(k−1). (6.8)

Under assumption that the noisev(t) is white, independent and identically
distributed over them different experiments, the estimateĜH1(ejω f Ts) is un-
biased and if the orthogonal random phase multisine signal as in Eq. (6.7) is
used, the variance of each entry inĜH1(ejω f Ts) can be written as

σ2

Ĝ
H1
ik

(ejω f Ts) =
σ2

V,ii (ω f )

m|Uk(ω f )|2
, (6.9)

in whichσ2
V,ii (ω f ) is the output variance for outputi.
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Fig. 6.1: FRF estimateŝGH1
55 (ejω f Ts) andĜH1

15 (ejω f Ts) (black lines), and their standard deviations
σ

Ĝ
H1
55

(ejω f Ts) andσ
Ĝ

H1
15

(ejω f Ts) (gray lines) of the six-axes vibration isolator.

6.3.2 Characteristic loci

The CL estimates can be constructed from computing the eigenvalues from the
square FRF matrix of Eq. (6.5) at each excited frequencyω f

ĜH1(ejω f Ts) = Φ̂(ω f )Λ̂(ω f )Φ̂
−1(ω f ), (6.10)

with
Λ̂(ω f ) = diag(̂λ1(ω f ), . . . , λ̂m(ω f )), (6.11)

in which λ̂i(ω f ) is the ith eigenvalue ofĜH1(ejω f Ts) andΦ̂(ω f ) is the matrix
with the corresponding eigenvector as theith column. The CL estimates need
to be sorted to obtain traces that are approximately continuous. Therefore, an
algorithm is used which sorts the eigenvalues (λ̂1(ω f+1), . . . , λ̂m(ω f+1))T that
are evaluated at frequencyω f+1 such that the total distance

∑m
i=1 |λ̂i(ω f+1) −

λ̂i(ω f )| is minimal with respect to the eigenvalues (λ̂1(ω f ), . . . , λ̂m(ω f ))T that
are evaluated at frequencyω f . In [14, 37] the sorting of the CL estimates is
discussed in more detail.

Fig. 6.1(a) shows an example of the FRF estimate for one of the six co-
oriented actuator-sensor-pairs of the six-axes vibration isolator. Fig.6.1(b)
shows an example of the FRF estimate for a non-co-oriented actuator-sensor-
pair. It is visible that multiple closely spaced peaks are present at low frequen-
cies (7–18 Hz) indicating modes with multiple closely spaced poles, while
many resonance peaks are present in the range 700–3 200 Hz.

Fig. 6.2shows the six CL estimates of the same system. It is observed that
for each mode only one of the CL estimates shows as a peak (for example the
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Fig. 6.2: The magnitude plots of the six CL estimates of the same system.

six peaks at low frequencies represent the six suspension modes of thevibra-
tion isolator). Since the number of peaks is larger than six, each of the CL
estimates shows multiple peaks, where each peak appears at a different fre-
quency. If multiple CL estimates show a peak at (approximately) the same
frequency, this means that there are multiple modes with (approximately) the
same resonance frequency. This can be expected in for example symmetric
structural dynamic systems. The used sorting algorithm is capable of realizing
CL estimates that, due to measurement noise, are only approximately contin-
uous. This is reflected by the jumps between some of the CL estimates, see
in-between 1 and 10 Hz in Fig.6.2. However, it appears that this hardly affects
the estimation of poles.

6.4 CL estimator

In the first step of the system identification method, the CL estimator is used
to identify the system poles from the CL estimates. The individual steps that
are required for this task are listed below.

1. On each of them CL estimates, a discrete-time model, based on a ra-
tional fraction polynomial (RFP), is curvefitted. An RFP is a fraction
of two rational polynomials. The numerator and denominator polyno-
mial are both of ordern. Since each mode appears in only one of the
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CL estimates as a peak, the CL estimator requiresmRFPs to identify all
poles.

2. For each of the CL estimates, the coefficients of both polynomials are
found as the solution of a least squares (LS) problem. A constrained on
the coefficients has to be imposed, such that one of the coefficients of
the denominator polynomial is fixed to 1.

3. The discrete system poles are calculated as the roots of each denomina-
tor polynomial and converted to continuous system poles. The contin-
uous system poles are separated into stable and unstable poles. Stable
poles are associated with physical poles, while unstable poles are asso-
ciated with mathematical poles.

4. For each of the CL estimates, steps 2–4 are repeatedn times for in-
creasing model orders from 1 ton. The maximum order is set by the
user. Steps 2–4 are repeatedn times for varying the fixed coefficient
of the denominator polynomial. It is shown that by doing these repeti-
tions, the differences between physical and mathematical poles become
more clear. For each of the CL estimates, the poles are plotted in a
so-called stabilization chart for increasing the model order. The poles
are also plotted in another stabilization chart for varying the fixed co-
efficient. The stabilization charts are used to distinguish between the
(stable) physical poles and the (unstable) mathematical poles.

5. The stabilization charts are also used to distinguish between complex
conjugated pole pairs, which are associated with structural dynamics,
and real poles, which are associated with non-structural dynamics, for
example actuator/sensor dynamics. It is shown how the FRF estimates
can be compensated for poles due to non-structural dynamics as well as
for delays.

6. The final step is that for each of the CL estimates the stable complex
conjugated pole pairs are kept, resulting in a total number ofnm com-
plex conjugated pole pairs. After sorting, thenm resonance frequencies
andnm damping ratios are calculated from thenm complex conjugated
pole pairs, corresponding tonm identified modes. In the next section,
these are used together with the compensated FRF estimates to derive
the state-space model.
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Step 1. RFPs

The CL estimator uses a discrete-time model, which is based on an RFP,
to be curvefitted on each of the CL estimates. The formulation is similar
to the LSCF estimator described in [4, 11, 62]. The LSCF estimator uses a
common-denominator model to be curvefitted on all FRF estimates in a least
squares sense. Since all FRF estimates are used simultaneously, the common-
denominator model is able to identify all poles in one shot. The CL estimator
requiresm RFPs to identify all poles. Each RFP is expressed as

λ̂RFP
i (ω f ) =

Ni(ω f )

Di(ω f )
=

∑n
l=0Ωl(ω f )βil
∑n

l=0Ωl(ω f )αil
, (6.12)

for i = 1, . . . ,m and f = 1, . . . ,nf the index of the excited frequencies.αil and
βil are the real-valued coefficients of the denominator polynomialDi(ω f ) and
numerator polynomialNi(ω f ), that are to be estimated and are both of order
n. Several choices are possible for the polynomial basis functionsΩl(ω f ). For
a discrete-time model, the functionsΩl(ω f ) are usually given byΩl(ω f ) =
ejω f Tsl but a better choice is to use

Ωl(ω f ) = ejπ(ω f /ωs)Tsl , (6.13)

with ωs = ωnf Ts/π a scaling factor andωnf the highest excited frequency.
With the latter choice, the FRF data is projected in thez-domain in the interval
[0, π), instead of only a part of it. This improves the numerical conditioning
of the equations and only system poles in the range [0, ωnf ] will be identified.
Replacing the model̂λRFP

i (ω f ) with the estimatêλi(ω f ) of Eq. (6.11) allows to
rewrite Eq. (6.12) as

n
∑

l=0

Ωl(ω f )βil −
n
∑

l=0

Ωl(ω f )λ̂i(ω f )αil ≈ 0. (6.14)

Eq. (6.14) can be weighted with a frequency-dependent functionWi(ωf ). The
quality of the estimation is often improved using adequate weighting [43].

Step 2. LS problem

Since Eq. (6.14) is linear in the parameters, it can be reformulated as

[Bi A i ]

{

βi

αi

}

≈ 0, (6.15)
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with

βi = (βi0, βi1, . . . , βin)T, αi = (αi0, αi1, . . . , αin)T,
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,

Bi(ω f ) =Wi(ωf )(Ω0(ω f ),Ω1(ω f ), . . . ,Ωn(ω f )),

Ai(ω f ) = −Bi(ω f )λ̂i(ω f ).

Herein Ji = [Bi A i ] is the (complex) Jacobian matrix of the least squares
(LS) problem withnf rows and 2(n + 1) columns. To solve the LS problem,
the normal equations have to be constructed from the Jacobian matrix. Real-
valued coefficients are obtained if the Jacobian matrix is transformed to a real-
valued matrix. This can be formulated asJT

ReJRe = Re(JHJ) or

[

H i Γi

ΓT
i ∆i

] {

βi

αi

}

≈ 0, (6.16)

with H i = Re(BH
i Bi), Γi = Re(BH

i A i), and∆i = Re(AH
i A i). Elimination of the

βi ≈ −H−1
i Γiαi yields

(∆i − ΓT
i H−1

i Γi)αi ≈ 0, (6.17)

or L iαi ≈ 0 with L i = ∆i − ΓT
i H−1

i Γi . The size of the square matrixL i is
n+ 1 which is smaller than the original normal equation Eq. (6.15). To obtain
a nontrivial solution, a constraint has to be imposed on the coefficients to be
estimated.

In [11] it is suggested to set the last coefficient ofαi to 1 (i.e.αin = 1). This
leads to stable physical poles and unstable mathematical poles, see [11] for the
details on this observation. The LS solution of Eq. (6.17) is given by

αLS
i =

{

−[L i(1 : n,1 : n)]−1L i(1 : n,n+ 1)
1

}

. (6.18)

There existn + 1 different LS solutions depending on which coefficient ofαi

is fixed. In [11] it is demonstrated that by varying the fixed coefficient from
the lowest coefficient (αi0) to the highest coefficient (αin) the mathematical
poles tend from stable to unstable, while the (stable) physical poles remain
unchanged. Hence, settingαin = 1 facilitates the distinction between physical
and mathematical poles.
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Step 3. System poles

The discrete system poles corresponding to theith CL estimate can be cal-
culated as the roots of the denominator polynomial with coefficientsαi from
Eq. (6.18). Each discrete system polepdisc

il can be transformed to a continuous
system polepcont

il by the transformation

pcont
il =

ωs

Ts
ln(pdisc

il ), (6.19)

where scaling factorωs is needed to correct for the mapping ifΩl(ω f ) =
ejπ(ω f /ωs)Tsl of Eq. (6.13) has been used for the polynomial basis functions in-
stead ofΩl(ω f ) = ejπω f /Tsl .

Step 4. Stabilization charts

The continuous system poles can be plotted for increasing the model orderin a
so-called stabilization chart. The computation of the poles for each model or-
der can be done in an efficient way by solving Eq. (6.17) for submatrices ofL i ,
see [62] for details. The continuous system poles can also be plotted for vary-
ing the fixed coefficient (i.e fromαi0 = 1 toαin = 1), see Figs.6.3and6.4 for
an example of both plots. Stable and unstable complex conjugated pole pairs
are indicated with a black (+) and a red (·) respectively, while a black (o) and
a red (o) indicate stable and unstable real poles. In agreement with [11] it is
visible that physical poles are stable and their frequency locations remain un-
changed for varying the model order or for varying the fixed coefficient, while
mathematical poles are unstable and tend to scatter around in the stabilization
charts. This is best visible for the complex conjugated pole pairs. For eachof
the CL estimates, the stable continuous system poles are kept. If desired, “ac-
cidentally stable” poles can be deleted by the user or “accidentally unstable”
poles can be kept. In [62] an alternative method is presented to automatically
select the poles.

Step 5. Non-structural dynamics

It is assumed that all complex conjugated pole pairs are due to the structural
dynamics (each pole pair corresponds with one resonance frequencyand one
damping ratio). Stable real poles could be present as well, but in generalthese
are due to the non-structural dynamics, for example actuator/sensor dynam-
ics [6], hence the FRF estimates do not represent a system with true force ex-
citations and true acceleration responses. If the same type of actuators/sensor
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Fig. 6.4: Stabilization chart for the CL estimator with varying fixed denominator coefficients,
the poles are only shown for every second model order.

is used for all inputs and outputs, each actuator/sensor pole should be present
m times at approximately the same frequency. To let the FRF estimate repre-
sent a true structural dynamic system, it is suggested to compensate the FRF
estimates for these real poles (e.g. by using an average value of the realpoles).
In a similar way, the FRF estimates can be compensated for delays by adding
a integer number of delays such that the phase angle of the compensated FRF
estimate is always (approximately) a multiple of 180◦.

The compensatedikth FRF estimate reads

Ĝcomp
ik (ejω f Ts) = ĜH1

ik (ejω f Ts)
nr
∑

l=1

jω f + preal
l

preal
l

ejω f Tsnd, (6.20)
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Fig. 6.5: Uncompensated FRF̂GH1
55 (ejω f Ts) (gray line) and compensated FRF̂Gcomp

55 (ejω f Ts)
(black line).

in whichnr andnd are the number of real poles and delays respectively, with

preal
l =

1
m

m
∑

i=1

preal
il . (6.21)

Fig. 6.5 shows an example of an uncompensated FRF estimate and a FRF in
which is compensated for an actuator pole located at 331 Hz and one delay.It
is observed that the phase angle of the compensated FRF estimate is always
(approximately) a multiple of 180◦.

Step 6. Resonance frequencies and damping ratios

From the total number ofnm continuous complex conjugated pole pairs that
are kept and sorted thenm damping ratios andnm resonance frequencies are
calculated:

ξl = −
Re(pcont

2l−1)

|pcont
2l−1|

, ωl = |pcont
2l−1|. (6.22)

These correspond tonm identified modes. In the next section the resonance
frequencies and damping ratios are used to derive a state-space model.

6.5 Derivation of a state-space model

The second step of the system identification method is the derivation of a state-
space model. Therefore several steps are involved:
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1. The equation of motion describing the dynamics of a structural dynamic
system can be written in the modal decoupled form if proportional damp-
ing is assumed. It is shown how this form can be written in the so-called
pole/residue form.

2. A model having the structure of a pole/residue form is being curvefitted
on each of the compensated FRF estimates. The poles are already known
(the resonance frequencies and damping ratios are available from the
previous section) and the entries of the residue matrices are found as the
solution of a LS problem.

3. By the choice of the structure of the pole/residue form and by calculating
a rank one approximation for each of the found residue matrices, the
pole/residue form can be converted to a state-space model describing
accelerance transfer functions.

4. If desired, the state-space model can be extended with the identified real
poles and delays to include non-structural dynamics.

Step 1. Pole/residue form

Although the dynamics of the system has been considered to be a discrete
system in the previous sections, the underlying dynamics is assumed to be that
of a structural dynamic system which is described by

M q̈(t) + Dq̇(t) + K q(t) = Bu(t),

y(t) = Cq̈(t). (6.23)

Herein,M , D andK represent the mass, damping and stiffness matrices.q is
the vector of thenm degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the system.u is the input
vector consisting of the excitation forces,y is the output vector containing the
measured accelerations.B andC are the input and output matrices which relate
the actuator forces and accelerations to the DOFs.

If M is non-singular, pre-multiplying Eq. (6.23) by M−1 gives

q̈(t) +M−1Dq̇(t) +M−1K q(t) = M−1Bu(t). (6.24)

Assuming thatD represents a proportional damping matrix, substituting the
modal transformationq = Pz into Eq. (6.24) and pre-multiplying byP−1 re-
sults in the modal decoupled equation of motion

z̈(t) + Ξ ż(t) +Ω2z(t) = P−1M−1Bu(t),

y(t) = CPz̈(t), (6.25)
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in which P is the real-valued modal matrix corresponding to the eigenvalue
problem ofM−1K , Ξ = diag(ξ1, · · · , ξnm), Ω = diag(ω1, · · · , ωnm), andξl =
2ζlωl . ζl andωl are the damping ratio and resonance frequency of thelth mode
respectively. Thelth column ofP is the corresponding normal mode shape
vector.

The modal decoupled equation of motion of Eq. (6.25) can be expressed in
the Laplace domain as

(Inm s2 + Ξs+Ω2)Z(s) = P−1M−1BU(s),

Y(s) = −CPs2Z(s). (6.26)

This can be rewritten to

Y(s) =
nm
∑

l=1

s2CP(:, l)P−1M−1B(:, l)

s2 + 2ζlωl s+ ω2
l

U(s), (6.27)

whereCP(:, l) is the lth column of matrixCP andP−1M−1B(:, l) the lth row
of matrix P−1M−1B. These vectors form a dyadic matrix, the residue matrix,
such that Eq. (6.27) can be written in the so-called pole/residue form

Y(s) =
nm
∑

l=1

s2Rl

s2 + 2ζlωl s+ ω2
l

U(s) = Gpr(s)U(s), (6.28)

with

Gpr(s) =
nm
∑

l=1

s2Rl

s2 + 2ζlωl s+ ω2
l

, (6.29)

and
Rl = CP(:, l)P−1M−1B(:, l). (6.30)

The model of Eq. (6.29) is the correct pole/residue form to describe acceler-
ance transfer functions.

Step 2. LS problem

Since in a causal system the input and output matricesB andC, the mass matrix
M and the normal modal matrixP are all real-valued, the residue matricesRl

are real-valued as well. The real-valued coefficients of these residue matrices
can be estimated by solving for each FRF estimate a LS problem using thenm
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identified resonance frequencies and damping ratios from Eq. (6.22) and the
compensated FRF estimates of Eq. (6.20):

[

Re(Φ)
Im(Φ)

]
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Re(Ĝcomp
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≈ 0, (6.31)

with r̂ ik,l the ikth coefficient ofR̂l and
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,

Φ(ω f ) = (d1(ω f ),d2(ω f ), . . . ,dnm(ω f )),

dl(ω f ) =
−ω2

f

ω2
l − ω

2
f + j2ζlωlω f

.

Using the compensated FRF estimates usually results in better estimates
of the residues that using the original FRF estimates, since all non-structural
dynamics has been filtered out. The compensated FRF estimates should have
a phase angle which is always a multiple of 180◦, hence no phase lag because
of first order filters or delays may occur.

Step 3. State-space model

The estimation method of the residues using Eq. (6.31) has been adopted
from [6], however in this reference additional residual terms have been used
to correct for out-of-band modes. Although the use of residual terms leads
results in a better prediction of the frequencies of the anti-resonances, itleads
to a different structure of Eq. (6.29), hence it no longer represents a true ac-
celerance transfer function, particularly at very low and very high frequencies.
Therefore, the use of residual terms has been omitted in this chapter. Note that
Eq. (6.31) can only be used under assumption of proportional damping. The
derivation of a state-space model describing accelerance transfer functions in
case of non-proportional damping is not straightforward, since it requires a
pole/residue model with 2nm first-order polynomials in the denominator in-
stead ofnm second-order polynomials [6].
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From Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28) it is observed that the true residue matrices
should be dyadic, i.e. the product of a column vector and a row vector, soits
rank should equal one. A singular value decomposition can be used to obtain
a rank one approximation of the estimated residue matrices.

R̂l = UlΣlVT
l ,

R̂11 = Ul(:,1)σl1V l(:,1)T, (6.32)

whereΣl = diag(σl1, . . . , σlm) the singular values. Here,̂Rl1 is the best rank
one approximation of̂Rl . Introducing the notation

B̂(l, :) =
√
σl1 {V l(:,1)}T , Ĉ(:, l) =

√
σl1Ul(:,1), (6.33)

leads to the estimateŝB for P−1M−1B andĈ for CP. This constraint on the
residues is called minimality [6]. The columns ofĈ are (the observable parts
of) the mode shapes, while the rows ofB̂ are called the participation factors.
The estimates become more reliable if the second and subsequent singular val-
ues are much smaller compared to the first singular value. If an identified
resonance frequency has a multiplicitynl > 1, also the second and subsequent
singular values and the corresponding columns ofUl andV l have to be used to
construct thenl observable parts of mode shape and participation vectors for
that pole. However, the resulting columns ofĈ will be an (unknown) linear
combination of the true observable parts of the mode shapes.

If the true system represents a collocated (or reciprocal) system, the true
residue matrices are symmetric [6]. To force the identified residue matrices
to be symmetric, the symmetric parts of the residue matrices could be used to
determine the singular values

(R̂l + R̂T
l )/2 = UlΣlVT

l , (6.34)

such thatUl = V l .
From Eqs. (6.29) and (6.33) a state-space model can be derived with actuator

forces as inputs and the measured accelerations as outputs:

ẋss(t) = Assxss(t) + Bssu(t),

y(t) = Cssxss(t) + Dssu(t),

or
Gss(s) = Css(sI2nm − Ass)

−1Bss+ Dss, (6.35)
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with

xss(t) =

{

z(t)
ż(t)

}

,

Ass =

[

0 Inm

−Ω2 −Ξ

]

, Bss=

[

0
B̂

]

,

Css =
[

−ĈΩ2 −ĈΞ
]

, Dss=
[

ĈB̂
]

.

Step 4. Including non-structural dynamics

If desired the state-space model Eq. (6.35) can be extended with the identified
real poles

Guncomp
ss (s) = Gss(s)

nr
∑

l=1

preal
l

s+ preal
l

, (6.36)

and, after converting from the continuous domain to the discrete domain using
the zero-order-hold transformation [38], the identified delays

Guncomp
disc (ejω f Ts) = Guncomp

ss (ejω f Ts)e−jω f Tsnd, (6.37)

can be added toGuncomp
disc (ejω f Ts) which is the discretized transfer function of

Guncomp
disc (s).

6.6 Reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices

In the third step of the system identification method the reduced mass, damping
and stiffness matrices will be derived from the state-space model of Eq. (6.35).
The expression “reduced” is used since the number of sensors (and actua-
tors)m is in general smaller than the number of identified modesnm.

The presented method is based on a combination of the various methods
described in [1] and [3, 35]. It uses a partition of the modal matrixP that is
available from the derived state-space model. The methods described in these
references all have some limitations. Reference [1] is only usable ifP repre-
sents a mass normalized modal matrix. Unfortunately,P is not directly avail-
able being scaled as a mass normalized modal matrix. In [3] a way of scaling
P is described, but only for the casem= nm. Reference [35] only provides for
the reduced stiffness matrix. Since none of these references present a method
to derive the reduced stiffness matrix as well as the reduces mass and damping
matrix for a state-space model with the structure of Eq. (6.35) and for the case
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m < nm, the methods in [1] and [3,35] need to be combined. In this section,
the combined method is described.

The various steps required for obtaining the reduced mass, damping and
stiffness matrices are listed below:

1. It is shown that modal matrixPconsists of an observable partitionPo and
an unobservable partitionPu. It is assumed that there are one or more
collocated actuator-sensor-pairs and it is assumed that the observable
parts of the input and output matrices are invertible and are known.

2. An arbitrary scaled modal matrixP can be converted to a mass scaled
modal matrixQ by introducing an (unknown) diagonal and invertible
scaling matrixT. Modal matricesP andQ contain the same eigenvec-
tors although differently scaled. MatrixT can be solved for, using the
input and output matrices of a collocated actuator-sensor-pair that are
available from the state-space model of Eq. (6.35). OnceT is known,
the observable partition of the mass normalized modal matrix,Qo, is
calculated using again the input and output matrices available from the
state-space model of Eq. (6.35).

3. UsingQo and submatrices of the state-space model of Eq. (6.35), the
reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices are calculated similar as
in [1].

Step 1. Observable partition of the modal matrix

Assume that the identified model of Eq. (6.35) and the true model of Eq. (6.23)
represent the same structural dynamic system and that there is at least one
collocated actuator-sensor-pair. This means that actuatori and sensori are
attached to the same DOF. Sincem< nm, only m DOFs of the total number of
nm DOFs can be observed and controlled. Therefore, DOFsq in Eq. (6.23) can
be partitioned into a set (o) ofmDOFs that are observed and controlled, and a
set (u) ofnm −m DOFs that are not observed and not controlled. This means
that the true input and output matricesB andC can also be partitioned as [3]

C = [Co Cu], B =
[

Bo

Bu

]

, (6.38)
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where the unobservable parts have to be zero. HenceCu = 0 andBu = 0, such
that the output is given by

y(t) = [Co Cu]

{

q̈o(t)
q̈u(t)

}

= Coq̈o(t). (6.39)

MatricesBo andCo have to be square. Since these matrices describe the geo-
metric relation between DOFsqo and the input and output respectively, it can
be assumed that these matrices are invertible and are known. This is a geo-
metrical relation, so the assumption is easily fulfilled in many applications. In
addition, the transformationq = Pzcan be partitioned as

{

qo(t)
qu(t)

}

=

[

Po

Pu

]

z(t), (6.40)

wherePo andPu are partitions of the eigenvectors at the observed and unob-
served DOFs, respectively.

Step 2. Observable partition of the mass scaled modal matrix

In Eq. (6.25) P is the modal matrix containing the eigenvectors ofM−1K . Since
the eigenvectors can be arbitrary scaled, it is allowed to define

Q = PT, (6.41)

whereT = diag(t1, . . . , tnm) is a (unknown) diagonal and invertible scaling
matrix such thatQ contains the same eigenvectors asP, except the columns of
Q are scaled differently. The same partition as in Eq. (6.40) can be used forQ.
If a mass normalized scaling ofQ is used, which means thatQ is scaled such
that

QTKQ = Ω2, QTDQ = Ξ, QTMQ = Inm, (6.42)

the input matrixP−1M−1B and the output matrixCP of Eq. (6.25) can be writ-
ten as

P−1M−1B = TQ−1QQT[Im 0]TBo = TQT
oBo,

CP = Co[Im 0]QT−1 = CoQoT−1, (6.43)

whereQo is the partition ofQ at the observed DOFs similar as in Eq. (6.40).
The identified approximationŝB for P−1M−1B and Ĉ for CP of Eq. (6.33)
result in

B̂ = TQT
oBo ⇒ QT

o = T−1B̂B−1
o , (6.44)

Ĉ = CoQoT−1 ⇒ Qo = C−1
o ĈT. (6.45)
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The unknown scaling matrixT can be solved for one of the collocated actuator-
sensor-pairs using Eq. (6.44) and Eq. (6.45):

C−1
o Ĉ(i, :)T2 = B−T

o B̂T(:, i). (6.46)

For a true collocated system, Eq. (6.46) should result in the same value ofT for
all actuator-sensor-pairs. In practice,T can be obtained by taking the averageT
over all all actuator-sensor-pairs. OnceT is known the observable partitionQo

of the mode shape matrix can be calculated from either Eq. (6.44) or Eq. (6.45).
The interested reader is referred to [3] for more information about this method.
Note that if symmetrical residue matrices as in Eq. (6.34) are used to estimate
the input and output matrices from Eq. (6.33), andCo = BT

o , the left and right
singular values are identical, henceT = diag(σ11, . . . , σnm1).

Step 3. Reduced order matrices

In [1] it is explained that if the mode shape matrix is scaled according to
Eq. (6.42) and that the observable partitionQo of the mode shape matrix,
eigenvalue matrixΩ, and modal damping matrixΞ are known, the reduced
mass, damping and stiffness matrices can be calculated. These matrices are
identical to the so-called Guyan reduced mass, damping and stiffness matri-
ces. These are obtained if the forces associated with the not observed DOFs
qu(t) are set to zero, while the forces associated with the observed DOFsqo(t)
are kept, see section5.4and [17]. The reduced matrices read

K̄ = [QoΩ
−2QT

o ]−1, (6.47)

D̄ = K̄QoΩ
−2ΞΩ−2QT

oK̄ , (6.48)

M̄ = K̄QoΩ
−4QT

oK̄ . (6.49)

There is a sign choice for the square roots when Eq. (6.46) is solved for the
scaling factors inT, however, this does not have any effect on the identified
reduced matrices [3].

6.7 Illustrative example

The presented system identification method is illustrated with the system iden-
tification of the six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator of Fig.5.3which
is described in the previous chapter. The goals of the system identification are
to identify a model which describes the relevant dynamics and to identify the
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reduced mass, stiffness and damping matrices that are used to design the modal
controller in chapter7.

Six different experiments were performed. For each experiment, the six in-
put voltages were an orthogonal random phase multisine signal as described in
section6.3. The signal consisted of 2 136 sines with each a different frequency
in the range 1–3 200 Hz, the same amplitude and a random phase, and it con-
tainedNp = 216 samples per period. Each experiment containedP = 5 periods.
Samples were recorded at a sample frequency of 6 400 Hz. The frequency grid
the multisine signal was linear in the range from about 1 to 120 Hz and ap-
proximately logarithmic above 120 Hz. With this choice of the frequency grid
a high frequency resolution at low frequencies is obtained while the numberof
FRF points was limited.

Using the framework described in section6.3, the FRF estimates and their
variances were calculated as well as the CL estimates. The FRF estimate
ĜH1

55(ejω f Ts) (corresponding to a collocated actuator-sensor-pair) and FRF es-

timateĜH1
15(ejω f Ts) (corresponding to a non-collocated actuator-sensor-pair) as

well as their standard deviations were already shown in Figs.6.1(a) and (b).
The six corresponding CL estimates were presented in Fig.6.2. The six peaks
of the CL estimates in-between 7 and 18 Hz represent the six suspension modes
of the system. It is visible that the second mode which can hardly be dis-
tinguished from the first mode is observable in a separate CL estimate. The
system has six internal modes around 100 Hz and many more internal modes
above 700 Hz.

From the CL estimates the poles were estimated with the CL estimator by
curvefitting on each of the CL estimates an RFP of order 40 with the poly-
nomial basis functions Eq. (6.13), see section6.4. The weighting function is
chosen asWi(ωf ) = 1/(2πωf ). With this choice, the emphasis is on a more
accurate identification of the low-frequency poles that correspond to thesus-
pension modes of the vibration isolator. For the pole estimates, the CL esti-
mates with frequencies up to only 1 200 Hz have been used. Although above
this frequency many peaks are present in Fig.6.2, it is thought that these peaks
do not present relevant information for the goal of the system identification.
If CL estimates with many frequencies above 1 200 Hz would be included, an
accurate estimation of low-frequency poles becomes more difficult, even with
this choice of the weighting function.

Using stabilization charts, the poles were separated into stable physical
poles that were kept and unstable mathematical poles that were removed, see
Figs.6.3(a) and (b) for the stabilization charts corresponding to the the first CL
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Table 6.1: Identified poles (continued on next page).

CL estimator LSCF estimator
Mode Freqency Damping CL Frequency Damping

(Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
1 7.0 3.5 6 7.0 3.6
2 7.7 6.4 1
3 8.8 5.6 5 9.1a 1.2
4 12.1 6.5 4 13.1 2.4
5 13.2 5.4 3
6 18.1 8.1 2 18.4 11.9
7 79.9 0.7 6 80.0 0.7
8 83.9 0.6 1 84.0 0.6
9 84.4 26.6 5
10 109.8 0.2 5 110.2 0.2
11 114.1 0.6 3 112.7 0.2
12 127.3 0.3 4 127.9 0.6
13 133.6 0.5
14 182.0 0.0
15 225.1 0.6
16 456.3 1.0
17 658.9 0.0
18 710.0 0.0 2 714.2 0.4
19 748.6 0.8 3
20 753.0 0.2 5 755.4 0.4
21 767.0 2.9 6 777.4 1.0
22 806.5 0.6 1 805.4 0.6

estimate. Based on the visual inspection of all stabilization charts, in total 14
“accidentally” stable poles were removed, and no “accidentally” unstable pole
were kept. Each of the RFPs curvefitted on the CL estimates contained one
stable real pole ranging from 264 to 404 Hz. It appeared that increasing the
model order did not result in a larger number of stable poles or better estimates
of the complex conjugated pole pairs, however it did have a large influenceon
the location of the real poles. This is because (poorly damped) complex conju-
gated pole pairs had a much larger influence on the fit of the LS estimator than
the real poles.

In total 33 complex conjugated pole pairs and six real poles were identified
using the CL estimator and their frequencies and damping ratios are given in
Table6.1. Their values were compared to the identified poles using the LSCF
estimator of [4]. If the LSCF estimator would have been used with the FRF
estimates for the complete frequency range of 1–1 200 Hz and a model order of
80 was chosen, only two of the six poles in-between 7 and 18 Hz, that represent
the six suspension modes, were found at 9.3 and 17.2 Hz, see Fig.6.6. To
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Table 6.1: Identified poles (continued from previous page).

CL estimator LSCF estimator
Mode Frequency Damping CL Frequency Damping

(Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
23 813.4 0.5 2
24 826.7 0.4 3 828.2 0.3
25 853.5 0.3 4
26 854.8 0.9 1
27 887.2 1.4 2 872.8 0.1
28 901.9 0.3 5 904.1 0.2
29 911.4 1.4 3
30 916.6 0.4 6 931.7 0.1
31 956.7 1.0 4 950.9 0.3
33 960.0 1.3 1
33 961.2 1.4 3 963.6 0.5
34 1 008.7 2.1 6 1 017.5 1.1
35 1 057.5 0.3 2 1 059.5 0.2
36 1 071.8 1.0 4 1 071.7 0.9
37 1 124.4 3.1 5 1 132.2 0.4
38 1 178.3 1.3 3 1 177.0 1.2
39 263.6 100.0 6
40 313.9 100.0 3
41 323.7 100.0 5
42 331.2 100.0 1
43 349.8 100.0 2
44 403.6 100.0 4

enable the identification of the poles at low frequencies, the FRF data was split
into two pieces. First, the poles at low frequencies were identified using the
FRF estimates in frequency range of 1–200 Hz, thereafter the poles at high
frequencies were identified using the FRF estimates in the frequency range
200–1 200 Hz. The two sets of poles are displayed in one stabilization chart,
see Fig.6.7. The combined set of identified poles is also given in Table6.1.
For both data sets, a model of order 80 was curvefitted.

It is observed that both estimators identify approximately the same frequen-
cies for most of the poles. The differences in identified damping ratios were
larger, but this was probably due the low values of the damping ratios. The
LSCF estimator was able to identify some additional poles in the frequency
range in-between 130 and 650 Hz. These are poles which were identified
as (unstable) mathematical poles using the CL estimator. However, it could
be doubted whether some of these with the LSCF estimator identified poles
should be considered as mathematical poles as well, see for example the poles
at 225.1 and 456.3 Hz in Fig.6.7. This was also illustrated by the plot of the CL
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Fig. 6.6: Stabilization chart for the LSCF estimator with FRF estimates ranging from 1 to
1 200 Hz, the poles are only shown for every fourth model order.

estimates in Fig.6.2, where it is visible that these poles do not result in poorly
damped peaks. The LSCF estimator was able to identify only four of the six
poles corresponding to the suspension modes, whereas the CL estimator iden-
tified all six poles. For the LSCF estimator, the pole at 9.1 Hz is considered
as an “accidentally” unstable pole, and therefore marked with (a). In addition,
the CL estimator identified a pole at 84.4 Hz with an unrealistic high value of
the damping ratio. It can be doubted whether this is a true structural dynamic
pole. The LSCF estimator was also not able to identify all poles in-between
700 and 1000 Hz, which are also closely spaced. Analysis of the vibration
isolator revealed that these poles could be associated with structural dynamics
within the actuators (due to the wire flexures). The LSCF estimator identified
no real poles. It is concluded that both estimators can be used to identify the
system poles, however the CL estimator outperforms the LSCF estimator in
case of multiple closely spaced poles.

In the plot of the phase angle of the FRF estimates in Figs.6.1(a) and (b), it
is observed that above 100 Hz the system suffers from some phase lag. This is
due to the presence of the real poles and some delays in the system. Analysis
of the system revealed that the real poles were due to the inductance of the
voice coil motors in the actuators and that the used electronics introduced a
delay of about one sample time. By compensating the FRF estimates for the
real poles by using Eq. (6.21) with the average value of 331 Hz and for the
delay, the compensated FRF estimates were assumed to reflect only structural
dynamics. This can also be concluded from Fig.6.5 since the phase angle
of the compensated FRF is always a multiple of 180◦. It is visible that the
collocation between actuator and sensor was lost above 900 Hz, since above
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Fig. 6.7: Stabilization chart for the LSCF estimator with FRF estimates ranging from 1 to
200 Hz (left side of the vertical line) and FRF estimates ranging from 200 to1 200 Hz (in-
between the vertical lines), the poles are only shown for every fourth model order.

that frequency the phase angle is no longer in-between 0 and−180◦. The
implication of this is discussed below.

In a next step, for each of the 36 compensated FRF estimates the residues
were calculated using Eq. (6.31). From the residues, the residue matrices were
constructed for each of the complex conjugated pole pairs that were kept,and a
rank one approximation was computed using a singular value decomposition.
No poles with multiplicity> 1 were present, so the second and subsequent
singular values were not needed in the calculation. The symmetry constraint
Eq. (6.34) on the residue matrices was not used. The continuous state-space
models for the compensated and uncompensated FRF estimates were calcu-
lated using Eqs. (6.35) and (6.36). The discrete state-space model including
the one delay was computed from Eq. (6.37).

Figs.6.8(a) and (b) show the (uncompensated) FRF estimates obtained with
the H1-estimator (red lines) ofĜH1

55(ejω f Ts) for a collocated actuator-sensor-
pair andĜH1

15(ejω f Ts) for a non-collocated actuator-sensor-pair as compared to
the FRF computations of the discrete state-space model of Eq. (6.37) (blue
lines). It is observed that the model fit for the collocated FRF seems slightly
better than for the non-collocated FRF. This is because the non-collocated
FRF ĜH1

15(ejω f Ts) is more noisy below 5 Hz compared to the collocated FRF
ĜH1

55(ejω f Ts). This makes the non-collocated FRF estimate less reliable and
therefore it becomes more difficult to fit a model on that FRF. The signal-to-
noise ratio is also lower (compare the distance between the FRF estimates and
its standard deviation). It is visible in Fig.6.8(b) that the pole-residue model
of Eq. (6.29) (black lines) fits slightly better than the state-space model fit of
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Fig. 6.8: FRF estimatesĜH1
55 (ejω f Ts) of a collocated actuator-sensor pair andĜH1

15 (ejω f Ts) of
a non-collocated actuator-sensor-pair (red lines) and their standard deviations (gray lines),
pole/residue model fits of Eq. (6.29) (black lines), state-space model fits of Eq. (6.37) (blue
lines) and reduced state-space model fits (green lines).

Eq. (6.37). Note that the pole-residue model has also been compensated for the
identified actuator pole and the delay. The worse fit of the state-space model is
the price that has to be paid for using the rank one approximation of the residue
matrices instead of using the full residue matrices. The fit below 130 Hz is still
good. Since Fig.6.8(b) shows one of the few worse fits of all 36 FRF estimates
and the fit of Fig.6.8(a) is excellent, it is concluded that the discrete state-space
model of Eq. (6.37) fits the FRF estimates well. It is also concluded that the
model represents accelerance transfer functions since the slope of theresponse
at low frequencies is+40 dB/decade. The state-space models can for example
be used for (closed loop) simulations but also to check the (observable partition
of the) mode shapes which can be computed from Eq. (6.33).

As already was observed in Fig.6.1(a), the collocation between actuator and
sensor was lost above 900 Hz. Analysis of the system showed that this was due
to the limited axial stiffness of the wire flexures that are mounted between each
voice coil actuator and the corresponding accelerometer, see Fig.5.1. It was
also analyzed that the observed and controlled DOFsqo were due to the flexible
membranes in the mounts, so these DOFs can be associated with the suspen-
sion modes. This means that DOFsqo appear at low frequencies (<20 Hz),
while the DOFs due to the flexure stiffness, which are associated with the loss
of collocation, appear at much higher frequencies (>900 Hz). Because of the
large separation of frequencies, the loss of collocation will hardly affect the cal-
culation of the reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices, since these will
represent the system’s suspension dynamics only. It is assumed that the DOFs
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qo are in the axial direction of the mounts. Since the actuators and sensors also
actuate and sense in the axial directions of the mounts, both input and output
matrices have to be identity by geometric relations:Bo = Co = Im. Using the
framework of section6.6 the reduced matrices were calculated. To check if
these matrices represent the suspension dynamics a reduced state-space model
was calculated as

ẋred(t) = Aredxred(t) + Bredu(t),

y(t) = Credxred(t) + Dredu(t), (6.50)

with

xred(t) =

{

qo(t)
q̇o(t)

}

,

Ared =

[

0 Im

−M̄−1K̄ −M̄−1D̄

]

, Bred =

[

0
M̄−1Bo

]

,

Cred =
[

−CoM̄−1K̄ −CoM̄−1D̄
]

, Dred =
[

CoBo
]

.

The FRF estimates were also computed for the reduced model and shown in
Figs. 6.8(a) and6.8(b) (green lines). It is observed that the fits for low fre-
quencies are good. Hence, the reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices
represent the suspension dynamics and can be used to design the modal con-
troller in chapter8 or to check the suspension mode shapes.

6.8 Discussion

Although the derivation of state-space models is done for acceleration transfer
functions, the presented framework can also be used for receptance or mobil-
ity transfer functions (displacement or velocity response due to force excita-
tion, respectively). Therefore, thes2 in the output of Eq. (6.26) and in the nu-
merators of Eqs. (6.27)–(6.29) has to be replaced with 1 ands for receptance
and mobility transfer functions respectively,−ω2

f in the numeratordl(ω f ) of

Eq. (6.31) has to be replaced with 1 and jω f respectively, and the matricesĈss

andD̂ss in Eq. (6.35) have to be replaced with [Ĉ 0] and [0 Ĉ] respectively
and0.
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Fig. 6.9: The magnitude plots of the six CL estimates of the system with force response.

6.9 Comparison between identification and model

If the FRF estimates are compared with the FRF estimates of the accelera-
tion responses due to force excitations for the flexible body model described
in section5.3, it is observed that the model FRF estimates resemble the FRF
estimates well. This is for example visible by comparing Figs.6.1(a) and (b)
to Figs.5.5(a) and (b) respectively. Except for small differences in damping
ratios and small mismatches in the frequencies of the resonance peaks around
100 Hz, the FRF estimates and the modeled FRF estimates fit well for fre-
quency up to 200 Hz. Since the effects of actuator dynamics and delays (see
chapter4), and high-frequency structural dynamics of the payload have not
been included in the model, the differences between both sets of figures be-
come larger above 200 Hz. If the CL estimates of Fig.6.2are compared with
the modeled CL of Fig.5.6, the same trends in the CL up to 200 Hz can be
seen in both curves.

In this chapter, the force responses due to force excitations are not used
for the system identification. However their FRF and CL estimates are also
determined. The CL estimates are shown in Fig.6.9. If this plot is compared
with the plot of the modeled CL of Fig.5.7, it is observed that both plots are
alike, except for small differences in the low-frequency gain levels. These are
due to errors for the values for the parasitic stiffness in the model.

By calculating the reduced stiffness matrixK̄ and mass matrixM̄ , the modal
matrixPo can be calculated using Eq. (5.27). With the transformation matrixR
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Table 6.2: Modal matrixΦo and resonance frequencies.

7.0 Hz 7.7 Hz 8.7 Hz 12.2 Hz 13.2 Hz 18.1 Hz
x −0.09 0.18 0.07 −0.01 0.03 0.02
y 0.14 0.08 0.10 −0.04 −0.01 0.00
z 0.05 0.06 −0.24 −0.01 0.01 0.01
θx 0.51 0.95 −0.06 0.99 −0.20 0.07
θy 0.84 −0.09 0.86 −0.08 0.96 0.20
θz 0.00 −0.23 0.42 −0.06 −0.22 0.98

of Eq. (5.1) as defined in section5.2, the normal mode shapes can be expressed
in terms ofxref as modal matrixΦo using Eq. (5.29). Table6.2 shows these
mode shapes, which are quiet similar to the modeled mode shapes of Table5.2.

6.10 Conclusions

A novel three-steps method for the system identification of square structural
dynamic systems is proposed. It is successfully applied to experimental data
from the six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator.

In the first step, estimates of the CL are used for the identification of system
poles. These are obtained from FRF estimates. It is shown that the use of CL
estimates allows to separate modes with closely spaced poles from each other.
A way to distinguish mathematical poles from physical poles is presented and
it is explained how to compensate for non-structural dynamics due to actua-
tor/sensor dynamics and delays. It is demonstrated that the proposed method
outperforms the widely used LSCF estimator for the identification of closely
spaced system poles.

In the second step, a model of the pole/residue form is being curvefitted on
each of the FRF estimates. It is shown that this model has the correct struc-
ture to identify a state-space model describing accelerance transfer functions.
Therefore, proportional damping has to be assumed.

In the third step the reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices are ob-
tained. It is shown how these matrices can be calculated if there is at least one
collocated actuator-sensor-pair.

The main contribution of this chapter is that an identification model is avail-
able describing the dynamics of the demonstrator setup, which can be com-
pared to the flexible body model derived in chapter5, and that the reduced
mass, damping and stiffness matrices can be used to design the modal con-
troller in chapter7.
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A novel method for designing a modal controller for the six-axes active hard
mount vibration isolator is proposed, such that for each suspension mode not
only its suspension frequency and damping ratio but also its mode shape can
be tuned. The modal controller is based on either acceleration or force feed-
back. It is shown how the modal controller can be used to extend the control
strategies of chapter3 that are based on sensor fusion and two-sensor control,
from the one-axis vibration isolator to the six-axes vibration isolator.

7.1 Introduction

In chapter2 the deformation transmissibility is introduced as a measure of
how floor vibrations lead to an internal deformation of the suspended equip-
ment. The RMS value of the internal deformation determines the performance
of the equipment. In many applications the allowable internal deformation
is different for each direction. Since a deformation transmissibility is direc-
tion dependent, a different deformation transmissibility for each direction is
required. A different transmissibility for each direction is required as well.

An example of such an application is a wafer stepper lithography machine
[20]. An internal deformation in horizontal direction leads to a position error of
the image that is exposed on the wafer, while a deformation in vertical direction
leads to a focus error of the lens during exposure. A nanometer accuracy level
is required for the position error, whereas the focus error may be much larger.
Since in section2.1 it is stated that vibration levels of the floor in horizontal
and vertical direction are similar, the horizontal transmissibility has to be much
lower than the vertical transmissibility.

Despite all efforts made by a design engineer of a six-axes vibration isolator,
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joystick mode

pendulum mode

point of accuracy

mounts

position error

(a) Joystick mode of a TEM. (b) Pendulum mode of a TEM.

Fig. 7.1: (a) Joystick mode of a TEM, suspended by a vibration isolator with three mounts,
leading to a relatively large position error at the point of accuracy. (b) Pendulum mode of a
TEM leading to an (almost) zero position error at the point of accuracy.

its suspension modes are often coupled. This is for example the case in a
vibration isolator suspending a symmetric payload with a high center of mass
and a small footprint, such as a transmission electron microscope (TEM). This
is also the case in a vibration isolator suspending an asymmetric payload, such
as in the demonstrator setup described in chapter5. If its suspension modes
are coupled, the transmissibilities are coupled as well. This means that the
transmissibilities show multiple resonance peaks. In combination with a large
modal spread, this may lead to high transmissibilities for some directions.

This chapter presents a novel method for designing a modal controller for
the six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator, in order to decouple its sus-
pension mode shapes. This means that the transmissibilities can be decoupled
as well. As a result, lower transmissibilities can be obtained. The design of the
modal controller is such that for each suspension mode, not only its suspension
frequency and damping ratio, but also its mode shape can be tuned. The modal
controller consists of proportional and integral gain matrices which are used to
add virtual mass and virtual damping. This is the same control strategy as for
the one-axis active hard mount vibration isolator that is discussed in chapter 3,
and it is referred to asmode shaping modal control. The possibility of tuning
the suspension mode shapes provides an additional tool for designers of active
vibration isolators to obtain the desired isolation performance.

Mode shaping modal control can be used for example to tune (some of) the
suspension mode shapes of a vibration isolator suspending a TEM. Typically,
two of the suspension modes correspond to rotation around two perpendicular
axes in the plane of mounting at the bottom of the TEM, see Fig.7.1(a). These
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two modes are referred to as “joystick” modes. Since the point where the
suspended payload needs to have its highest accuracy, the so-calledpoint of
accuracy(in this example the specimen port of the TEM) is usually located at
the top of the TEM, the joystick modes lead to a relatively large position error
at the point of accuracy, see again Fig.7.1(a). Therefore it is desired to change
the two joystick modes into two modes that correspond to rotation around two
perpendicular axes which intersect in the point of accuracy, see Fig.7.1(b).
These two modes are referred to as “pendulum” modes. The pendulum modes
result in an (almost) zero position error at the point of accuracy.

Whereas the control strategies described in chapter3 require that the mass
of the suspended payload and the stiffness of its suspension (damping is ne-
glected) have to be known in order to choose the control parameters, mode
shaping modal control requires that the mass, damping and stiffness matrices
of a model describing the suspension dynamics of the vibration isolator have
to be known. These matrices are available from either the reduced order model
of section5.4or the identified reduced order model of section6.6. With these
matrices the suspension modes of the vibration isolator in open loop can be cal-
culated. The desired suspension frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes
of the vibration isolator in closed loop have to be specified as well. With mode
shaping modal control it is possible to obtain a different suspension frequency
and a different damping ratio for each suspension mode.

7.2 Outline

Mode shaping modal control can be used with acceleration and force feedback
as well as with sensor fusion and two-sensor control. First, the design ofthe
modal controller for each of these control strategies is presented. Next,the
modeling results are discussed.

In section7.3 it is explained how the suspension mode shapes can be calcu-
lated from the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of a model of the vibration
isolator describing its suspension dynamics. It is suggested to express thesus-
pension mode shapes in terms of the coordinates of a reference frame located
at the point of accuracy, which is the point where the suspended payload needs
to have its highest accuracy. In subsection5.3.2it is already shown that the
transmissibilities can also be expressed in therms of these coordinates.

In section7.4mode shaping modal control for acceleration and force feed-
back is discussed. First, it is explained how the proportional and integralgain
matrices of the modal controller for acceleration feedback can be calculated. It
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is shown how the obtained modal controller can be rewritten in order to decou-
ple the system’s plant, such that the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
tuning problem reduces to a single-input single-output (SISO) problem. As a
result the MIMO (modal) controller reduces to a number of SISO controllers,
stored at the diagonal entries of a diagonal controller. The SISO controllers are
used to individually tune the suspension frequency and damping ratio of each
suspension mode. Additional filtering can be added to each SISO controller.
Next, the desired suspension frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes of
the vibration isolator in closed loop are specified. Finally, the modal controller
for force feedback is derived.

Mode shaping modal control for sensor fusion and two-sensor control are
discussed in sections7.5 and7.6. It is shown how to choose the control pa-
rameters for these control strategies to maximize the damping ratios of the
internal modes of the suspended payload.

In section7.7 the modeling results obtained with mode shaping modal con-
trol for acceleration feedback, sensor fusion and two-sensor control are shown.
The achievable isolation performance regarding the transmissibility and defor-
mation transmissibility is discussed. The compliance and deformability are
not derived, since the third performance objective stated in section2.5, which
is providing a stiff suspension, has already been realized by using active hard
mounts. The lowest suspension frequency is 7.0 Hz which is higher than the
required suspension frequency of at least 5 Hz, see chapter5.

7.3 Suspension mode shapes

To derive the mode shaping modal controller, the mass, damping and stiffness
matrices of a model describing the suspension dynamics of the vibration iso-
lator have to be known. These matrices are available from either the reduced
order model of section5.4or the identified reduced order model of section6.6.
It is shown that with these matrices the suspension modes of the vibration iso-
lator in open loop can be calculated and can be expressed in the coordinates of
a reference frame located at the point of accuracy.

Reduced order model

The equation of motion corresponding to the reduced order model of Eq. (5.24)
can be written in the Laplace domain as

(M̄ s2 + D̄s+ K̄ )Qo(s) = BoFa(s), (7.1)
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whereQo(s) is Laplace transformed vector of degrees of freedom (DOFs)qo

that are associated with the suspension dynamics.Fa is the vector of actuator
forces.Bo is the input matrix that relates actuator forcesFa to DOFsqo. The
subscript “o” is used to indicate that the suspension dynamics is related to the
observable and controllable DOFs, see also sections5.4and6.6.

In case of acceleration feedback, the vector of accelerometer signalsẍ1 is
related to DOFsqo by the output matrixCo as

Ẍ1(s) = Cos2Qo(s). (7.2)

To derive the mode shaping modal controller, it is assumed that the reduced
mass, damping and stiffness matricesM̄ , D̄ andK̄ as well as the input and out-
put matricesBo andCo are known and invertible. These matrices are obtained
from either the reduced order model of section5.4 using Eqs. (5.21)–(5.23)
or the identified reduced order model of section6.6 using Eqs. (6.47)–(6.49).
Pre-multiplying Eq. (7.2) by M̄−1 gives

(I6s2 + M̄−1D̄s+ M̄−1K̄ )Qo(s) = M̄−1BoFa(s). (7.3)

If D̄ is a proportional damping matrix, the equation of motion of Eq. (7.3) can
be decoupled using the modal transformationqo = Pozo in which the columns
of Po are the normalized eigenvectors ofM̄−1K̄ :

M̄−1K̄ = PoΩ
2
oP−1

o . (7.4)

HereΩo = diag(ωo1, . . . , ωo6) with ωol the suspension frequency of thelth
suspension mode of the vibration isolator in open loop. Thelth column ofPo

is the corresponding suspension mode shape. Pre-multiplying Eq. (7.3) by P−1
o

results in the modal decoupled equation of motion

(I6s2 + Ξos+Ω2
o)Zo(s) = P−1

o M̄−1BoFa(s), (7.5)

whereΞo = diag(ξo1, . . . , ξo6) andξol = 2ζolωol with ζol the damping ratio of
the lth suspension mode of the vibration isolator.

Point of accuracy

The suspension mode shapes, which are the columns of modal matrixPo, are
expressed in terms of the DOFsqo. It is desired to express these mode shape
in terms of the translations (x, y, z) and rotations (θx, θy, θz) of a reference
frame located at the so-calledpoint of accuracy, which is the point where the
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suspended equipment needs to have its highest accuracy, and orientedsuch that
the three orthogonal axes of the reference frame are in the directions in which
the highest accuracy is defined. This can be done using a transformationmatrix
R:

Φo = RPo. (7.6)

Thelth column of modal matrixΦo now expresses thelth mode shape in terms
of xref = (x, y, z, θx, θy, θz)T. In subsection5.3.2it is shown that the transmissi-
bilities can also be expressed in terms ofxref.

7.4 Mode shaping modal control: acceleration and force
feedback

The mode shaping modal controller for acceleration and force feedbackis de-
rived in this subsection. Therefore, some information from the previous sec-
tion is required: the mass, damping and stiffness matrices as well the input
and output matrices. The desired suspension frequencies, damping ratios and
suspension mode shapes are defined in this section.

Throughout this section, the subscript “o” indicates a property (suspension
frequency, damping ratio, modal matrix, etc.) of the vibration isolator in open
loop, the subscript “n” indicates a desired property of the vibration isolator in
closed loop.

7.4.1 Acceleration feedback

The mode shaping modal controller for acceleration feedback consists ofpro-
portional and integral gain matrices. In this subsection it is shown how these
are calculated using the information from the previous section. Next, it is
shown that there exist an input and output decoupling matrix that (approxi-
mately) decouple the system’s plant, such that a diagonal controller is obtained.
Each diagonal entry is a SISO controller that is used to individually tune the
suspension frequency and damping ratio of each suspension mode. It isshown
that additional filtering can be added to each SISO controller individually. This
filtering can be used to add roll-off to the modal controller, to prevent actuator
saturation at low frequencies and to shape the loop. Finally, the desired sus-
pension frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes of the vibration isolator
in closed loop are specified.
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Proportional and integral gain matrices

The control strategy based on negative proportional plus integral acceleration
feedback as proposed in [55,60] and used in chapter3.2.1is used here as well.
The controller reads

H ẍ1(s) = −(Ka+
K v

s
), (7.7)

whereKa andK v are the proportional and integral gain matrices. This con-
troller adds virtual massKa and virtual sky-hook dampingK v to the suspended
payload. Note that the suspension frequencies and mode shapes of the vibra-
tion isolator in open loop depend on the mass matrixM̄ and stiffness matrix
K̄ , see Eq. (7.4). So, by adding virtual mass byKa, not only the suspension
frequencies, but also the mode shapes of the vibration isolator in closed loop
can be altered, since the shapes depend on the distribution of the virtual mass
Ka in space. Using the feedback equationFa(s) = H ẍ1(s)Ẍ1(s) with Eqs. (7.2)
and (7.7), results in

Fa(s) = −(Kas2 + K vs)CoQo(s). (7.8)

The equation of motion of the vibration isolator in closed loop is given by
substituting Eq. (7.8) into Eq. (7.1):

(M̄ s2 + D̄s+ K̄ )Qo(s) = −Bo(Kas2 + K vs)CoQo(s),

⇒ [(M̄ + BoKaCo)s2 + (D̄ + BoK vCo)s+ K̄ ]Qo(s)= 0. (7.9)

Eq. (7.9) is the matrix generalization of the denominators of Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5).
Assuming that (M̄ + BoKaCo)−1 exists and defining

Kn = (M̄ + BoKaCo)−1K̄ , (7.10)

Dn = (M̄ + BoKaCo)−1(D̄ + BoK vCo), (7.11)

allows to rewrite Eq. (7.9) as

(I6s2 + Dns+ Kn)Qo(s) = 0. (7.12)

The desired solution of Eq. (7.12) is obtained by demandingKn andDn to be:

Kn = PnΩ
2
nP−1

n , (7.13)

Dn = PnΞnP−1
n . (7.14)

The columns ofPn are the eigenvectors ofKn expressed in terms ofqo, Ωn =

diag(ωn1, . . . , ωn6) andΞn = diag(ξn1, . . . , ξn6) with ξnl = 2ζnlωnl . Herein,ωnl
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andζnl are the desired closed loop suspension frequency and damping ratio of
thelth suspension mode that can be set by the control engineer. Thelth column
of modal matrixPn is the desired normal mode shape vector expressed in terms
of qo. The desired suspension frequencies and damping ratios of the desired
mode shapes are also the resonance frequencies and damping ratios of the de-
sired transmissibilities. The values of the desired suspension frequenciesand
damping ratios are related to the desired isolation performance of the vibration
isolator.

The role ofPn is that the added virtual mass is distributed to specific virtual
locations at the payload, such that the normal mode shapes are altered and
become the desired mode shapes. The mode shapes can be expressed in terms
of xref using

Φn = RPn. (7.15)

The columns ofΦn can be chosen arbitrarily, provided thatΦn is full rank.
A choice forΦn is made at the end of this subsection. From Eq. (7.15) it is
observed thatPn has to be chosen as

Pn = R−1Φn. (7.16)

Since in Eq. (7.14), Dn is demanded to be a modal damping matrix, Eq. (7.12)
can be rewritten into the modal decoupled equations of motion using the trans-
formationqo = Pnzn:

(I6s2 + Ξns+Ω2
n)Zn(s) = 0. (7.17)

Proportional gain matrixKa is found by substituting Eq. (7.13) into Eq. (7.10):

PnΩ
2
nP−1

n = (M̄ + BoKaCo)−1K̄

⇒ Ka = B−1
o (K̄PnΩ

−2
n P−1

n − M̄ )C−1
o . (7.18)

Integral gain matrixK v is found by substituting Eq. (7.14) into Eq. (7.11):

PnΞnP−1
n = (M̄ + BoKaCo)−1(D̄ + BoK vCo)

⇒ K v = (B−1
o M̄ + KaCo)PnΞnQ−1

n C−1
o − B−1

o D̄C−1
o . (7.19)

Substituting Eq. (7.18) into Eq. (7.19) results in

K v = B−1
o (K̄PnΩ

−2
n ΞnP−1

n − D̄)C−1
o . (7.20)

Note that ifDn is nonzero, the mode shapes of the system become complex.
However, by demandingDn to be a proportional damping matrix, which is
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done in this thesis, the complex mode shapes can be transformed to normal
mode shapes again.

Since the flexible body dynamics of the vibration isolator usually appears at
high frequencies, it will have hardly any effect on the suspension frequencies
and corresponding mode shapes of the vibration isolator in closed loop. There-
fore, the controller designed on the reduced order model of Eq. (7.1) describing
the suspension dynamics is still valid for the flexible body model of Eq. (5.10)
in section5.3 describing both the suspension dynamics and flexible body dy-
namics. However, the flexible body dynamics is influenced significantly by the
controller since a large amount of virtual massKa is added.

In appendixD it is shown that the mode shaping modal controller, which is
a centralized controller (each actuator interacts will all sensors), can besimpli-
fied to a centralized controller (each actuator interacts only with its collocated
sensor and for each actuator-sensor-pair the same controller is used). However,
with this centralized controller it is no longer possible to individually tune the
suspension frequency and damping ratio of each mode.

Decoupling

It is shown that there exist an input and output decoupling matrix that (ap-
proximately) decouple the system’s plant, such that the mode shaping modal
controller for acceleration feedback of Eq. (7.27) reduces to an (approximate)
diagonal controller. Each diagonal entry is a SISO controller that can beused
to individually tune the suspension frequency and damping ratio of each sus-
pension mode.

Eqs. (7.18) and (7.20) can be rewritten such that the proportional plus inte-
gral controller of Eq. (7.27) is expressed in the Laplace domain as

H ẍ1(s) = B−1
o K̄Pn[Ω−2

n − P−1
n K̄−1M̄Pn

+(Ω−2
n Ξn − P−1

n K̄−1D̄Pn)
1
s
]P−1

n C−1
o . (7.21)

The termsK̄−1M̄ andK̄−1D̄ in Eq. (7.21) can also be expressed as

K̄−1M̄ = (M̄−1K̄ )−1

= (PoΩ
2
oP−1

o )−1 = PoΩ
−2
o P−1

o (7.22)

K̄−1D̄ = K̄−1M̄M̄−1D̄ = (M̄−1K̄ )−1M̄−1D̄

= (PoΩ
2
oP−1

o )−1PoΞoP−1
o

= PoΩ
−2
o P−1

o PoΞoP−1
o = PoΩ

−2
o ΞoP−1

o (7.23)
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Defining the matrices

Tu = B−1
o K̄Pn, (7.24)

Ty
ẍ1
= P−1

n C−1
o , (7.25)

and using Eqs. (7.22) and (7.23), allows to rewrite Eq. (7.21) as

H ẍ1(s) = Tu[Ω−2
n − P−1

n PoΩ
−2
o P−1

o Pn

+(Ω−2
n Ξn − P−1

n PoΩ
−2
o ΞoP−1

o Pn)
1
s
]Ty

ẍ1
. (7.26)

For the choiceΦn = Φo such thatPn = Po, the part of Eq. (7.26) in-between
the square brackets is diagonal, hence the matricesTu andTy

ẍ1
decouple the

system’s plant and a diagonal control structure is possible. This is illustrated
in Fig. 7.2. The plant transfer function matrixGẍ1Fs(s) is pre-multiplied with
Tu and post-multiplied withTy

ẍ1
which results in a decoupled plant as observed

by a diagonal controllerHd(s).
The part in-between the square brackets in Eq. (7.21) is approximately diag-

onal if the off-diagonal terms inP−1
n PoΩ

−2
o P−1

o Pn andP−1
n PoΩ

−2
o ΞoP−1

o Pn are
much smaller compared to the diagonal terms inΩ−2

n andΩ−2
n Ξn respectively.

This approximation is valid if the mode shapes for the open loop system and
the desired mode shapes for the closed loop system do not differ too much or
if Ωn ≪ Ωo andΩ−2

n Ξn ≫ Ω−2
o Ξo, which is the case for hard mount vibration

isolators. Then Eq. (7.26) can be approximated as

H ẍ1(s) ≈ TuHd(s)Ty
ẍ1
, (7.27)

where the diagonal controller is

Hd(s) = Kd
a +

Kd
v

s
(7.28)

with diagonal matrices

Kd
a = Ω

−2
n − diag(P−1

n PoΩ
−2
o P−1

o Pn),

Kd
v = Ω

−2
n Ξn − diag(P−1

n PoΩ
−2
o ΞoPoPn),

or alternatively, using Eqs. (7.22) and (7.23)

Kd
a = Ω

−2
n − diag(P−1

n K̄−1M̄Pn), (7.29)

Kd
v = Ω

−2
n Ξn − diag(P−1

n K̄−1D̄Pn). (7.30)
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Fa,ref Fa,ref

FaFaFa
Gẍ1Fa(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) Tu

Tu

Ty
ẍ1

Ty
ẍ1

ẍref ẍref

ẍ1ẍ1ẍ1

⇒
Hd(s)Hd(s)

H ẍ1(s)

Decoupled plant(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.2: Two ways to represent the control schemes for acceleration feedback: (a) the plant
“observed” by controllerH ẍ1(s) is coupled; (b) the plant “observed” by controllerHd

ẍ1
(s) is

decoupled.ẍref andFa,ref represent the payload accelerations and actuator forces in the modal
(decoupled) coordinates̈xref.

The diagonal entries ofHd(s) are SISO controllers that can be used to indi-
vidually tune the suspension frequency and damping ratio of each suspension
mode.

In Fig. 7.2, the modal (decoupled) coordinates describe the motion of the
reference framexref. Therefore,ẍref and Fa,ref are the payload accelerations
and actuator forces expressed in terms ofxref, whereas̈x1 andFa are the pay-
load accelerations and actuator forces expressed in terms of DOFsqo associ-
ated with the leg extensions.

Additional filtering

The diagonal controller of Eq. (7.28) allows to add additional filtering to each
SISO controller stored at the diagonal entries ofHd(s). The parameters of these
filters can be different for each SISO controller. This allows to individually
tune the isolation performance for each suspension mode.

The plant transfer function matrixGẍ1Fs(s) is an acceleration response due
to force excitation. The transfer functions corresponding to collocated actuator-
sensor-pairs have no roll-off. Since the mode shaping modal controller for
acceleration feedback presented in this section does not have roll-off either,
the resulting loop gains will lead to infinite closed loop bandwidth. This will
cause stability problems in practical applications. Therefore it is suggestedto
add second-order high pass filters to the diagonal controllerHd(s) resulting in
high frequency roll-off. This approach is similar to the one-axis controller as
proposed in chapter3.2.2.

The improved diagonal controller reads

Hd
r (s) = Hd(s)Fr(s), (7.31)
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whereFr(s) = diag(Fr1(s), . . . , Fr6(s)) with

Frl(s) =
s2

s2 + 2ζllωll s+ ω2
ll

ω2
f l

s2 + 2ζf lωf l s+ ω2
f l

s+ ωzl

ωzl
Fext(s). (7.32)

The corner frequency for filterFrl(s) determines the attenuation at high fre-
quencies of thelth mode, see section3.2.2. The attenuation of thelth mode is
expressed as (ωnl/ωf l)2. The damping ratioζf l for the second-order filter can
be set arbitrarily by the control engineer. An additional high-frequency zero
ωzl is used to increase the phase margin around the high crossover frequency
of the loop gain. A second-order high-pass filter with corner frequency ωll and
relative dampingζll is used to prevent actuator saturation at low frequencies.

Due to the wire flexure dynamics a loss in collocation between actuator and
sensor (see sections4.2 and5.3) occurs around 900 Hz and therefore a loop
shaping filterFext(s) can be used. Similar as in section4.2, it consists of a
skew notch filter

Fext(s) =
s2 + 2ζ1ω1s+ ω2

1

s2 + 2ζ2ω2s+ ω2
2

ω2
2

ω2
1

, (7.33)

whereωi = 2π fi with f1 = 800 Hz, f2 = 3 kHz,ζ1 = 0.05, andζ2 = 0.4.

Desired suspension frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes

The mode shaping modal controllers that will be used to derive the model-
ing results of section7.7 are obtained using the mass, damping and stiffness
matricesM̄ , D̄ andK̄ available from the reduced order model of section5.4.
The input and output matricesBo andCo are also known and equal to identity,
since the actuators and sensors are co-aligned with DOFsqo associated with
the leg extensions:Bo = Co = I6. The point of accuracy is chosen as the
elastic center of the vibration isolator. This means that transformation matrix
R can be calculated using Eq. (5.1). A coordinate frame (x, y, z) is defined,
such that its origin is located at the point of accuracy and its orientation is as in
Fig. 5.4. The suspension frequencies and (open loop) suspension mode shapes
expressed in terms of the coordinates of this reference frame are already given
in Table5.2.

The specification of the desired isolation performance regarding the trans-
missibilities is not straightforward. Since the desired suspension modes are re-
lated to the desired transmissibilities, the choice for the desired mode shapes as
well as the desired suspension frequencies and damping ratios is not straight-
forward either. The isolation performance of industrial vibration isolatorsis
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Table 7.1: Control parameters for the mode shaping modal controller.

l mode shapeωnl (rad/s) ζnl (-) ωf l (rad/s) ζf l (-)
1 x 2π·3 0.4 2π·45 0.07
2 y 2π·3 0.4 2π·45 0.07
3 z 2π·1 0.4 2π·22.5 0.07
4 θx 2π·2.5 0.4 2π·37.5 0.07
5 θy 2π·2.5 0.4 2π·37.5 0.07
6 θz 2π·2 0.4 2π·30 0.07

usually expressed in terms of horizontal and vertical transmissibilities. To be
able to express the isolation performance of the six-axes active hard mount
vibration isolator described in this thesis, in terms of horizontal and vertical
transmissibilities as well, its desired suspension mode shapes are chosen as
pure translations and rotations of the point of accuracy in the directions ofx, y
andz. Hence, modal matrixΦn = I6.

The chosen values for the suspension frequencyωnl and damping ratioζnl

corresponding to thelth suspension mode are listed in Table7.1. The cor-
ner frequencies and damping ratios of the second-order low-pass filters of
Eq. (7.32) are also listed. By comparing the desired suspension frequencies
and mode shapes of the vibration isolator in closed loop to the open loop sus-
pension frequencies and mode shapes listed in Table5.2, it is observed that for
example the mode of the (approximate)z-translation has to be lowered from
9.8 to 1 Hz.

With these values the desired performance objective given in section2.5
regarding the transmissibility cannot be realized for each direction. In the
next chapter it is shown that with the developed demonstrator setup of the six-
axes active hard mount vibration isolator it is not possible to realize a higher
performance due to hardware limitations. However, the efficacy of the mode
shaping modal controller can still be demonstrated with the values listed in
Table7.1. The remaining parameters of the filterFr(s) of Eq. (7.32) are chosen
ωzl = 2π·100 rad/s,ωll = 2π·0.1 rad/s andζll = 0.7 for all l. Fext(s) is given as
in Eq. (7.33).

To check closed loop stability, the generalized Nyquist criterion is used [37].
This can be done by plotting the characteristic loci (CL) of the corresponding
loop gain matrix. The loop gain matrix is obtained by cutting the loop in
Fig. 7.2at the position ofFa and replacingH ẍ1(s) with Hr,ẍ1(s). For accelera-
tion feedback, this matrix reads

L r,ẍ1(s) = Hr,ẍ1(s)Gẍ1Fs(s) = TuHd
r (s)Ty

ẍ1
Gẍ1Fa(s). (7.34)
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Fig. 7.3: Characteristic loci of loop gain matricesL r,ẍ1(s) for acceleration feedback.

The CL of the plant transfer function matrixGẍ1Fa(s) are shown in Fig.5.6.
The CL of loop gain matrixL r,ẍ1(s) are shown in Fig.7.3. It is observed that
the phase angles of all CL do not cross the−180◦ line. This means that the
closed loop is stable.

7.4.2 Force feedback

In this subsection the mode shaping modal controller for force feedback isde-
rived. The mode shaping modal controller for force feedback will only be used
to derive the mode shaping modal controllers for sensor fusion and two-sensor
control. This is because in chapter3 it is demonstrated that force feedback
is outperformed by acceleration feedback regarding all performance transfer
functions. Therefore it has been decided that the modeling results obtained
with the mode shaping modal controller for force feedback will not be ana-
lyzed in section7.7.

The vibration isolator is also equipped with force sensors. These are located
in the legs and co-aligned with accelerometers, see Fig.5.1. Therefore, the
relation between the measured forcesFs and the DOFsqo can be derived as

Fs(s) = Co[−(k+ ds)Qo(s) + BoFa(s)], (7.35)

using the same output matrixCo as for the measured accelerometer signals.
In Eq. (7.35), k andd represent the axial stiffness and damping of a leg, as-
sumed being equal for all legs.−(k + ds)Qo(s) + BoFa(s) is the total force in
the leg, which is the sum of the elastic restoring force in the spring, the force
associated with dissipated energy, and the actuator forceBoFa(s). Since the
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vibration isolator has been designed to be approximately exact constrained,
the main contributions to the total reduced stiffness and damping matricesK̄
andD̄ are due to the axial stiffnessk and dampingd. The remaining contri-
butions are due to flexibilities of the wire flexures in the mounts. These add a
small parasitic stiffnessK̄p and dampingD̄p. Then the equation of motion of
Eq. (7.1) describing the suspension dynamics, can be written as

[M̄ s2 + (D̄p + d)s+ (K̄p + k)]Qo(s) = BoFa(s). (7.36)

If the parasitic contributionsK̄p andD̄p are neglected (this is common in case
of force feedback [45]), Eq. (7.36) can be substituted into Eq. (7.35) to obtain

Fs(s) = CoM̄ s2Qo(s) = CoM̄C−1
o Ẍ1(s) (7.37)

where Eq. (7.2) has been used. Eq. (7.37) describes the approximate relation
between the measured accelerationsẍ1 and measured forcesFs, which is just
the transformed mass matrixCoM̄C−1

o . Therefore, if all entries of̈x1 in the
previous subsection are replaced withCoM̄−1C−1

o Fs, a similar controller for
force feedback as Eq. (7.21) can be derived. This controller does the same
job as Eq. (7.21), despite the error introduced by neglecting the contributions
of K̄p andD̄p. The controller reads

HFs(s) = Ka+
K v

s
(7.38)

with the gain matrices

Ka = B−1
o (K̄PnΩ

−2
n P−1

n − M̄ )M̄−1C−1
o , (7.39)

K v = B−1
o (K̄PnΩ

−2
n ΞnP−1

n − D̄)M̄−1C−1
o . (7.40)

This controller can be written as an approximate diagonal controller in a simi-
lar way as for acceleration feedback:

HFs(s) ≈ TuHd(s)Ty
Fs

(7.41)

with Hd(s) as in Eq. (7.28), and output decoupling matrix

Ty
Fs
= P−1

n M̄−1C−1
o . (7.42)

Additional filtering can be added to the mode shaping modal controller for
force feedback in a similar way as to the mode shaping modal controller for
acceleration feedback. The control parameters listed in Table7.1can be used
as well.

In the next sections, the mode shaping modal controllers for acceleration and
force feedback derived in section are used to derive the mode shapingmodal
controllers for sensor fusion and two-sensor control.
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7.5 Mode shaping modal control: sensor fusion

It is shown how the input and output decoupling matrices of Eqs. (7.24), (7.25)
and (7.42) can be used to extend the sensor fusion control strategy as in sec-
tion 3.3 from the one-axis vibration isolator to the six-axes vibration isolator.
Therefore, the loop gain matrices are needed. Loop gain matrixL r,ẍ1(s) for
acceleration feedback is given by Eq. (7.34), that for force feedback is given
by

L r,Fs(s) = Hr,Fs(s)GFsFa(s) = TuHd
r (s)Ty

Fs
GFsFa(s). (7.43)

The CL of the plant transfer function matrixGFsFa(s) are shown in Fig.5.6.
Loop gain matrixL r,ẍ1(s) is obtained by cutting the loop in Fig.7.2 at the
position of Fa and replacingH ẍ1(s) with Hr,ẍ1(s). The loop gain matrix for
force feedback is derived in the same way. By cutting the loop in Fig.7.2 at
the position ofFa,ref, the decoupled loop gain matrix for acceleration feedback
is obtained. The decoupled loop gain matrix for force feedback is derived in the
same way. The decoupled loop gain matrices are calculated by pre-multiplying
Eqs. (7.34) and (7.43) with the inverse ofTu and post-multiplying withTu:

Ld
r,ẍ1

(s) = Tu−1Hr,ẍ1(s)Gẍ1Fa(s)T
u = Hd

r (s)Ty
ẍ1

Gẍ1Fa(s)T
u, (7.44)

Ld
r,Fs

(s) = Tu−1Hr,Fs(s)GFsFa(s)T
u = Hd

r (s)Ty
Fs

GFsFa(s)T
u. (7.45)

It is clear thatTy
ẍ1

Gẍ1Fa(s)T
u andTy

Fs
GFsFa(s)T

u must represent the decou-
pled plant matrices.Ld

r,ẍ1
(s) andLd

r,Fs
(s) are diagonal loop gain matrices. Their

diagonal entries are plotted in Fig.7.4. The solid gray lines represent acceler-
ation feedback, the dashed gray lines force feedback.

The resonance peaks below 20 Hz in the loop gains in Fig.7.4are due to the
suspension modes, the resonance peaks in-between 75 and 360 Hz aredue to
the internal modes of the payload, see also section5.3.1. Each peak at 900 Hz
is due to the wire flexure dynamics (see also section5.3.1), and each dip at
800 Hz is due to the skew notch filterFext(s) of Eq. (7.33) that is used in the
controllers. Each resonance peak corresponding to an internal mode ispre-
ceded by an anti-resonance dip in the loop gain. This is similar to the one-axis
vibration isolator, see Fig.3.5 in section3.3. In that section, sensor fusion is
applied by low-pass filtering of the loop gain for acceleration feedback and
high-pass filtering of the loop gain for force feedback. It is describedthat the
maximum achievable damping ratio depends on the ratio between the frequen-
cies of the anti-resonances in the acceleration and force paths, see Eq.(3.31).
The corresponding filter pole can be found using Eq. (3.30).
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(f) Entry 66,θz-rotation.

Fig. 7.4: Diagonal entries of decoupled loop gain matricesL d
r,ẍ1

(s) ( ) for acceleration
feedback,L d

r,Fs
(s) ( ) for force feedback, andL d

r,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) ( ) for sensor fusion.

Fig. 7.4shows only one clear anti-resonance for each entry of the loop gain
matrix. The frequency of the anti-resonance in the force path is almost on
the frequency of the corresponding resonance. The frequencies of the anti-
resonances are used to determine the filter poles for the six-axes sensorfusion
controller. Each filter pole is calculated as

ωpl =
ωal,ẍ1

ωal,Fs

√
ωal,ẍ1ωal,Fs, (7.46)
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Fa,refFa,ref

FaFa
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ẍ1
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ẍ1
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ẍ1ẍ1
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Hd
t,ẍ1

(s)

Hd
t,Fs

(s)

Decoupled plantDecoupled plant

HF(s)

LF (s)

(a) Control scheme of sensor fusion. (b) Control scheme of two-sensor control.

Fig. 7.5: Control schemes for: (a) sensor fusion; (b) two-sensor control. The plant “observed”
by the diagonal controllers is decoupled.ẍref, Fs,ref and Fa,ref represent the payload accelera-
tions, leg forces and actuator forces in the modal (decoupled) coordinatesẍref.

Table 7.2: Frequencies of the anti-resonances and poles, and controller gains.

l mode shapeωal,ẍ1 (rad/s) ωal,Fs (rad/s) ωpl (rad/s) kf l (-)
1 x 2π· 68.5 2π· 75.1 2π·64.4 9.3·10−3

2 y 2π· 72.9 2π· 80.9 2π·69.2 8.7·10−3

3 z 2π·107.4 2π·142.4 2π·93.3 2.7·10−3

4 θx 2π· 56.4 2π· 80.6 2π·47.2 1.3·10−3

5 θy 2π· 56.4 2π· 75.1 2π·48.9 1.3·10−3

6 θz 2π· 79.7 2π· 81.4 2π·78.9 1.2·10−3

whereωal,ẍ1 andωal,Fs are the frequencies of the anti-resonances in thell th
entry of the corresponding loop gain matrices. The used values are displayed
in Table7.2. Note that the ratio between the frequencies of the anti-resonances
for the 66th entry, the torsional mode, is almost 1, see Fig.7.4(f), so it is
expected that not much damping can be added to this mode. The filter matrices
can be defined as

LF (s) = diag(LF1(s), . . . , LF6(s)), with LFl(s) =
ωpl

s+ ωpl
, (7.47)

HF(s) = diag(HF1(s), . . . ,HF6(s)), with HFl(s) =
s

s+ ωpl
. (7.48)

The sensor fusion controllers are then defined as

HSF
r,ẍ1

(s) = TuHd
r (s)LF (s)Ty

ẍ1
, (7.49)

HSF
r,Fs

(s) = TuHd
r (s)HF(s)Ty

Fs
, (7.50)
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(a) Sensor fusion.
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(b) Two-sensor control.

Fig. 7.6: Closed loop poles of the hard mount when filter poleωpl tends from 0 to∞ for: (a)
sensor fusion; (b) two-sensor control.◦ denote the transmission zeros ofL r,ẍ1(s); • denote the
transmission zeros ofL r,Fs(s); � denote the closed loop poles for which maximum damping of
the internal mode is obtained.

and the resulting sensor fusion loop gain matrix is then given by

L r,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) = HSF
r,ẍ1

(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) + HSF
r,Fs

(s)GFsFa(s)

= TuHd
r (s)(LF (s)Ty

ẍ1
Gẍ1Fa(s) + HF(s)Ty

Fs
GFsFa(s)). (7.51)

This is illustrated in Fig.7.5(a). Loop gain matrixL r,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) is obtained by
cutting the loop at the position ofFa. The diagonal loop gain matrix for sensor
fusion is calculated by cutting the loop at the position ofFa,ref, in a similar
way as for acceleration and force feedback:

Ld
r,(ẍ1,Fs)

(s) = Hd
r (s)(LF (s)Ty

ẍ1
Gẍ1Fa(s) + HF(s)Ty

Fs
GFsFa(s))T

u. (7.52)

Their diagonal entries are shown in Fig.7.4 as the solid black lines. It is ob-
served that the anti-resonances corresponding to the internal modes are better
damped.

The maximum achievable damping ratios depend on the ratio between the
frequencies of the (undamped) anti-resonances. These frequencies are equal
to the magnitudes of the so-calledtransmission zerosin the loop gain matrices
L r,ẍ1(s) and L r,Fs(s). Transmission zeros correspond to the suspension fre-
quencies of a substructure constrained by the sensors and actuators [40]. By
varying the filter polesωpl from 0 to∞, the closed loop poles can be plotted
as branches of the “root locus”, similar as in Fig.3.7 for the one-axis vibra-
tion isolator. This is illustrated in Fig.7.6(a) that shows these curves. For each
mode, the curve starts ins = jωal,Fs and ends ins = jωal,ẍ1, whereωal,Fs and
ωal,ẍ1 are the frequency of the anti-resonances corresponding to thelth mode.
It is visible that the torsional mode around 107 Hz remains poorly damped.
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Fig. 7.7: Characteristic loci of loop gain matrixL r,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) for sensor fusion.

The squares indicate the closed loop poles using the filter poles of Table7.2.
It is clear that the distances between the realized damping ratios and the max-
imum achievable damping ratios are small. The reason that the distances are
not zero, is because the input and output decoupling matrices do not decouple
the internal modes exactly, they only decouple the suspension modes.

To check closed loop stability for the sensor fusion control strategy, the CL
of the loop gain matrixL r,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) of Eq. (7.51) are plotted in Fig.7.7. It is
observed that the phase angles of all CL do not cross the−180◦ line, except for
the light blue and red CL that just hit the−180◦ in-between 70 and 100 Hz. In
that frequency range the magnitude of these CL is well above 0 dB, so closed
loop stability is achieved. The high magnitude is due to the high values forωf l .
If lower values are used, the light blue and red CL may cross the 0 dB line in
the frequency range where the phase angle is below−180◦. In that case closed
loop stability is not achieved.

So, sensor fusion can only be applied successfully if the magnitudes of the
CL are crossing the 0 dB in the frequency range where the phase anglesare
above−180◦. This requires a high control bandwidth. The highest crossover
frequency of the CL is a measure of the required control bandwidth. In Fig. 7.7
it is visible that the highest crossover frequency of the CL is above 1 kHz.

7.6 Mode shaping modal control: two-sensor control

In a similar way as for the sensor fusion control strategy, the input and output
decoupling matrices can be used to decouple the plant and design a diagonal
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two-sensor controller. This is illustrated in Fig.7.5(b). The proposed controller
for acceleration feedback reads

Ht,ẍ1(s) = TuHd
t (s)Ty

ẍ1
, with Hd

t (s) = Hd(s)Ft(s), (7.53)

whereFt(s) = diag(Ft1(s), . . . , Ft6(s)) with

Ftl(s) =
s2

s2 + 2ζllωll s+ ω2
ll

ω2
f l

s2 + 2ζf lωf l s+ ω2
f l

Fext(s). (7.54)

So,Ht,ẍ1(s) is the same controller asHr,ẍ1(s) except for the contribution of the
high-frequency zeroωzl . This approach is similar to the two-sensor control
strategy used for the one-axis vibration isolator described in section3.4. The
proposed controller for force feedback is derived in a similar way as

Ht,Fs(s) = TuHd
t,Fs

(s)Ty
Fs
, (7.55)

with
Hd

t,Fs
(s) = diag(Hd

t1,Fs
(s), . . . ,Hd

t6,Fs
(s)). (7.56)

Instead of usingHd
t (s), a different diagonal controllerHd

t,Fs
(s) is used for force

feedback. This controller is the same as the force feedback controller used for
the one-axis vibration isolator. Its diagonal elements are given by

Hd
tl,Fs

(s) = kf l
s2

s2 + 2ζf lωf l s+ ω2
f l

ωf l

s+ ωf l
Fext(s). (7.57)

The filter parametersωf l andζf l are given in Table7.1. The controller gainskf l

can be set by the control engineer. Therefore, the following procedure is sug-
gested. First, the decoupled loop gain matricesLd

t,ẍ1
(s) andLd

t,Fs
(s) are calcu-

lated for acceleration and force feedback. Next,kf l is chosen such that thell th
entries ofLd

t,ẍ1
(s) andLd

t,Fs
(s) have approximately the same magnitude at the

frequency of the anti-resonances in the acceleration path, so|Ld
tll ,ẍ1

(s= jωal,ẍ1)|
= |βLd

tll ,Fs
(s= jωal,ẍ1)|. An approximate formula for calculatingkf l can be de-

rived as

kf l = β
1

ω2
nl

ωf l

ωal,ẍ1

. (7.58)

This expression is equal to the expression of Eq. (3.38) for the one-axis vibra-
tion isolator except for the termω2

r in Eq. (3.38), which is accounted for in the
input and output decoupling matrices. The used values are given in Table7.2,
where a value ofβ = 0.5 similar as in section3.4 is used.
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By varying the gainskf l for the force feedback controller from 0 to∞ and
keeping the acceleration feedback controller as in Eq. (7.53), the resulting
closed loop poles can be plotted as branches of the “root locus” in a similar
way as for sensor fusion. The plot is shown in Fig.7.6(b). The squares indi-
cate the location of the closed loop poles for the controller gains of Table7.2.
It is clearly visible that large damping ratios can be obtained for the internal
modes, even larger than for sensor fusion. Another advantage is that drops of
the phase angles of the corresponding CL below the−180◦ do not occur, hence
closed loop stability can be guaranteed.

7.7 Modeling results and discussion

In this section the achievable performance of the active vibration isolator is
analyzed for the various presented control strategies. These are modeshaping
modal control for acceleration feedback, sensor fusion and two-sensor control.
Mode shaping modal control for force feedback is not analyzed, because in
chapter3 it is demonstrated that force feedback is outperformed by the other
control strategies, in particular in case of a relative high parasitic stiffness. In
section5.3.1it is shown that for the designed vibration isolator, the parasitic
stiffness is large. Hence, it can be expected that mode shaping modal control
for force feedback is also outperformed by the other control strategiesusing
mode shaping modal control.

The performance is analyzed using the transmissibilities. For each control
strategy, the transmissibility matrixTref(s) of Eq. (5.17) is calculated. This
matrix describes the motion of reference framexref(s) attached rigidly to the
payload, due to motion of the framexfloor(s) attached rigidly to the floor. The
payload consists of three bodies, see Fig.5.2: payload body (p1) on which
the accelerometers and force sensors used for feedback are attached, and a
large and small flexible payload body (p2a) and (p2b). If reference frame
xref(s) is attached to payload body (p1), matrixTref(s) can be interpreted as the
matrix extension of the scalar transmissibilityT(s). If an additional reference
framexd,ref(s) is attached to flexible payload body (p2b), matrixTd,ref(s) can
be interpreted as the matrix extension of the scalar deformation transmissibility
Td(s). Hence,Td,ref(s) is the deformation transmissibility matrix. Thell th
element of each matrix represents the payload’s response (a pure translation
or rotation in the direction ofx, y or z) due to floor excitation in the same
direction.

The diagonal entries ofTref(s) are plotted in Fig.7.8. Since the off-diagonal
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(a) Tref,11(s) = Ẍref(s)/Ẍfloor(s).
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(b) Tref,44(s) = Θ̈x,ref(s)/Θ̈x,floor(s).
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(c) Tref,22(s) = Ÿref(s)/Ÿfloor(s).
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(d) Tref,55(s) = Θ̈y,ref(s)/Θ̈y,floor(s).
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(e) Tref,33(s) = Z̈ref(s)/Z̈floor(s).
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(f) Tref,66(s) = Θ̈z,ref(s)/Θ̈z,floor(s).

Fig. 7.8: Diagonal entries of transmissibility matrixTref(s).
reference transmissibility
open loop
closed loop using acceleration feedback
closed loop using sensor fusion
closed loop using two-sensor control

entries are much smaller compared to the diagonal entries, these are not shown.
Next to the closed loop results, also the open loop transmissibilities are dis-
played (black dotted lines). The transmissibilities for acceleration feedback
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(b) Td,ref,44(s) = Θ̈x,d,ref(s)/Θ̈x,floor(s).
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(c) Td,ref,22(s) = Ÿd,ref(s)/Ÿfloor(s).
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(d) Td,ref,55(s) = Θ̈y,d,ref(s)/Θ̈y,floor(s).
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(e) Td,ref,33(s) = Z̈d,ref(s)/Z̈floor(s).
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(f) Td,ref,66(s) = Θ̈z,d,ref(s)/Θ̈z,floor(s).

Fig. 7.9: Diagonal entries of deformation transmissibility matrixTd,ref(s).
reference transmissibility
open loop
closed loop using acceleration feedback
closed loop using sensor fusion
closed loop using two-sensor control

(black solid lines), sensor fusion (blue solid lines) and two-sensor control (red
solid lines) are shown. In Figs.7.8(a)–(d) it is visible that due to coupling of
the suspension modes, the open loop transmissibilities in horizontal directions
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(both translations and rotations) are high. The desired suspension frequencies
and damping ratios of the closed loop suspension modes are achieved. This
is observed by the transmissibility curves. Each of the curves coincides with
the curve of areference transmissibility(gray solid lines) up to at least the fre-
quency where an attenuation of−30 dB is obtained (except for sensor fusion).
Each of the reference transmissibilities is a second-order low-pass filter con-
structed using the desired suspension frequency for the corner frequency of the
filter and the corresponding damping ratio. It also indicates that the desired
mode shapes are realized. If the transmissibility curves would not coincide
with the curves of the second-order low-pass filters, this would mean that the
desired mode shapes are not realized. This is the case for sensor fusion. Be-
cause of a high parasitic stiffness, not all of the desired mode shapes can be
realized, especially the vertical mode, see Fig.7.8(e). There is a small ampli-
fication at each resonance, but this is because a damping ratio of only 40%is
used. For the vertical transmissibility in Fig.7.8(e) there is a little more am-
plification at resonance. This is due to the pole at 0.1 Hz in the second-order
high-pass filter which is relatively close to the desired suspension frequency of
1 Hz for the vertical transmissibility.

The diagonal entries ofTd,ref(s) are plotted if Fig.7.9and show similar re-
sults as forTref(s). In case of acceleration feedback, three deformation trans-
missibilities (for horizontal rotations and vertical translation) show resonance
peaks in-between 40 and 100 Hz corresponding to poorly damped internal
modes, that cannot be damped using acceleration feedback, see Figs.7.9(b),
(d) and (e). In case of sensor fusion and two-sensor control, the damping ra-
tios of these modes can be increased, although only a little bit, at the price
of less attenuation in the surrounding frequency range. It is remarkablethat
with acceleration feedback also three internal modes can be damped, see the
other three deformation transmissibilities (for horizontal translations and ver-
tical rotation) in Figs.7.9(a), (c) and (f). For these modes, sensor fusion and
two-sensor control do not improve the performance.

7.8 Conclusions

A method for designing a mode shaping modal controller for the six-axes ac-
tive hard mount vibration isolator is presented. With this controller, for each
suspension mode not only its suspension frequency and damping ratio, but also
its mode shape can be tuned. The mode shapes can be chosen arbitrarily, pro-
vided that the modal matrix containing the mode shape vectors is of full rank.
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It is suggested to choose the mode shapes as the translations and rotations of a
reference frame located in the point of accuracy, which is the point where the
suspended payload needs to have a high accuracy. The mode shaping shaping
modal controller can be used with both acceleration and force feedback,al-
though for force feedback it is required that parasitic stiffness and damping is
small and negligible.

There exist an input and output decoupling matrix that (approximately) de-
couple the system’s plant. This is the case if the mode shapes of the open loop
system and the desired mode shapes of the closed loop system do not differ
too much or the desired suspension frequencies of the closed loop systemare
much lower than the suspension frequencies of the open loop system. Then,
the mode shaping modal controller reduces to a diagonal controller where each
of the diagonal entries is a SISO controller. This allows to use additional fil-
tering for each SISO controller individually. Additional filtering is requiredto
set the desired high-frequency attenuation of each mode and, if necessary, to
stabilize the control loop.

The input and output decoupling matrices can be used to combine the mode
shaping modal control design with sensor fusion or two-sensor control.In this
way, it is possible to simultaneously shape the suspension modes and increase
the damping ratios of the internal modes of the suspended payload. Design
methods are presented to maximize these damping ratios without affecting the
realized suspension modes.

By analyzing the performance regarding the transmissibilities and deforma-
tion transmissibilities, it is demonstrated that the desired suspension frequen-
cies and damping ratios can be realized using mode shaping modal control for
acceleration feedback, sensor fusion or two-sensor control. The desired mode
shapes can be realized as well, except for sensor fusion control, because its
performance is affected by the presence of a large parasitic stiffness. For the
same reason, it is recommended not to use mode shaping modal control for
force feedback. It is shown that for sensor fusion, the closed loop system can
become unstable in case of a low control bandwidth. With sensor fusion or
two-sensor control, the damping ratios of all internal modes can be increased
at the price of less attenuation at high frequencies compared to acceleration
feedback. It is remarkable that with acceleration feedback, the damping ratios
of some internal modes can be increased as well. Therefore, acceleration feed-
back and two-sensor control are the two most promising control strategiesfor
using mode shaping modal control.
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six-axes vibration isolator

The results of the real-time implementation of the control strategies described
in chapter7 on the demonstrator setup of the six-axes active hard mount vi-
bration isolator are presented. First, the experimental procedure is described.
Next, it is shown that due to hardware limitations it is not possible to obtain a
stable closed loop using the control parameters of Tables7.1and7.2. There-
fore, the control designs need to be modified such that a stable closed loopis
possible. For the modified control designs, the performance is analyzedusing
the identified transmissibility and deformation transmissibility matrices, and
the obtained RMS accelerations levels of the payload.

8.1 Experimental procedure

The demonstrator setup of the six-axes active hard mount vibration isolatoris
mounted on a rigid floor plate, see also Fig.5.3. It is available at the labora-
tory of Mechanical Automation and Mechatronics of the University of Twente,
Enschede. In Fig.2.1(b) it is shown that the floor vibrations measured at this
laboratory are very small, even below the level of the VC-E curve. To prevent
that the measurements used to analyze the performance suffer from measure-
ment noise of the accelerometers, the motion level of the floor plate needs to
be increased.

Therefore, the floor plate is equipped with several piezoelectric actuators.
Six piezoelectric actuators are needed to excite all six degrees of freedom
(DOFs) of the floor plate. Unfortunately, only four piezoelectric actuators are
available, such that only four DOFs of the floor plate can be excited. The
consequence of this restriction is discussed later on in this chapter. Threeof
the piezoelectric actuators are placed vertically and one is placed horizontally.
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(a) Bottom view of the floor plate. (b) Front view of the vibration isolator.

Fig. 8.1: Coordinate frame (x, y, z) which origin is located at the elastic center (e.c.) and the
location of the accelerometers1 – 6 at the floor plate.

These are visible in Fig.5.3except for one of the vertically placed piezoelectric
actuators. In this way the floor plate is allowed to have (small) translations in
x- andz-direction and (small) rotations around thex- andy-axes. The floor
plate’s translation iny-direction and its rotation around thez-axis are con-
strained. The motion is expressed in the coordinates of the reference frame
xref = (x, y, z, θx, θy, θz)T attached to the suspended payload and oriented as in
Fig. 5.4. The point of accuracy at which the origin of the reference frame is
located, is the elastic center of the vibration isolator.

The floor plate is equipped with six accelerometers, see Fig.8.1. Their
signalsẍ0 are measured in the axial direction of the accelerometers. A trans-
formation matrixRfloor allows to transformẍ0 to ẍfloor, which describes the
motion of a reference frame attached to the floor with the same location and
orientation as̈xref, see Eq. (5.14) in subsection5.3.2. The inverse ofRfloor is

R−1
floor =





















































sα1 −cα1 0 hf cα1 hf sα1 rf

0 0 1 −rf sα1 rf cα1 0
sα2 −cα2 0 hf cα2 hf sα2 rf

0 0 1 −rf sα2 rf cα2 0
sα3 −cα3 0 hf cα3 hf sα3 rf

0 0 1 −rf sα3 rf cα3 0





















































, (8.1)

whereα1, α2, andα3 are the angles between the three accelerometer pairs and
the x-axis, cαi = cos(αi) and sαi = sin(αi). Lengthrf is the distance between
the vertical axis of symmetry and the point where an accelerometer is attached
to the floor plate, lengthhf is the distance between the point of accuracy and
the point where a horizontally placed accelerometer is attached to the floor
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plate. In this thesisα1 = π, α2 =
2
3π + π, andα3 =

4
3π + π (see Fig.8.1(a)).

By exciting the floor plate using random input signals for the four piezo-
electric actuators, the floor plate’s motion and the payload’s response aremea-
sured as̈x0 and ẍ1 respectively. Using Eq. (5.14), ẍ0 and ẍ1 are transformed
to ẍfloor and ẍref respectively. This allows to calculate the power spectral
densities (PSDs)Pẍfloor,k ẍfloor,k( f ) and cross power spectral densities (CPSDs)
Pẍref,i ẍfloor,k( f ). The ikth entry of the transmissibility matrix̂Tref( f ) can be cal-
culated as

T̂ref,ik( f ) =
Pẍref,i ẍfloor,k( f )

Pẍfloor,k ẍfloor,k( f )
. (8.2)

This way of calculating the entries ofT̂ref( f ) requires only one experiment to
identify all entries. In [47] an alternative method is described, however this
requires six different experiments to identify all entries. Therefore, the method
used in this thesis is preferred.

Large flexible payload body (p2a), visible in Fig.5.2, can also be equipped
with accelerometers. Their signalsẍd can be transformed töxd,ref using a
transformation matrixRd,ref that is calculated in a similar way as Eq. (8.1).
Next, the CPSDsPẍd,ref,i ẍfloor,k( f ) can be calculated. This allows to identify the
entries of the deformation transmissibility matrix ofT̂d,ref( f ) as

T̂d,ref,ik( f ) =
Pẍd,ref,i ẍfloor,k( f )

Pẍfloor,k ẍfloor,k( f )
. (8.3)

Unfortunately, only one accelerometer is available for the measurements on the
large flexible payload body (p2a), while there are six needed to identify allel-
ements of accelerometer signalsẍd. Therefore, six experiments are performed
in which during each experiment the additional accelerometer is mounted at
a different location at the large flexible payload body (p2a). For each experi-
ment, approximately the same excitation signals for the floor plate are used.

The floor plate is excited such that the PSDs of its acceleration levels are
more or less comparable to that of a VC-D curve, which is the second quietest
environment used for designing fabs. In Fig.8.2(a) it is shown that the PSDs of
its acceleration level forx- andz-translation are indeed comparable to that of
a VC-D curve, except for two peaks at 30 and 50 Hz. These are due toflexible
modes of the table on which the floor plate is mounted on. It is discussed in
section2.1.2 that above 100 Hz the acceleration level of fab floors tends to
decrease rapidly. This is also visible in Fig.8.2(a), although some peaks in-
between 100 and 300 Hz are present. Since they-translation of the floor plate
cannot be excited, the PSD of its acceleration level is a little lower. The PSDs
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Fig. 8.2: (a) Power spectral densities (PSDs) of measured floor translations in acceleration
units compared to PSDs of the VC-C to VC-E curves. (b) PSDs of measured floor rotations.
x-direction ( ); y-direction ( ); z-direction ( ).

of the acceleration levels for rotation show similar results, see Fig.8.2(b). The
rotation around thez-axis cannot be excited as well, therefore its PSD is lower
as compared to the PSDs for the other rotations.

8.2 Closed loop stability

In section6.9it is shown that the identification model and flexible body model
of the six-axes vibration isolator have comparable dynamics at least up to a fre-
quency of 200 Hz. Above that frequency, the effects of actuator dynamics and
high-frequency structural dynamics of the suspended payload, whichhave not
been included in the model, cause some differences. However, it is thought that
the controllers designed in the previous chapter on the flexible body model can
be implemented on the demonstrator setup of the six-axes active hard mount
vibration isolator with only minor modifications.

The first modification is that not the reduced stiffness, damping and mass
matricesM̄ , D̄ andK̄ available from the reduced order model of section5.4,
are used to design the mode shaping modal controller, but those obtained from
the identified reduced order model of section6.6. The second modification is
that filterFext(s) of Eq. (7.33) is replaced by

Fext(s) =
s2 + 2ζ1ω1s+ ω2

1

s2 + 2ζ2ω2s+ ω2
2

ω2
2

ω2
1

s+ ω3

ω3
, (8.4)

where,ωi = 2π fi with f1 = 800 Hz, f2 = 3 kHz and f3 = 390 Hz,ζ1 = 0.05,
andζ2 = 0.4. This filter compensates not only for the dynamics of the wire
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Fig. 8.3: Characteristic loci of loop gain matricesL r,ẍ1(s) for acceleration feedback without
using the modified control parameters and filterFext(s) of Eq. (8.4).

flexures by using a skew notch filter as in Eq. (7.33), but also for the first-order
low-pass filter formed by the impedance of the voice coil actuator. It is similar
to the filter used in section4.2.

Closed loop stability can be checked using the generalized Nyquist criterion
[37]. This is done by plotting the characteristic loci (CL) of the loop gain
matrix for the corresponding controller. Each loop gain matrix is calculated
using the estimates of the frequency response functions from actuator forces
to accelerometer or force sensor signals. These are obtained in chapter6. The
CL for acceleration feedback are plotted in Fig.8.3. At high frequencies the
magnitudes of the CL are still above 0 dB. This means that an infinite control
bandwidth is obtained. Unfortunately, the phase angles of the CL all crossthe
−180◦ phase line at a certain frequency, resulting in an unstable closed loop.

The instability is due to the high-frequency structural dynamics of the pay-
load that is not taken into account in the flexible body model. This dynamics
is causing a large increase of the magnitudes of the loop gains in the high-
frequency range where collocation between actuator and sensor is lost.In con-
trast to the one-axis vibration isolator, the notch filter inFext(s) of Eq. (8.4) is
not effective in compensating for the loss in collocation in the six-axes vibra-
tion isolator. The plots of the CL of sensor fusion and two-sensor controlshow
similar results. Therefore, the designed demonstrator setup is not suitable to
use with high-bandwidth control strategies, such as those derived in chapter7.
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8.3 Modified control parameters

To stabilize the system, the control bandwidth needs to be lowered. Hence, the
achievable isolation performance is also lower. Loop shaping filters are used
to shape the controllers such that closed loop stability is obtained while the
performance is maximized. The details of the loop shaping filters are given
in appendixE. Acceleration feedback is considered first. Sensor fusion and
two-sensor control are discussed next.

8.3.1 Acceleration feedback

To lower the control bandwidth, the control parameters need to be changed.
First, the corner frequencies of the second-order low-pass filters inFr(s) of
Eq. (7.32) are lowered by a factor 3 as compared to the values listed in Ta-
ble 7.1. This results in a lower isolation performance of the vibration isolator,
since the high-frequency attenuation is depending on the values of these cor-
ner frequencies. By lowering these values, the magnitudes of all CL are below
0 dB in the frequency range in-between 200 and 400 Hz. This is in-between
the frequencies of the internal modes and the modes due to the high-frequency
structural dynamics. Next, a loop shaping filter is constructed such that the
phase angles of all CL are crossing the−180◦ phase line in-between 200 and
400 Hz.

The CL of the loop gain matrix using the modified control parameters and
the loop shaping filter are plotted in Fig.8.4. It is observed that closed loop sta-
bility is obtained, since the phase angles of the CL cross the−180◦ phase line
at a frequency where the corresponding magnitudes are smaller than 0 dBand
the phase angles are all below−180◦ at the six highest crossover frequencies.
However, the phases margins at the the crossover frequencies in-between 30
and 300 Hz are very small. The phase margins at the six lowest crossoverfre-
quencies in-between 1 and 3 Hz are also small. This is due to the second-order
high-pass filters in the controller and charge amplifiers for the accelerome-
ters, both with corner frequencies of 0.1 Hz (see section4.2). By increasing
the damping ratios of the suspension modes or lowering their suspension fre-
quencies, the phase margins at the lowest crossover frequencies become even
smaller. That is the reason that damping ratios of only 40% are used.

To illustrate what the achievable performance is, the transmissibility and
deformation transmissibility matrices are calculated using the modified accel-
eration feedback controller on the flexible body model. Their diagonal entries
are shown in Figs.E.4 and E.5 of appendixE as the black lines. It is ob-
served that in-between 30 and 300 Hz, there are some resonance peaks in both
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Fig. 8.4: Characteristic loci of loop gain matricesL r,ẍ1(s) for acceleration feedback using the
modified control parameters and filterFext(s) of Eq. (E.1).

the transmissibilities and deformation transmissibilities of the closed loop sys-
tem. These are due to the small phase margins at the crossover frequencies in-
between 30 and 300 Hz. The small phase margins also cause the amplification
of the closed loop (deformation) transmissibility for thez-rotation in-between
80 and 400 Hz, as compared to the open loop one, see Figs.E.4(e) andE.5(e).
However, with the modified control settings it is still possible to achieve lower
transmissibility limits ranging from−20 to−35 dB.

8.3.2 Sensor fusion and two-sensor control

The same approach as for acceleration feedback is used for sensor fusion and
two-sensor control. The corner frequencies of the second-order low-pass filters
in Fr(s) of Eq. (7.32) are lowered by a factor 3 as compared to the values listed
in Table7.1and a loop shaping filter is constructed.

The CL of the loop gain matrices of sensor fusion and two-sensor control
using the modified control parameters and the loop shaping filter are plotted in
Figs.8.5and8.6. It is observed that closed loop stability is obtained, since the
phase angles of the CL cross the−180◦ phase line at a frequency where the
corresponding magnitudes are smaller than 0 dB and the phase angles are all
below−180◦ at the six highest crossover frequencies. The phase margins at the
the crossover frequencies in-between 30 and 300 Hz are somewhat larger than
for acceleration feedback. It is observed that the anti-resonances in-between 60
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Fig. 8.5: Characteristic loci of loop gain matricesL r,ẍ1(s) for sensor fusion using the modified
control parameters and filterFext(s) of Eq. (E.2).

and 120 Hz are also better damped than for acceleration feedback. Therefore,
it is expected that the damping ratios of the internal in-between 75 and 300 Hz
can be increased.

To illustrate what the achievable performance is, the transmissibility and
deformation transmissibility matrices are calculated using the modified feed-
back controllers for sensor fusion and two-sensor control on the flexible body
model. Their diagonal entries are shown in Figs.E.4andE.5of appendixE as
the blue and red lines. It is observed that the peaks in-between 30 and 300 Hz
in the transmissibilities and deformation transmissibilities of the closed loop
system, are (much) lower compared to acceleration feedback, in particularfor
two-sensor control. This is because of the larger phase margins at the crossover
frequencies in-between 30 and 300 Hz. Note that there is no amplification of
the closed loop (deformation) transmissibility for thez-rotation in-between 80
and 400 Hz, compared to the open loop one. With the modified control settings
for sensor fusion and two-sensor control, it is possible to achieve a slightly bet-
ter performance than for acceleration feedback.

8.4 Experimental results

The performance is analyzed in this section. Therefore the identified transmis-
sibility and deformation transmissibility matrices are used. Since the measured
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Fig. 8.6: Characteristic loci of loop gain matricesL r,ẍ1(s) for two-sensor control using the
modified control parameters and filterFext(s) of Eq. (E.2).

acceleration levels of the excited rigid floor plate are comparable to that of a
VC-D curve, it is useful to calculate the RMS acceleration levels of the payload
as well and to use these as the ultimate performance measure of the vibration
isolator. The results are presented for acceleration feedback, sensor fusion and
two-sensor control.

8.4.1 Acceleration feedback

The diagonal entries of the identified transmissibility matrix are plotted in
Fig. 8.7. The gray solid lines represent the open loop, the black solid lines
the closed loop using acceleration feedback. The coupling of the suspension
modes is well visible in the open loop transmissibility of thex-translation
of Fig. 8.7(a), because multiple resonance peaks are visible (at about 8 and
13 Hz). In-between 1 and 100 Hz, the transmissibilities of the closed loop
match well with those of the black lines in Fig.E.4 obtained with the flexi-
ble body model, except for thez-rotation, see Fig.8.7(f). Since thez-rotation
cannot be excited using the piezoelectric actuators of the floor plate, see sec-
tion 8.1, it is not possible to obtain a reliable identification of this transmissi-
bility. This can also be concluded from the corresponding coherence function
which is displayed in Fig.8.8(b). It is much smaller than the coherence func-
tion for the transmissibility of thez-translation shown in Fig.8.8(a).

Above 100 Hz, the measured accelerations also consist of the contributions
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(a) T̂ref,11( f ) = Pẍref ẍfloor( f )/Pẍfloor ẍfloor( f ).
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(b) T̂ref,44( f ) = Pθ̈x,ref θ̈x,floor
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(c) T̂ref,22( f ) = Pÿref ÿfloor( f )/Pÿfloorÿfloor( f ).
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(d) T̂ref,55( f ) = Pθ̈y,ref θ̈y,floor
( f )/Pθ̈y,floorθ̈y,floor
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(e) T̂ref,33( f ) = Pz̈ref z̈floor( f )/Pz̈floorz̈floor( f ).
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(f) T̂ref,66( f ) = Pθ̈z,ref θ̈z,floor
( f )/Pθ̈z,floorθ̈z,floor

( f ).

Fig. 8.7: Diagonal entries of transmissibility matrix̂Tref( f ) using acceleration feedback.
reference transmissibility
open loop
closed loop using acceleration feedback

of actuator noise and sensor noise, since the actual motion levels of the payload
are very small. Therefore above 100 Hz, the transmissibilities are not reliable,
in particular these of the rotations. Each of the curves of the closed loop coin-
cides well with the curve of the corresponding reference transmissibility, up to
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(a) Coherence between̈Zfloor( f ) andZ̈ref( f ).
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(b) Coh. between̈Θz,floor( f ) andΘ̈z,ref( f ).

Fig. 8.8: Coherence functions for transmissibility matrixT̂ref( f ) in: (a) z-translation; (b)z-
rotation; open loop ( ) and closed loop using acceleration feedback ( ).
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(a) PSDs ofx-translations.
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(d) cumPSDs ofz-translations.

Fig. 8.9: (a,b) PSDs and (c,d) cumulative PSDs of measured vibrations: floor( ); payload
in open loop ( ); and in closed loop using acceleration feedback ( ).

a frequency that is close to the corner frequency of the corresponding second-
order low-pass filter inFr(s) of Eq. (7.32). Each reference transmissibility is
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Table 8.1: RMS acceleration levels of the floor and payloads using acceleration feedback.

i mode shape unit |ẍfloor|RMS ol: |ẍref|RMS cl: |ẍref|RMS ol: |ẍd,ref|RMS cl: |ẍd,ref|RMS

1 xref mm/s2 13.0 2.4 1.1 7.4 2.7
2 yref mm/s2 9.3 2.8 1.5 7.3 3.3
3 zref mm/s2 11.5 3.8 1.2 2.5 1.0
4 θx,ref mrad/s2 50.0 34.5 16.3 103.5 45.1
5 θy,ref mrad/s2 92.1 53.3 34.8 99.5 35.7
6 θz,ref mrad/s2 29.4 52.1 19.2 69.9 32.5
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(a) T̂d,ref,11( f ) = Pẍref ẍfloor( f )/Pẍfloor ẍfloor( f ).
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(b) T̂d,ref,33( f ) = Pz̈ref z̈floor( f )/Pz̈floorz̈floor( f ).

Fig. 8.10: Diagonal entries of transmissibility matrix̂Td,ref( f ) using acceleration feedback.
reference transmissibility
open loop
closed loop using acceleration feedback

a second-order low-pass filter constructed using the desired suspension fre-
quency for the corner frequency of the filter and the corresponding damping
ratio. Similar as for the modeling results, there are some resonance peaks in the
closed loop transmissibilities in-between 30 and 300 Hz that are due to small
phase margins in the CL of the corresponding loop gain matrix. However, it is
concluded that the desired transmissibilities can be realized.

Instead of using the transmissibilities to analyze the performance, the plots
of the PSDs can also be used for this. The PSDs of thex- andz-translations
are shown in Figs.8.9(a) and (b) for floor vibrations (light gray lines), payload
vibrations in open loop (dark gray lines) and payload vibrations in closed loop
(black lines). Since the plots of the PSDs become noisy at high frequencies,
the plots of the cumulative PSDs can also be used. The cumulative PSDs are
calculated as

cumP••( f ) =
∫ f

0
P••(ϕ)dϕ, (8.5)
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(c) cumPSDs ofx-translations.
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(d) cumPSDs ofz-translations.

Fig. 8.11: (a,b) PSDs and (c,d) cumulative PSDs of measured vibrations: floor( ); large
flexible payload (p2a) in open loop ( ); and in closed loop using acceleration feedback
( ).

where the final value cumP••( f ) is just the total power. The cumulative PSDs
of x- and z-translations are shown in Figs.8.9(c) and (d). These plots are
smoother than those of the PSDs. It is observed that the main contributions
to the total power are because of the peaks in the closed loop transmissibility
due to small phase margins in the CL of the corresponding loop gain matrix.
There is an additional contribution due to the peak around 900 Hz caused by
the wire flexure dynamics. The sensor and actuator noise that appear athigh-
frequencies have almost no contribution to the total power.

The RMS acceleration levels in-between 0 and 1 kHz of the floor plate and
payload can be calculated using Eq. (2.2). These are listed in Table8.1. The
levels of the closed loop are about a factor 2 or 3 smaller than those of the open
loop. This is not a large improvement, but it is mainly due to the small phase
margins obtained with the modified acceleration feedback controller.

Figs.8.10(a) and (b) show two diagonal entries of the identified deformation
transmissibility matrix, of thex- andz-translation. It is observed that these
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(a) Open loop.
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(b) Closed loop using acceleration feedback.

Fig. 8.12: Impulse response of the vertical acceleration ¨zd,ref(t) of large flexible payload body
(p2a): (a) in open loop; (b) in closed loop using acceleration feedback.

plots are more noisy than the plots of the corresponding entries of the iden-
tified transmissibility matrix. The other diagonal entries of the deformation
transmissibility matrix are even more noisy. All coherence functions are very
small. Therefore, it is better to use the corresponding PSDs of the measured
accelerations of the large flexible payload body (p2a), shown in Figs.8.11(a)
and (b), and their cumulative PSDs, shown in Figs.8.11(c) and (d). It is ob-
served that the total power of thex-translation is due to many resonance peaks,
while the total power of thez-translation is very small. The RMS acceleration
levels are calculated as listed in Table8.1as well. The levels of the closed loop
are also about a factor 2 to 3 smaller than those of the open loop.

To illustrate how much damping is added to the internal modes, the impulse
responses of the large flexible payload body (p2a) in open loop and in closed
loop are determined, see Figs.8.12(a) and (b). Therefore, an impulse force
with an amplitude of 0.1 N and a duration of 5 ms is added to all actuators
simultaneously and the acceleration of the large flexible payload body (p2a)is
measured in vertical direction. It is visible that the decay rate in closed loop is
much smaller than in open loop, which means that significant damping is added
to the internal mode. By counting the number of periods of the vibration mode
it is calculated that the resonance frequency of this mode drops from 128Hz
to 88 Hz.

8.4.2 Sensor fusion

The diagonal entries of the identified transmissibility matrix using sensor fu-
sion are plotted in Fig.8.13. The gray solid lines represent the open loop, the
black solid lines the closed loop using sensor fusion. In-between 1 and 100 Hz,
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(a) T̂ref,11( f ) = Pẍref ẍfloor( f )/Pẍfloor ẍfloor( f ).
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(b) T̂ref,44( f ) = Pθ̈x,ref θ̈x,floor
( f )/Pθ̈x,floorθ̈x,floor
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(c) T̂ref,22( f ) = Pÿref ÿfloor( f )/Pÿfloorÿfloor( f ).
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(d) T̂ref,55( f ) = Pθ̈y,ref θ̈y,floor
( f )/Pθ̈y,floorθ̈y,floor
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(e) T̂ref,33( f ) = Pz̈ref z̈floor( f )/Pz̈floorz̈floor( f ).
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(f) T̂ref,66( f ) = Pθ̈z,ref θ̈z,floor
( f )/Pθ̈z,floorθ̈z,floor

( f ).

Fig. 8.13: Diagonal entries of transmissibility matrix̂Tref( f ) using sensor fusion.
reference transmissibility
open loop
closed loop using sensor fusion

the transmissibilities of the closed loop match well with those of the blue lines
in Fig. E.4 obtained with the flexible body model, except for thez-rotation,
see Fig.8.13(f), which is due to the same reason as for acceleration feedback.
Similar as for the modeling results, the parasitic stiffness is the reason why
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(b) PSDs ofz-translations.
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(c) cumPSDs ofx-translations.
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(d) cumPSDs ofz-translations.

Fig. 8.14: (a,b) PSDs and (c,d) cumulative PSDs of measured vibrations: floor( ); payload
in open loop ( ); and in closed loop using sensor fusion ( ).

that the closed loop transmissibility curves do not coincide with those of the
reference transmissibilities. This can be observed in particular for the trans-
missibilities of thex- andz-translation, which deviate from their corresponding
reference transmissibilities and show a roll-off rate that is slightly less than the
desired−40 dB/decade, see Figs.8.13(a) and (e). This indicates that the de-
sired mode shapes, and therefore also the desired transmissibilities, cannot be
realized using sensor fusion. This is because the contribution of the parasitic
stiffness to the total stiffness matrix is not considered in the eigenvalue problem
of Eq. (7.10) that is used to determine the desired mode shapes.

The plots of the PSDs and cumulative PSDs ofx- and z-translations are
shown in Figs.8.14(a) and (b) and8.15(a) and (b). These are calculated for
floor vibrations (light gray lines), payload vibrations in open loop (dark gray
lines) and closed loop (black lines), and large flexible payload (p2a) vibrations
in open loop (dark gray lines) and closed loop (black lines). The results are
quiet similar to those obtained with acceleration feedback, however with values
of the total power that are lower. Especially the cumulative power at 100 Hzof
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(b) PSDs ofz-translations.
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(c) cumPSDs ofx-translations.
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(d) cumPSDs ofz-translations.

Fig. 8.15: (a,b) PSDs and (c,d) cumulative PSDs of measured vibrations: floor( ); large
flexible payload (p2a) in open loop ( ); and in closed loop using sensor fusion ( ).

Table 8.2: RMS acceleration levels of the floor and payloads using sensor fusion.

i mode shape unit |ẍfloor|RMS ol: |ẍref|RMS cl: |ẍref|RMS ol: |ẍd,ref|RMS cl: |ẍd,ref|RMS

1 xref mm/s2 13.0 2.4 0.9 7.4 2.2
2 yref mm/s2 9.3 2.8 1.0 7.3 2.2
3 zref mm/s2 11.6 3.8 0.9 2.5 0.7
4 θx,ref mrad/s2 50.0 34.5 11.7 103.5 28.3
5 θy,ref mrad/s2 92.1 53.3 25.4 99.5 24.9
6 θz,ref mrad/s2 29.4 52.1 10.9 69.8 29.2

the large flexible payload acceleration of thex-translation is about two times
smaller than for acceleration feedback. This means that the internal modes
of the payload are much better damped for sensor fusion as for acceleration
feedback. This can also be concluded from the RMS acceleration levels in-
between 0 and 1 kHz, see Table8.2. These are about a factor 1.5 lower than
for acceleration feedback, so a factor 3 to 5 lower than for the open loop.
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(a) Closed loop using sensor fusion.
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(b) Closed loop using two-sensor control.

Fig. 8.16: Impulse response of the vertical acceleration ¨zd,ref(t) of large flexible payload body
(p2a): (a) in closed loop using sensor fusion; (b) in closed loop using two-sensor control.

To illustrate how much damping is added to the internal modes, the impulse
response of the large flexible payload body (p2a) in closed loop using sensor
fusion is determined, see Fig.8.16(a). By comparing it to Fig.8.12(b), it is
visible that the decay rate in closed loop using sensor fusion is only a little bit
smaller than in closed loop using acceleration feedback. This means that the
damping added to the internal mode is even larger. The resonance frequency of
this mode is calculated as 88 Hz, the same value as for acceleration feedback.

8.4.3 Two-sensor control

The diagonal entries of the identified transmissibility matrix using two-sensor
control are plotted in Fig.8.17. The gray solid lines represent the open loop,
the black solid lines the closed loop using two-sensor control. In-between 1
and 100 Hz, the transmissibilities of the closed loop match well with those of
the red lines in Fig.E.4obtained with the flexible body model, except for the
z-rotation, which is due to the same reason as for acceleration feedback, see
Fig. 8.17(f). There are no resonance peaks in the transmissibilities in-between
30 and 300 Hz due to larger phase margins in the loop gains of two-sensor con-
trol as compared to those of acceleration feedback. The closed loop transmis-
sibility curves coincide with those of the reference transmissibilities, although
there are small deviations for thex- andy-rotation, see Figs.8.17(b) and (d).
This is probably due to the parasitic stiffness which affects the force feedback
controller of the two-sensor control strategy. However, it is concludedthat
the desired mode shapes and thus the desired transmissibilities can be realized
using two-sensor control.

The plots of the PSDs and cumulative PSDs ofx- and z-translations are
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(a) T̂ref,11( f ) = Pẍref ẍfloor( f )/Pẍfloor ẍfloor( f ).
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(b) T̂ref,44( f ) = Pθ̈x,ref θ̈x,floor
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(c) T̂ref,22( f ) = Pÿref ÿfloor( f )/Pÿfloorÿfloor( f ).
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(d) T̂ref,55( f ) = Pθ̈y,ref θ̈y,floor
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(e) T̂ref,33( f ) = Pz̈ref z̈floor( f )/Pz̈floorz̈floor( f ).
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(f) T̂ref,66( f ) = Pθ̈z,ref θ̈z,floor
( f )/Pθ̈z,floorθ̈z,floor

( f ).

Fig. 8.17: Diagonal entries of transmissibility matrix̂Tref( f ) using two-sensor control.
reference transmissibility
open loop
closed loop using two-sensor control

shown in Figs.8.18(a) and (b) and8.19(a) and (b). These are calculated for
floor vibrations (light gray lines), payload vibrations in open loop (dark gray
lines) and closed loop (black lines), and large flexible payload (p2a) vibra-
tions in open loop (dark gray lines) and closed loop (black lines). The results
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(a) PSDs ofx-translations.
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(b) PSDs ofz-translations.
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(c) cumPSDs ofx-translations.
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(d) cumPSDs ofz-translations.

Fig. 8.18: (a,b) PSDs and (c,d) cumulative PSDs of measured vibrations: floor( ); payload
in open loop ( ); and in closed loop using two-sensor control ( ).

are quiet similar to those obtained with sensor fusion, with values of the total
power that are almost the same. It means that the internal modes of the payload
are also well damped using two-sensor control. This can also be concluded
from the RMS acceleration levels in between 0 and 1 kHz, see Table8.3. These
are almost the same as for sensor fusion, so a factor 3 to 5 lower than for the
open loop.

To illustrate how much damping is added to the internal modes, the impulse
response of the large flexible payload body (p2a) in closed loop using two-
sensor control is determined, see Fig.8.16(b). The result is similar to two-
sensor control. This means that the damping added to the internal mode is very
large. The resonance frequency of this mode is calculated as 88 Hz, which is
the same value as for acceleration feedback and sensor fusion.

Based on the observation that with two-sensor control the desired transmis-
sibilities can be realized, there are no resonance peaks in the transmissibilities
and deformation transmissibilities due to small phase margins, and the RMS
acceleration levels of the payload bodies are very small, it is concluded that
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(a) PSDs ofx-translations.
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(b) PSDs ofz-translations.
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(c) cumPSDs ofx-translations.
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(d) cumPSDs ofz-translations.

Fig. 8.19: (a,b) PSDs and (c,d) cumulative PSDs of measured vibrations: floor( ); large
flexible payload (p2a) in open loop ( ); and in closed loop using two-sensor control ( ).

Table 8.3: RMS acceleration levels of the floor and payload using two-sensor control.

i mode shape unit |ẍfloor|RMS ol: |ẍref|RMS cl: |ẍref|RMS ol: |ẍd,ref|RMS cl: |ẍd,ref|RMS

1 xref mm/s2 13.0 2.4 0.8 7.4 2.1
2 yref mm/s2 9.3 2.8 1.0 7.3 2.1
3 zref mm/s2 11.6 3.8 0.8 2.5 0.6
4 θx,ref mrad/s2 50.0 34.5 9.7 103.5 24.4
5 θy,ref mrad/s2 92.1 53.3 22.0 99.5 22.1
6 θz,ref mrad/s2 29.4 52.1 10.0 69.8 28.7

the two-sensor control strategy results in the best performance. With two-
sensor control the damping ratio of internal modes can be increased signifi-
cantly, which is also one of the performance objectives stated in section2.5.
The best isolation performance is obtained forz-translation, with a reduction
from the suspension frequency of 10 Hz in open loop to 1 Hz in closed loop
and a lower transmissibility limit of−30 dB, see Fig.8.17(e).
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8.5 Discussion

In section8.2it is shown that in each leg of the develop demonstrator setup the
loss of collocation between the actuator and sensors, together with the contin-
uous structural dynamics of the suspended payload limits the available control
bandwidth. As a consequence additional loop shaping filters are required to
obtain a stable closed loop, in particular for acceleration feedback. For ac-
celeration feedback, additional loop shaping filters are required even ifthere
would be no loss of collocation. This is explained below.

The magnitudes of the CL of the transfer function matrix from actuator
forces to accelerometer signals show large increases at high frequencies, see
Fig. 6.2. These are due to many resonances and anti-resonances in this fre-
quency range, with relative large separations between each resonance and anti-
resonance, causing increases in the magnitudes. These increases areless appar-
ent in the magnitudes of the CL of the transfer function matrix from actuator
forces to force sensor signals, see Fig.6.9. This results in higher crossover
frequencies in the loop gains of acceleration feedback as compared to force
feedback. Hence, acceleration feedback results in a higher control bandwidth
than force feedback. This is also visible in the loop gains of acceleration feed-
back and force feedback of the one-axis vibration isolator shown in Fig.3.3.

In chapter7 it is shown that a higher roll-off rate for the acceleration feed-
back controller is used for sensor fusion and two-sensor control as compared
to acceleration feedback. So, at high frequencies the relative contribution of
acceleration feedback to the loop gains is smaller and that of the force feed-
back controller is larger. Therefore, the increases at high frequencies in the
loop gain matrix from actuator forces to accelerometers signals are less impor-
tant for sensor fusion and two-sensor control. This is an additional advantage
of sensor fusion and two-sensor control over acceleration feedback.

However, it is suggested to improve the mechanical design of the six-axes
active hard mount vibration isolator such that in each leg the actuator and sen-
sors are collocated, or at least that the frequency at which collocation islost, is
much higher. In chapter5 it is demonstrated that in the developed demonstra-
tor setup the wire flexure dynamics is causing the loss of collocation. The wire
flexures are used to make each leg of the vibration isolator compliant in all
parasitic directions in order to obtain a low parasitic stiffness. Unfortunately,
its axial stiffness is also limited and a trade-off between a high axial stiffness
and a low parasitic stiffness has to be made. In section5.3.1it is shown that
the parasitic stiffness introduced by the wire flexures is still high, resulting in
a lower performance of sensor fusion, see section8.4.2. Therefore, it is rec-
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ommended to change the design of the legs such that the wire flexures can
be omitted and are replaced by an alternative design solution. This solution
must provide a much higher axial stiffness and a much lower parasitic stiffness
as compared to wire flexures. The interested reader is referred to [47] for an
example of a leg design without wire flexures.

The measured acceleration signals used to determine the performance also
contain contributions of actuator noise and sensor noise of the accelerometers,
in particular at high frequencies and at frequencies below 1 Hz. Their contribu-
tions become more important if the level of floor excitation is lower. Therefore,
it is suggested to replace the accelerometers with some that have a lower noise
level. References [33] and [59] present some comparisons between various
accelerometers with ultra-low noise levels. It is shown that the noise PSD of
an Endevco 87-10 piezoelectric accelerometer is about 100 times lower than
that of an Endveco 7703A-1000 piezoelectric accelerometer, which areused
for the demonstrator setup. The usable bandwidth of the Endevco 87-10 isat
least 400 Hz which is still sufficient for the control strategies presented in chap-
ter 7. In addition, these sensors do not contain high-pass filters in the charge
amplifiers and as a consequence it is possible to obtain larger phase marginsat
the lowest crossover frequencies in the loop gains. Therefore, higher damping
ratios of the suspension modes can be realized. More information about the
modeling of noise in piezoelectric accelerometers can be found in [30–33].

The noise level of piezoelectric force sensors is in general well below that
of the high-end piezoelectric accelerometers and therefore does not contribute
to the total noise level, see [45,53]. Actuator noise is mainly due to noise of
the power amplifiers. Therefore, it is suggested to match the power amplifiers
with the expected power consumption of the actuators [59].

Finally, it is suggested to add two horizontally placed piezoelectric actuators
to the rigid floor plate such that they-translation andz-rotation can be excited
as well. Then it is possible to obtain more reliable estimates of the correspond-
ing transmissibilities. It is also suggested to mount six accelerometers at the
large flexible payload body instead of one, such that the deformation transmis-
sibility matrix can be identified in one shot, which improves the estimates of
the deformation transmissibilities.

8.6 Conclusions

The control strategies that are presented in chapter7 are successfully imple-
mented on the demonstrator setup of the six-axes active hard mount vibration
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isolator, although with modified control parameters. It is shown that it is not
possible to obtain closed loop stability using the desired high control band-
width. This is due to the loss of collocation between actuator and sensors
at about 900 Hz, together with the high-frequency structural dynamics of the
demonstrator setup. In contrast to the one-axis vibration isolator, the notch
filter used in the loop shaping filters in chapter7 is not effective in compen-
sating for the loss in collocation in the six-axes vibration isolator. Therefore,
alternative loop shaping filters are designed.

Demanding a lower isolation performance and using the alternative loop
shaping filters, closed loop stability can be obtained. It is shown that the per-
formance of the vibration isolator regarding the transmissibilities and deforma-
tion transmissibilities match well with the modeling results of appendixE that
are obtained using the same modified control parameters on the flexible body
model described in section5.3. The desired mode shapes can be successfully
realized using the identification model obtained in chapter6.

The best results are obtained using two-sensor control, since the desired
mode shapes, and therefore the desired transmissibilities, are realized, aswell
as the desired suspension frequencies and damping ratios. This is the first
performance objective stated in section2.5. The best isolation performance
is obtained for thez-translation, with a reduction of the suspension frequency
from 9.8 Hz in open loop to 1 Hz in closed loop and a lower transmissibil-
ity limit of −30 dB, which is close to the transmissibility of the ideal active
soft mount vibration isolator of section2.5. The damping ratios of the internal
modes can also be increased, which is the second performance objective, as
is demonstrated by showing plots of the impulse response. The third objec-
tive, which is providing a stiff suspension, has already been realized by using
hard mounts. The suspension modes are required to be at least 5 Hz. This
requirement is fulfilled since the frequencies of the suspension modes of the
demonstrator setup range from 7.0 to 18.1 Hz. Finally, the lowest RMS accel-
eration levels are obtained with two-sensor control. For thez-translation, the
floor acceleration of 11.6 mm/s2 RMS has been reduced to 0.6 mm/s2 at the
payload, which is a reduction of about 25 dB.

Suggestions for improving the design of the six-axes vibration isolator to
obtain collocation between actuator and sensors are made. It is also suggested
to use accelerometers with a lower noise level to improve the isolation perfor-
mance in case of very low levels of floor vibrations.
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9.1 Conclusions

The aim of this thesis is to develop an active hard mount vibration isolator for
precision equipment. It is designed to obtain sufficient isolation of both floor
vibrations and direct disturbance forces as well as to add damping to the in-
ternal modes of the suspended equipment. It is capable of fulfilling all these
functions while simultaneously providing a stiff suspension to the equipment.
First, several feedback control strategies for a one-axis active hard mount vi-
bration isolator have been presented. Both modeling results and experimental
results have demonstrated that all these functions can be fulfilled simultane-
ously. Next, the design, modeling and system identification of a demonstrator
setup of a six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator have been discussed.
A modal controller has been derived that can be used for tuning the suspension
frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes of the vibration isolator’s sus-
pension modes. The modal controller can only be derived if the mass, damp-
ing and stiffness matrices are known, which are obtained from either the model
or system identification. Finally, the applicability of the modal controller has
been demonstrated by performing closed loop experiments with the demon-
strator setup. In the remainder of this section, the conclusions of the previous
chapters are summarized.

In chapter3 several control strategies for a one-axis vibration isolator have
been proposed using acceleration feedback, force feedback or a combination
of both. It has been shown that acceleration feedback outperforms force feed-
back in lowering the transmissibility and providing a stiff suspension. How-
ever, both acceleration and force feedback are not capable of increasing the
damping ratio of the internal modes. For that reason, two novel control strate-
gies have been derived. A sensor fusion strategy has been proposed in which
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the acceleration signal is used at low frequencies and the force signal at high
frequencies. A two-sensor control strategy has been proposed in which the
force feedback controller is 90◦ out of phase with the acceleration feedback
controller in the frequency range where damping of the internal modes is de-
sired. It has been shown that the maximum achievable damping ratio of an
internal mode is determined by the ratio of the anti-resonance frequencies for
acceleration and force feedback. All three performance objectives stated in
chapter2 have been realized simultaneously using either sensor fusion or two-
sensor control. The transmissibility of floor vibrations has been made compa-
rable to that of an ideal active soft mount vibration isolator with a suspension
frequency of 1 Hz and a lower transmissibility limit of−52 dB. Furthermore,
the damping ratio of the internal mode has been increased to 43% at maximum
and the suspension stiffness has been increased>150 times as compared to the
ideal active soft mount. An additional advantage of both control strategies is
that the system’s susceptibility to direct disturbance forces is significantly de-
creased in the frequency range between 0 and 120 Hz as compared to theideal
active soft mount.

In chapter4 the control strategies presented in chapter3 have successfully
been implemented on an experimental setup of a one-axis active hard mount
vibration isolator. The experimental results match well with the modeling re-
sults in the frequency range from 1 to 250 Hz. Below 1 Hz and above 250 Hz
sensor and actuator noise make the estimates of the performance transfer func-
tions less reliable. It has been observed that for all control strategies except for
acceleration feedback, it is not possible to compensate for vibrations thatare
being transmitted onto the suspended payload by means of parasitic stiffness
paths. These vibrations result in a higher transmissibility and deformation
transmissibility. For a successful implementation of the control strategies, it
has been necessary to add a loop shaping filter to the controllers to compensate
for the dynamics of the actuator and charge amplifiers of the accelerometer and
force sensor as well as for the loss of collocation between actuator and sensors.

Chapter5 describes the design and realization of a six-axes active hard
mount vibration isolator and a demonstrator setup suspending a 10.9 kg pay-
load. A rigid body model describing its suspension dynamics has been derived
to get insight in how the six suspension modes depend on the mass and inertia
properties of the payload, as well as on the axial stiffness of the legs and sev-
eral other design parameters. A flexible body model has been presented, which
can be used to analyze the effect of the payloads flexibilities. From this model,
a reduced order model has been derived using Guyan reduction. Thereduced
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order model is a more accurate representation of the suspension dynamicsthan
the approximate model, since the bending and torsional stiffness of the legs as
well as the effect of an asymmetric payload are taken into account. The models
describing the suspension dynamics have been used to derive the mass, damp-
ing and stiffness matrices that are used to design the modal controller explained
in chapter7.

In chapter6 a novel three-steps method for the system identification of the
active hard mount vibration isolator has been proposed. It has been used to
validate the models of chapter5 and to identify the reduced stiffness, damping
and mass matrices that are used to design the modal controller of chapter8.
For the system identification several methods described in literature have been
combined. In the first step, characteristic loci have been used for the estimation
of poles. This allows to separate modes with closely spaced poles from each
other. It has been shown that the proposed method outperforms the widely
used LSCF estimator for the identification of closely spaced poles. In the sec-
ond step, a state-space model describing accelerance transfer functions has
been derived. In the third step, the reduced mass, damping and stiffness ma-
trices have been calculated. The proposed system identification method has
successfully been applied to experimental data from the demonstrator setup.

In chapter7 a mode shaping modal controller has been derived for the six-
axes active hard mount vibration isolator. With this modal controller, the res-
onance frequency, damping ratio and mode shape for each suspensionmode
can be tuned. The mode shapes can be chosen arbitrarily, provided thatthe
modal matrix containing the mode shape vectors is of full rank. It can be used
with both acceleration and force feedback, although force feedback requires
the parasitic stiffness and damping being small and negligible. The modal
controller can be simplified to a diagonal controller using an input and out-
put decoupling matrix that (approximately) decouple the system’s plant. This
allows to use additional filtering for each suspension mode individually, and
to extend the sensor fusion and two-sensor control strategy from the one-axis
vibration isolator to the six-axes vibration isolator. It has been shown that the
best performance is obtained for acceleration feedback and two-sensor control.

In chapter8 the applicability of the mode shaping modal controller has suc-
cessfully been demonstrated by performing closed loop experiments on the
developed demonstrator setup, although with modified control parameters. It
has been shown that closed loop stability cannot be obtained using the control
parameters of chapter7. This is due to the loss of collocation between actu-
ator and sensors, together with the high-frequency structural dynamicsof the
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demonstrator setup. Demanding a lower isolation performance and using ad-
ditional loop shaping filters, closed loop stability can be obtained. It has been
shown that the performance of the vibration isolator regarding the transmis-
sibilities and deformation transmissibilities matches well with the modeling
results. The best results have been obtained using two-sensor control.

Based on the presented work in this thesis it is concluded that two-sensor
control as proposed in sections3.4 and7.6 is the best control strategy for an
active hard mount vibration isolator. The desired mode shapes and therefore
the desired transmissibilities can be realized, as well as the desired suspen-
sion frequencies and damping ratios. It is possible to increase the damping
ratios of the internal modes. The best isolation performance of the developed
demonstrator has been obtained for thez-translation, with a reduction of the
suspension frequency from 9.8 Hz in open loop to 1 Hz in closed loop and a
lower transmissibility limit of−30 dB, which is close to the transmissibility
of the ideal active soft mount vibration isolator as has been defined in chap-
ter2. The damping ratios of the internal modes can be increased as well as has
been demonstrated in chapter8. A stiff suspension has already been realized
by using hard mounts. The requirement that the suspension modes are at least
5 Hz, has been fulfilled since the frequencies of the suspension modes ofthe
demonstrator setup range from 7.0 to 18.1 Hz. The control experiments have
demonstrated that the lowest RMS acceleration levels of the payload are ob-
tained with two-sensor control. For thez-translation, the floor acceleration of
11.6 mm/s2 RMS has been reduced to 0.6 mm/s2 at the payload, which is a
reduction of about 25 dB. It has been motivated that with two-sensor control a
lower control bandwidth is required as compared to acceleration feedback.

The achievable performance of the demonstrator setup has been limited for
mainly two reasons: due to the loss of collocation between the actuator and
sensor in each leg, the control bandwidth is limited; due to actuator and sensor
noise, the RMS acceleration levels of the suspended payload are limited.

9.2 Recommendations

Some recommendations for further research are proposed:

• The mechanical design of the six-axes active hard mount vibration iso-
lator needs to be improved. Since all control strategies require a high-
bandwidth controller, it should be aimed for a mechanical design such
that in each leg the actuator and sensors are collocated or at least that the
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frequency at which collocation is lost, is much higher (at least 2 kHz).
Furthermore, a lower parasitic stiffness is desired, since this limits the
performance for sensor fusion and two-sensor control.

• Active vibration isolators for precision equipment are used to isolate the
equipment from very quiet floors, with acceleration levels that may be
below that of a VC-E curve. Sensor noise of the accelerometers may
limit the performance regarding the acceleration level of the suspended
equipment. Therefore, it is suggested to use accelerometers with ultra-
low noise levels, such as the Endevco 87-10 [32]. This accelerometer
combines an ultra-low noise level with a usable bandwidth of at least
400 Hz.

• To obtain a reliable identification of the transmissibility and deformation
transmissibility matrix in all degrees of freedom, it is recommended to
be able to excite the rigid floor plate of the developed demonstrator setup
in all directions. In the current setup, they-translation andz-rotation
cannot be excited. Therefore, two horizontally placed piezoelectric ac-
tuators should be added to the setup.

• In [10] the use of two-sensor control for active soft mount vibration
isolators is investigated. The proposed control strategy is based on a
combination of acceleration and displacement feedback. Therefore, an
accelerometers is placed on the equipment and a displacement sensor is
mounted between the floor and the suspended equipment. It is thought
that with a lower control bandwidth the same performance objectives can
be realized as for active hard mount vibration isolators. This simplifies
the mechanical design of the vibration isolator.
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xMaximum achievable
damping for sensor fusion

In this appendix a formula is derived to calculate the maximum achievable
damping ratio of the internal mode using the control strategy of chapter3 that
is based on sensor fusion.

How the damping ratio of the internal mode depends on the filter poleωp

is determined by the location of the closed loop poles in the complex plane.
The closed loop poles can be calculated from the solution of the characteristic
equation

1+ Lr,(ẍ1,Fa)(s) = 0, (A.1)

whereLr,(ẍ1,Fa)(s) is the loop gain for sensor fusion given by

Lr,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) = Hr(s)(LF(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) +
1

m1 +m2
HF(s)GFsFa(s)), (A.2)

which is the same equation as Eq. (3.27). Hr(s) is the improved controller
given by Eq. (3.19), LF(s) andHF(s) are the first-order low-pass and high-
pass filters given by Eq. (3.26). Plant transfer functionsGẍ1Fa(s) andGFsFa(s)
are given by Eqs. (3.17) and (3.23) respectively.

To calculate the closed loop poles corresponding to the internal mode it is
sufficient to use the approximation ofLr,(ẍ1,Fa)(s) arounds = jωR whereωR is
the resonance frequency of the internal mode, which is 93 Hz. Using the mass
and stiffness properties of the hard mount and the controller parameters as in
chapter3, the following approximations can be made:

Gẍ1Fa(s≈ jωR) ≈ s2(m2s2 + k2)

(m1s2 + k2)(m2s2 + k2) − k2
2

≈ s2(m2s2 + k2)
s2(m1m2s2 + k2(m1 +m2))

=
1

m1

s2 + ω2
a,ẍ1

s2 + ω2
a,Fs

(A.3)

GFsFa(s≈ jωR) ≈ 1, (A.4)
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whereωa,ẍ1 andωa,Fs are given by Eqs. (3.18) and (3.24) respectively. Substi-
tuting Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) into Eq. (A.2) yields for Eq. (A.1)

1+ Hr(s≈ jωR)(
ωp

s+ ωp

1
m1

s2 + ω2
a,ẍ1

s2 + ω2
a,Fs

+
1

m1 +m2

s
s+ ωp

) = 0. (A.5)

In Fig. 3.5(b) the loop gain for sensor fusion is shown as the black dashed line.
It is observed that around the resonance frequency of the internal mode, the
loop gain is much larger than 1, soLr,(ẍ1,Fa)(s ≈ jωR) ≫ 1. This means that
Eq. (A.5) can be approximated by

Hr(s≈ jωR)(
ωp

s+ ωp

1
m1

s2 + ω2
a,ẍ1

s2 + ω2
a,Fs

+
1

m1 +m2

s
s+ ωp

) = 0

Hr(s≈ jωR)
1

s+ ωp
(
ωp

m1

s2 + ω2
a,ẍ1

s2 + ω2
a,Fs

+
s

m1 +m2
) = 0. (A.6)

So the closed loop poles corresponding to the internal mode depend only on
the part between brackets in Eq. (A.6). These closed loop poles are found by
solving

ωp

m1

s2 + ω2
a,ẍ1

s2 + ω2
a,Fs

+
s

m1 +m2
= 0. (A.7)

This equation can also be written as

g
s

s2 + ω2
a,ẍ1

s2 + ω2
a,Fs

+ 1 = 0 (A.8)

where gaing = ωp(m1 + m2)/m1. The solution of Eq. (A.8) is given in for
example [45] as

g = ωa,Fs

√

ωa,Fs

ωa,ẍ1

, such thatωp =
m1

m1 +m2
ωa,Fs

√

ωa,Fs

ωa,ẍ1

(A.9)

This solution is obtained fors = j
√
ωa,ẍ1ωa,Fs and the maximum achievable

damping ratio is found as

ζmax =
1
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ωa,Fs

ωa,ẍ1

− 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (A.10)
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xInternal deformation
response

In this appendix a relation is derived between the open loop response of the
internal deformation∆X(s) and the closed loop response in case of a two-
sensor control strategy. It follows that the closed loop performance equals the
open loop performance scaled with the sensitivity function1/(1+ L(s)), which
is the same relation as in single-input single-output systems.

Consider the control scheme for the two-sensor control strategy with the
closed loop plant in Fig.B.1. When neglecting the direct disturbance force
Fd(s), the output∆X(s) can be written as

∆X(s) = G∆xẍ0(s)Ẍ0(s) +G∆xFa(s)Fa(s). (B.1)

The actuator force equals

Fa(s) = −(Hẍ1(s)Ẍ1(s) + HFs(s)Fs(s)). (B.2)

The sensor outputs can be expressed as

Ẍ1(s) = Gẍ1ẍ0(s)Ẍ0(s) +Gẍ1Fa(s)Fa(s), (B.3)

Fs(s) = GFsẍ0(s)Ẍ0(s) +GFsFa(s)Fa(s). (B.4)

The sensor outputs of Eqs. (B.3) and (B.4) are substituted into Eq. (B.2)

Fa(s) = −Hẍ1(s)(Gẍ1ẍ0Ẍ0(s) +Gẍ1Fa(s)Fa(s))

−HFs(s)(GFsẍ0(s)Ẍ0(s) +GFsFa(s)Fa(s)) (B.5)

Rewriting Eq. (B.5) gives the closed loop transfer function from floor vibra-
tions to actuator force

Fa(s) = −
Hẍ1(s)Gẍ1ẍ0(s) + HFs(s)GFsẍ0(s)

1+ Hẍ1(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) + HFs(s)GFsFa(s)
Ẍ0(s). (B.6)
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PSfrag

ẍ0

Fd

Fa

G(s)G(s) Hẍ1(s)

HFs(s)

∆x

ẍ1

Fs

Fig. B.1: Control scheme of two-sensor control.

This expression forFa(s) is substituted into Eq. (B.1):

∆X(s) = (G∆xẍ0(s) −G∆xFa(s)
Hẍ1(s)Gẍ1ẍ0(s) + HFs(s)GFsẍ0(s)

1+ Hẍ1(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) + HFs(s)GFsFa(s)
)Ẍ0(s).

(B.7)
This means that the closed loop transfer function from floor vibrationsẌ0(s)
to internal deformation∆X(s) can be written as

∆X(s)

Ẍ0(s)
= G∆xẍ0(s) −G∆xFa(s)

Hẍ1(s)Gẍ1ẍ0(s) + HFs(s)GFsẍ0(s)

1+ L2,(ẍ1,Fs)(s)
. (B.8)

In Eq. (B.8) the loop gainL2,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) = Hẍ1(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) + HFs(s)GFsFa(s). To
simplify Eq. (B.8) a substitution forG∆xFa(s) is derived

G∆xFa(s) =
∆X(s)
Fa(s)

=
∆X(s)

Ẍ0(s)

Ẍ0(s)

Ẍ1(s)

Ẍ1(s)
Fa(s)

=
G∆xẍ0(s)Gẍ1Fa(s)

Gẍ1ẍ0(s)
. (B.9)

Eq. (B.9) is substituted into Eq. (B.8) yielding

∆X(s)

Ẍ0(s)
= G∆xẍ0(s)(1−

Hẍ1(s)Gẍ1Fa(s) + HFs(s)GFsẍ0(s)/Gẍ1ẍ0(s) ·Gẍ1Fa(s)

1+ L2,(ẍ1,Fs)(s)
).

(B.10)
In a similar way it can be shown thatGFsẍ0(s)/Gẍ1ẍ0(s) ·Gẍ1Fa(s) = GFsFa(s),
which means that the nominator in (B.10) equals the loop gainL2,(ẍ1,Fs)(s).
This leads to the final result:

∆X(s)

Ẍ0(s)
= G∆xẍ0(s)

1
1+ L2,(ẍ1,Fs)(s)

, (B.11)

which states that the closed loop internal deformation is equal to the open loop
internal deformationG∆xẍ0(s) scaled with the sensitivity 1/(1+ L2,(ẍ1,Fs)(s)).
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Coherence functions

Coherence functions for the experiments with the one-axis vibration isolator.

Acceleration feedback
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Fig. C.1: Coherence functions corresponding to: (a) transmissibilityT̂( f ); (b) compliance
Ĉ( f ); (c) deformation transmissibilitŷTd( f ); (d) deformabilityD̂( f ); open loop ( ) and
closed loop using acceleration feedback ( ).
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Force feedback
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Fig. C.2: Coherence functions corresponding to: (a) transmissibilityT̂( f ); (b) compliance
Ĉ( f ); (c) deformation transmissibilitŷTd( f ); (d) deformabilityD̂( f ); open loop ( ) and
closed loop using force feedback ( ).
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Sensor fusion
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Fig. C.3: Coherence functions corresponding to: (a) transmissibilityT̂( f ); (b) compliance
Ĉ( f ); (c) deformation transmissibilitŷTd( f ); (d) deformabilityD̂( f ); open loop ( ) and
closed loop using sensor fusion ( ).
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Two-sensor control
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Fig. C.4: Coherence functions corresponding to: (a) transmissibilityT̂( f ); (b) compliance
Ĉ( f ); (c) deformation transmissibilitŷTd( f ); (d) deformabilityD̂( f ); open loop ( ) and
closed loop using two-sensor control ( ).
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xSimplification of the mode
shaping modal controller

In this appendix it is shown that the mode shaping modal controller derived
in chapter7, which is a centralized controller (each actuator interacts will all
sensors), can be simplified to a centralized controller (each actuator interacts
only with its collocated sensor and for each actuator-sensor-pair the same
controller is used). However, with this centralized controller it is no longer
possible to individually tune suspension frequency and damping ratio of each
mode.

The expressions for proportional gain matrixKa of Eq. (7.18) and integral
gain matrixK v of Eq. (7.19) of the mode shaping modal controller for acceler-
ation feedback simplify significantly for the choiceΩn = ωnI6, Ξn = 2ζnωnI6

andΦn = Φo such thatPn = Po:

Ka = B−1
o (K̄ω−2

n − M̄ )C−1
o (D.1)

and

K v = 2ζnωn(B−1
o M̄C−1

o + Ka) − B−1
o D̄C−1

o . (D.2)

These expressions are equal to the ones derived in [60], which are based on the
modal decoupling approach described in [27]. For this particular choice, the
suspension frequencies of the six suspension modes are the same. Hence the
corresponding mode shapes can be any linear combination of the orthogonal
coordinatesxref and there is no need to tune the mode shapes.

Further simplification is possible ifωn is chosen to be much lower than the
smallest open loop suspension frequency, which results inK̄ω−2

n ≫ M̄ , such
thatM̄ can be omitted in Eqs. (D.1)–(D.4). To guarantee an exact constrained
design (see section5.1), the off-diagonal elements ofK̄ are much smaller com-
pared to the diagonal elements, since a diagonal element represents the axial
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stiffness of a leg,k, which is designed to be stiff in the axial direction. There-
fore, K̄ ≈ kI6. If D is negligible, Eqs. (D.1) and (D.2) reduce to:

Ka = ω
−2
n kB−1

o C−1
o , (D.3)

K v = 2ζnω
−1
n kB−1

o C−1
o . (D.4)

This means that a very simple decentralized feedback strategy already results
in approximate modal decoupling. However, both simplifications described in
Eqs. (D.1)–(D.4) do not allow to change the mode shapes of the closed loop
system with respect to the open loop system or to set the suspension frequency
of each suspension mode individually. So the mode shapes of the vibration
isolator in closed loop are the same as those in open loop.

In a similar way the simplified expressions for the proportional and integral
gain matrices corresponding to the mode shaping modal controller for force
feedback can be obtained.
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xModeling results for the
modified control settings

In this appendix the modeling results for the modified control settings de-
scribed in section8.3 are presented. Next to the plots of the characteristic
loci (CL) that are used to check closed loop stability, the diagonal elementsof
the (deformation) transmissibility matrix are shown.

The results are obtained with the mode shaping modal control strategy pre-
sented in section7.4 using the flexible body model described in section5.3.
The following control settings are defined. The reduced mass, damping and
stiffness matricesM̄ , D̄ andK̄ are available from this model. Input and output
matricesBo andCo are identity:Bo = Co = I6, since the actuators and sen-
sors are co-aligned with the degrees of freedom (DOFs)qo, which are the leg
extensions. The reference frame (x, y z) is located in pointp at the elastic cen-
ter of the payload and the desired suspension mode shapes are chosen as pure
translations and rotations ofp in the directions ofx, y andz, henceΦn = I6.

The control parameters for the mode shaping modal controller are listed in
TableE.1. These are equal to those in Table7.1 except for the values ofωf i

which are all three times lower compared to Table7.1. The values for the
filter poles of the low-pass and high-pass filters used for sensor fusionlisted in
Table7.2are repeated in TableE.2. The controller gains for the force feedback

Table E.1: Control parameters for the mode shaping modal controller.

i mode shapeωni (rad/s) ζni (-) ωf i (rad/s) ζf i (-)
1 x 2π·3 0.4 2π·15 0.07
2 y 2π·3 0.4 2π·15 0.07
3 z 2π·1 0.4 2π·7.5 0.07
4 θx 2π·2.5 0.4 2π·12.5 0.07
5 θy 2π·2.5 0.4 2π·12.5 0.07
6 θz 2π·2 0.4 2π·10 0.07
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Table E.2: Frequencies of the anti-resonances and poles, and controller gains.

i mode shapeωai,ẍ1 (rad/s) ωai,Fs (rad/s) ωpi (rad/s) kf i (-)
1 x 2π· 68.5 2π· 75.1 2π·64.4 6.1·10−4

2 y 2π· 72.9 2π· 80.9 2π·69.2 5.8·10−4

3 z 2π·107.4 2π·142.4 2π·93.3 17.7·10−4

4 θx 2π· 56.4 2π· 80.6 2π·47.2 9.0·10−4

5 θy 2π· 56.4 2π· 75.1 2π·48.9 9.0·10−4

6 θz 2π· 79.7 2π· 81.4 2π·78.9 7.9·10−4
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Fig. E.1: Characteristic loci of loop gain matricesL r,ẍ1(s) for acceleration feedback.

controller used with two-sensor control are also listed in TableE.2. These are
different than those in Table7.2 and are calculated using Eq. (7.58) together
with the values listed in TableE.2andβ = 1.

Next, the loop shaping filterFext(s) is defined. For acceleration feedback, it
is chosen as

Fext(s) =
s+ ω1

ω1

ω2
2

s2 + 2ζ2ω2s+ ω2
2

ω3

s+ ω3

ω4

s+ ω4
, (E.1)

whereωi = 2π fi with f1 = 392 Hz, f2 = 425 Hz, f2 = 450 Hz andf1 = 1 kHz,
andζ2 = 0.4. This filter compensates for the first-order low-pass filter formed
by the impedance of the voice coil actuator, and it increases the roll-off rate
of the controller by adding one second-order low-pass filter and two first-order
low-pass filters to it.
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Fig. E.2: Characteristic loci of loop gain matricesL r,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) for sensor fusion.
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Fig. E.3: Characteristic loci of loop gain matricesL t,(ẍ1,Fs)(s) for two-sensor control.

For sensor fusion and two-sensor control, one of the first-order low-pass
filters in the loop shaping filterFext(s) of Eq. (E.1) is replaced by a lead filter:

Fext(s) =
s+ ω1

ω1

ω2

s+ ω2

ω2
3

s2 + 2ζ3ω3s+ ω2
3

s+ ω4

s+ ω5

ω5

ω4
, (E.2)
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Fig. E.4: Diagonal entries of transmissibility matrixTref(s).
reference transmissibility
open loop
closed loop using acceleration feedback
closed loop using sensor fusion
closed loop using two-sensor control

whereωi = 2π fi with f1 = 392 Hz, f2 = 1 kHz, f3 = 1.5 kHz, f4 = 70 Hz and
f5 = 141 Hz, andζ3 = 0.4. The lead filter is chosen such that around 100 Hz
some phase lead is obtained. In the frequency range around 100 Hz several
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Fig. E.5: Diagonal entries of deformation transmissibility matrixTd,ref(s).
reference transmissibility
open loop
closed loop using acceleration feedback
closed loop using sensor fusion
closed loop using two-sensor control

internal modes are present. The lead filter results in larger phase margins at the
crossover frequencies in this frequency range. The crossover frequencies are
present in the characteristic loci (CL) of the corresponding loop gain matrices.
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Therefore, it is expected that the internal modes can be better damped than
without the lead filter.

Closed loop stability is checked using the generalized Nyquist criterion [37].
This can be done by plotting the CL of the corresponding loop gain matrix. The
plots of the CL for acceleration feedback, sensor fusion and two-sensor control
are shown in FigsE.1–E.3. In all plots it is observed that the phase angles of
the CL cross the−180◦ phase line at a frequency where the corresponding
magnitudes are smaller than 0 dB and the phase angles are all below−180◦ at
the six highest crossover frequencies. Hence, closed loop stability is obtained
for all three control strategies.

Finally, the transmissibility matrixTref(s) and deformation transmissibility
matrix Td,ref(s) are calculated for each control strategy. Their diagonal en-
tries are plotted in Figs.7.9 andE.5. It is observed that these figures do not
differ much from Figs.7.8 and 7.9 except with a lower performance. It is
clearly visible that for acceleration feedback some peaks in the (deformation)
transmissibilities appear. These are due to a small phase margin around the
frequencies of these peaks in the CL of the corresponding loop gain matrix.
For sensor fusion there are also some peaks, while for two-sensor control there
are no peaks. Hence, the best performance is obtained with two-sensorcontrol.



Summary

Environmental disturbances such as floor vibrations, may limit the perfor-
mance of precision equipment. Therefore, the equipment is commonly moun-
ted on vibration isolators that are used to isolate the equipment from floor
vibrations. A vibration isolator can be considered as a mechanical low-pass
filter, which provides isolation above

√
2 times the suspension frequency. This

frequency is calculated as the square root of the suspension stiffness divided by
the mass of the suspended equipment. By tuning these mechanical parameters,
the desired suspension frequency can be obtained. Most industrial vibration
isolators are designed as a soft mount with a low suspension stiffness to aim
for a low suspension frequency and therefore a low transmission of floor vi-
brations.

However, the low suspension stiffness introduces problems with leveling of
the equipment and it increases its susceptibility to disturbance forces acting
directly on it, due to for example acoustic excitation. Both problems can be
circumvented by using active hard mounts, which provide a much higher sus-
pension stiffness. Its performance objectives can be formulated as: lowering
the transmissibility of floor vibrations to make it comparable to that of an ideal
active soft mount vibration isolator, increasing the damping ratios of the in-
ternal modes of the equipment, and reducing the equipment’s sensitivity for
direct disturbances. All parts required to realize the three performanceobjec-
tives, in fact the suspension stiffness, actuators and sensors, can be located in
the mount; there is no need for modification of the equipment’s design.

Several feedback control strategies for a one-axis active hard mount vibra-
tion isolator are presented. It is shown that all three objectives cannot be real-
ized simultaneously by using either acceleration or force feedback. However,
with a novel control strategy based on sensor fusion, using acceleration feed-
back at low frequencies and force feedback at high frequencies, itis possible to
realize all objectives simultaneously. In addition, a two-sensor control strategy
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is derived in which acceleration feedback is used to obtain a low transmissi-
bility and force feedback is added afterwards to increase the damping ratio
of the internal mode. All control strategies are successfully validated on an
experimental setup of a one-axis active hard mount vibration isolator.

A demonstrator setup of a six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator is
developed. Its design is described and a novel system identification methodis
presented that is used to obtain a state-space model describing both its suspen-
sion dynamics and its flexible body dynamics. From the state-space model, the
reduced order mass, damping, and stiffness matrices can be derived.

These matrices are used for designing a modal controller for the six-axes
active hard mount vibration isolator is presented, such that for each suspension
mode not only its resonance frequency and damping ratio but also its mode
shape can be tuned. The possibility of tuning the suspension mode shapes
provides an additional tool for designers of active vibration isolators to obtain
the desired isolation performance. It is shown how the modal controller can
be used to extend the derived control strategies from the one-axis vibration
isolator to the six-axes vibration isolator.

The control strategies using the model controller are validated on the demon-
strator setup. Due to hardware limitations, the desired performance objectives
are not realized to their full extent. The hardware limitations are mainly due
to a loss of collocation between the actuator and sensors, which limits the
available control bandwidth, and due to actuator and sensor noise, that limit
the RMS acceleration levels of the suspended equipment. The best isolation
performance is obtained for thez-translation, with a transmissibility close to
that of the ideal active soft mount vibration isolator. The floor acceleration of
11.6 mm/s2 RMS has been reduced to 0.6 mm/s2 at the suspended equipment,
which is a reduction of about 25 dB. The damping ratio in closed loop is sig-
nificantly increased with respect to that in open loop. The suspension stiffness
is about 100 times higher as compared to the ideal active soft mount.

Further research should focus on improving the mechanical design of the
six-axes active hard mount vibration isolator, such there will be no loss of
collocation between the actuator and sensors, and on using sensors with ultra-
low noise levels.



Samenvatting

De werking van precisie apparatuur kan worden beperkt door vloertrillingen.
Daarom wordt zulke apparatuur meestal ondersteund door een trillingsisola-
tor, die de doorgifte van deze vloertrillingen naar de ondersteunde apparatuur
verlaagt. Zo’n trillingsisolator kan worden beschouwd als een mechanisch
laagdoorlaatfilter, waarbij isolatie wordt verkregen boven

√
2 maal de onder-

steuningsfrequentie. Deze frequentie kan worden berekend als de wortel uit
de ondersteuningstijfheid gedeeld door de massa van de ondersteunde appa-
ratuur. Door deze massa en stijheid te kiezen, kan de gewenste ondersteun-
ingsfrequentie worden verkregen. De meeste industriële trillingsisolatoren zijn
slap ondersteund om een lage ondersteuningsfrequentie en daarom een lage
doorgifte van vloertrillingen te realiseren.

Echter, de slappe ondersteuning leidt tot problemen met de nivellering van
de apparatuur en het vergroot de gevoeligheid voor directe stoorkrachten, bij-
voorbeeld vanwege akoestische aanstoting. Beide problemen kunnen worden
voorkomen door een actieve trillingsisolator met een stijve ondersteuning toe
te passen. De doelstellingen ervan kunnen worden geformuleerd als: het ver-
lagen van de doorgifte van vloertrillingen zodat deze vergelijkbaar wordt met
die van een ideale actieve trillingsisolator met een slappe ondersteuning, het
verhogen van de demping van interne trillingsvormen van de apparatuur enhet
verkleinen van de gevoeligheid van de apparatuur voor directe stoorkrachten.
Alle onderdelen die nodig zijn om deze drie doelstellingen te realiseren kun-
nen in de ondersteuning zelf worden geplaatst; het is niet nodig om het ontwerp
van de apparatuur hiervoor te veranderen.

In het proefschrift worden een aantal feedback regelstrategieën voor een
eenassige actieve trillingsisolator met een stijve ondersteuning gepresenteerd.
Het wordt duidelijk gemaakt dat het niet mogelijk is alle drie doelstellingen
tegelijkertijd te realiseren door alleen versnellings- of krachtfeedback te ge-
bruiken. Echter, met een vernieuwende regelstrategie gebaseerd op sensor-
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fusie, waarbij laagfrequent versnellingsfeedback en hoogfrequent krachtfeed-
back wordt toegepast, is dit wel mogelijk. Daarnaast is een twee-sensorregel-
strategie afgeleid waarbij versnellingsfeedback wordt gebruikt om een lage
doorgifte van vloertrillingen te verkrijgen en krachtfeedback om de demp-
ing van interne trillingsvormen te verhogen. Alle regelstrategieën zijn suc-
cesvol gevalideerd met een experimentele opstelling van een eenassige actieve
trillingsisolator met een stijve ondersteuning.

Tevens is er een demonstratieopstelling van een zesassige actieve trillings-
isolator met een stijve ondersteuning ontwikkeld. Het ontwerp ervan wordt
beschreven en er is een vernieuwende methode ontwikkeld voor de systeem-
identificatie van deze demonstratieopstelling en het afleiden van de massa-,
demping- en stijfheidsmatrices.

Vervolgens zijn deze matrices gebruikt voor het ontwerpen van een modale
regelaar voor de zesassige trillingsisolator met een stijve ondersteuning, zo-
danig dat voor iedere trillingsvorm de ondersteuningfrequentie, dempingen
trillingsvorm zelf kunnen worden afgesteld. Dit biedt ontwerpers van actieve
trillingsisolatoren een aanvullend gereedschap om de gewenste isolatieprestatie
te verkrijgen. De modale regelaar kan ook worden gebruikt om de eerder
afgeleide regelstrategieën van de eenassige trillingsisolator uit te breiden naar
de zesassige trillingsisolator.

Deze regelstrategieën zijn gevalideerd door middel van experimenten met
de demonstratieopstelling. Vanwege hardwareproblemen kunnen de gewenste
doelstellingen niet volledig worden gerealiseerd. Deze problemen zijn veroor-
zaakt door een verlies aan collocatie tussen actuator en sensoren, waardoor de
beschikbare bandbreedte van de regelaar beperkt is, en door actuator- en sen-
sorruis, waardoor de RMS versnellingsniveaus van de ondersteunde apparatuur
worden beperkt. De beste isolatieprestatie is verkregen voor dez-verplaatsing,
met een doorgifte van vloertrillingen die in de buurt komt van die van een ide-
ale actieve trillingsisolator met een slappe ondersteuning. De vloerversnellin-
gen van 11.6 mm/s2 RMS zijn gereduceerd tot 0.6 mm/s2 op de ondersteunde
apparatuur, wat een reductie van 25 dB betekent. De demping van de interne
trillingsvormen in gesloten lus is aanzienlijk hoger dan die in open lus. De
ondersteuningsstijfheid is ongeveer 100 keer hoger in vergelijking met dievan
een slap ondersteunde trillingsisolator.

Verder onderzoek zou zich moeten richten op het verbeteren van het mech-
anisch ontwerp van de zesassige trillingsisolator met een stijve ondersteuning,
zodanig dat het verlies aan collocatie tussen de actuator en sensoren beperkt
wordt, en op het gebruik van sensoren met een ultra-laag ruisniveau.
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